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Now: who's got news for everyone with an IBM computer system?

The news is inside an eight page booklet. It
tells the what, the why and the how of Ampex
computer tape - the tape that provides superior
performance in I BM computer systems. If you
think you might find the booklet helpful, just
write and ask for it. Also, we'll put your name
on our mailing list and regularly send you our
informative periodical, "Tape Trends." It's a
good way to keep abreast of the fast changing
tape technology. In it, the latest tape developments are clearly explained by Ampex tape

AMPEX CORP. 1963

AMPEX

experts-the same experts who applicationengineer Ampex tape to your system. This is just
one of the many ways we assist you in obtaining
maximum system efficiency. In addition to engineering the tape to your system, Ampex digitally checks each reel from end to end, and
guarantees its performance. Write for free
booklet, "AmpexTape for IBM Computers,"
and your copies of "Tape Trends." Ampex
Corporation, Redwood City, California. Sales
and service engineers throughout the world.
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PROGRAMMERS
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION -one of the world's largest firms engaged exclusively in computer-oriented services - offers outstanding career opportunities in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Houston, and New York.

Since its inception in 1959, ese has performed services for nearly all major
computer manufacturers and many of the largest computer installations in all
fields of business and science. In less than five years, ese has grown from a small
team of specialists to several hundred senior analysts and programmers. This
p~ge depicts some of the people and the working atmosphere responsible for
ese's impressive growth.
THE STAFFING PHILOSOPHY OF CSC

CSC's technically oriented management
provides an unequaled professional
climate, challenging projects, incentives
and rewards well in the forefront of the
computer field. This professional envi"ronment at CSC provides recognition
and advancement in both technical and
managerial directions to follow imme·
diately upon performance and demonstration of capability.

Charles Swift, Lou Gatt, Joel Erdwinn.
and others. Above all, CSC is a problem
analysis and programming organization
- these are primary functions, not secondary to any other product.

LARGE SCALE COMPUTING AT CSC

CSC'S CLIENTS
Today, CSC is solving problems in the
computer sciences for such disting u ish e d c lie n t s as IBM; U N I V A C ;
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company;
Litton I nd ustries; Ph ilca; Douglas
Aircraft; Hughes Aircraft; Union Carbide;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Standard Oil
Company; Lear Siegler, and many otheis.
VARIETY OF CSC APPLICATIONS

THE CREATIVE CLIMATE AT CSC

CSC staff members ar~ widely recognized throughout the computing
profession for major contributions to the
state of the art. Professional capabilities
at CSC extend over the complete range
of computers produced byalJrequipment
manufacturers and include the s;iesign
and implementation of programming
systems in current use throughout the
business and scientific communities.
The CSC staff includes such well known
professionals as Roy Nutt, Owen Mock,

" )

From aavanced business and scientific
language compilers to real-time communications with space vehicles, CSC
projects cover a broad spectrum of activity. CSC has designed and produced
programming systems for more than 20
machines including complete integrated
systems for both medium and large scale
computers. In the space sciences, CSC
has designed and implemented programs for orbit determination, data
acquisition and analysis, and video data
reduction for such projects as Surveyor,
Mariner, Ranger, Dyna-Soar, and Apollo.
In business applications, CSC has developed advanced PERT ICOST techniques
and implemented major management
reporting systems.

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION

II

A recent expansion of CSC facilities
includes installation of large scale computing equipment in Los Angeles, marking CSC'sentry into the Service Bureau
field and providing programmers with
highly advanced equipment to implement the solution of problems. CSC's
1107 computer features 65K words of
main memory and over six million words
of drum storage with the industry's fastest and most efficient programming system. A remote data·link with other esc
offices makes the 1107 available to the
entire company.
MAKE CSC'S EXPANDING"
FUTURE YO~RS

Immediate career opportunities exist for
outstanding problem solvers in commercial, scientific and systems programming. A minimum of three years
experience and degree is required.
Exceptional salaries and a profit sharing
'plan are provided. esc is an equal
opportunity employer. Write:

650 North Sepulveda Boulevard, El Segundo, California • New York, Houston, London, San Francisco
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HOW

TO BECOME
THE HOTTEST
SOFTWARE

OUTFIT
AROUND •••

IN
ONEYEAR
FIAT!

Start with two people. And the notion that
all the world needs is another software
and consulting outfit. Just one more. One
~edicated to t~e proposition that Tota,
Competence, total excellence in the three
critical areas of systems programming 'compilers and computer software, real
time systems, and scientific applications
- is essential to success in anyone area
or in any computer science problem. One
with no commitments to a hardware
maker, directly or through a service
bureau. One determined to deliver Total
Competence in systems programming.
Take these basic ingredients, add nothing
but uncommonly gifted personnel, lots of
hard, conscientjous work and a little luck.
Soon, if you happen 'to be us, you'll suddenly find you've sprouted to a staff of
100 some top pros, thoroughly e~peri
enced in systems programming for ~most
every main frame ever built- having
racked up a 12-month rec9rd. of:

9 COMPILERS
FORTRAN II, FORTRAN II EXTENDED,
FORTRAN IV, STOL, YAP, and special
purpose compilers. All tailor made - not
off the shelf carbon copies -to take
advantage of customer hardware systems
and existing software. COBOL, JOVIAL,
NELlAC, CS-1, and other software packages by the score.
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21 REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
Spacecraft checkout, space booster
instrumentation and data acquisition, jet
engine checkout, multiple hypersonic
wind tunnel systems, command and control applications, telemetry data acquisition and information processing systems.
60 SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
60 general purpose trajectory for' earth
orbit and planetary intercept, spacecraft
TV transmission data processing, satellite
data acquisition, chemical equilibrium
studies, communication engineering,
orbit determination, math modeling and
analysis.

Nothing much to it, really, except that all
we offer - and deliver - is Total Competence in each of the critical, interwoven
areas of systems programming: compilers,
real-time systems, scientific applications,
and industrial systems. Nothing else.
Naturally, we'd welcome a chance to add
you to the list of those that keep coming
back for more of the same. So a letter will
bring you more specifics on what we can
do, have done, and are doing.
We're still ,on the grow, of course, carefully adding mor~ hard-charging aboveaverage people. Real talent is a must. If
you qualify, write us. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

20 INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS
Integrated computer software packages
for process control applications, special
software packages for open and closed
loop operations, project management for
on-line operation of chemical processes,
and over 25 commercial EDP applications.
And getting repeat business from customers the likes of Aerospace, Autonetics,
Beckman, Bendix, Bunker-Ramo, Computer Control, Douglas, General Precision,
Hughes, JPL, Librascope, Northrop,
North American Aviation, RCA, TRW,
Univac, U. S. Navy, plus lots of other
equally astute software buyers. And privileged to contribute to major space
projects including Apollo, Saturn SIVB,
Mariner, and Ranger.

SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMING
CORPORATION
1833 East 17th Street, Santa Ana, California
Phone: (714) 547·0069

Offices in Inglewood, Pasadena, Washington, D. C.
An affiliate of Mesa Scientific Corporation
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This is Potter's MT-24, a new vacuum
column, digital magnetic tape transport which is already proving big in the
field. Packed into its mere 24/1 height
(or length if you prefer to mount it
sideways) is all the dependability and
performance of tape drives costing
over twice as much. Here are the facts:
PERFORMANCE - Read /write tape
speeds from 3 to 36 ips, data transfer
to 28.8 kc, 200 commands per second.
(50 ips and 40 kc performance available in the MT-36 companion unit at
very little increase in pricel)
RELIABILITY - Use of thorough Iy
field tested components in combination with new vacuum column construction has resulted in improved
transport dependability. Reliability
warranted 1 in 108 bits read.
COMPATIBILITY - The MT-24 is
compatible with IBM's 7330, with packing densities of 200, 556, and 800 bpi.
One inch tape and other computer formats are readily accommodated.
ECONOMY - MT-24 (and MT-36)
costs less per effective bit transferred
than any other transport on the market
. . . and with greater operating dependability and data transfer reliability than tape drives costing more
than twice as much.
Potter is shipping MT-24's NOW.
Delivery within 4 weeks. Want details?
Write - .sales Manager.

POTTER
I N S T R U M E N T CO.,INC.
151 Sunnyside Boulevard. Plainview. New York

TM.
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SOURCE ORIENTED DOCUMENT ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
I

'
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FRO MUG C. INS T RUM E N T S

SODA systems magnetic tape recorders
save hours in recordi ng, and days i n trans~
ferring, checking and reproducing digital
data for computer processi ng.

[J

Wherever

GYD~lJl~,~~

document acquisition is performed-in the

(dff;'; Il@.~~)

field, factory or business office-there is a

©(QXW[~Jlr~:~~

specially designed SODA system to do the

'~liJnfflm~ li~~mi(:mf

f~@~ ff{:T!!!I,,!'i~i§

job.

[J

With SODA systems, no furth~r ~roc

essing is required between the data acquisition and the computer processing center.

[J

This new concept in data acquisition

is faster, more rei iable, and considerably
less expensive than other data collecting
systems.

0

For brochure write to UGC I n-

struments, developer and producer of magnetic tape recording SODA systems.

INSTRUMENTS
A DIVISION OF
UNITED GAS CORP.

P. O. Box 6070 - Sh reve port, La. • Phon e: 865-1438
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Butcher

Baker

Candle$tick Maker

Educator·

Lawyer

Auto Maker

You don't have to be big to benefit from
the UNIVAC Data Processing Center n~twork.
You just need the ambition and the address.

Once data processing was the special
province of giants. The U. S. Census Bureau.
Major universities. Big business. Today electronic.data processing is a necessary fact of
life for a business of any size.
That's w~y UNIVAC has built a network
of Data Processing Centers serving 29 major
cities in the U.S. and parts of Canada. With
over 15 million dollars worth of equipment.
IncludingUNIvAc®III and UNIVACll07,

the world's only thin film
UNIVAC DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

computer. Designed to service every business
and scientific problem.
We have staffed the UNIVAC network
with over 750 highly trained people: scientists, mathematicians, engineers, consultants, programmers, systems analysts. Anyone any job would require.
We're ready. As ready as anyone can
get for big jobs, small jobs, workaday jobs,
one-shot jobs. Any job.

commer~i::VAcDDo... _o:.~~.•:~at did you say your job is?
:

e
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• The spring meeting of th~ Honeywell 400 Users Assn. will be held
April 15-17 at the Executive House,
Chicago.
• The 1964 national convention of
the Assn. for Educational Data Systems will take place at the Miramar
Hotel, Santa Barbara, Calif., April
19-22.
• The Spring conference of the
Univac Users Assn. will be held April
20-22 at the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel.
• The 1964 Spring Joint Computer
Conference will be held at the Sheratqn Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.,
April 21-23.
• The spring meeting of CUBE
(Burroughs Users group) .will be held
April 22-:24 at the Ben Franklin hotel
in Philadelphia.
• A course on "Audit and Controls
for Electronic Data Processing," sponsored by the American Institute of
Technology, Phoenix, Ariz., will be
given April 27 -May 1.
• A two-day workshop on Analog
Computers in Process Industries will
be held April 28-29 at the Illinois
Institute of Technology, Chicago.
• The annual conference of the Industrial Communications Assn. will
be held at the Williamsburg Lodge
Conference. Center in Williamsburg,
Va., ·May 3-6.
• GUIDE International (large scale
IBM edp machine users group) will
hold its next meeting at the EI Cortez
Hotel, San Diego, May 5-8.
• The fourth national conference of
the Computing and Data Processing
Society of Canada will be held on
May 11-12 at the Univ. of Ottawa.
• The ninth annual Data Processing
Conference will be held at the Hotel
Stafford, Tuscaloosa, Ala., May 12-13.
Sponsors include DPMA, National Accountants Assn., U. of Alabama, and
Certified Public Accountants.
• The POOL 1964 annual general
meeting will be held May 12-14, at
the Palmer House in Chicago.
CIRCLE 8 ON READER CARD
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•.. the 'precision engineered
i

ELEVATED FLOORING SYSTEM
for today's Data Processing Equipment
The strongest, most attractive, infinite access flooring av'ailable to
complement your important investment,in electronic computing units.,

No Sagging - No Denting- No Delamination,
• Infin-ac's advanced engineering of combined underframing and
removable edge-grain panels provides super strength, supporting
the largest, intricate units with safety. Non-conductive wood panels
cause no concern should short circuit occur within the system and
their resiliency cuts down employee lag from foot fatigue too.Maintenance is easier and more economical. Every installation is under'
careful 'supervision of our engineering staff and we will gladly lend
counsel on structural problems when needed.

EASY, FAST
ACCESSIBILITY
View above shows Infin-ac's individual hardwood panels being
removed for immediate accesS to
complex underfloor electrical wiring and air conditioning system
when service is needed. Tapered
edges permit easy removal by
manual vacuum lift.

I

BEAUTY
OF PATTERN
Flooring panels are available in
either plain finish or with walnut
banded edges as shown above.
(Vinyl tile finish or carpeted panels if preferred.)
When assembled, these flooring
components create an over-all pattern of beauty and distinction. The
plain finish (at left) ,shows on installation in the data processing
deportment of a large financial
institution.

Yes, we are interested. Please send the Infin-ac brochure

f

NAM=E__________________________~____________~___

I
II

ADDRESS_____________________________________________

I

Send for more
facts and figures.
They're all in this
~ attractive brochure.

COMPANY__________________________________________~

I

IL ______________________________
CITY
,
ZON~STATE
I
~
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ARGONNE'S 3600
ACCELERATES 'SCIENTIFIC
ANALYSIS TO ARD
PEACEFUL USE OF
THE ATO

Photos courtesy Argonne National Laboratory
At Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois, science is
proving how nuclear energy can benefit the world through
peaceful application. In their experiments, Argonne
scientists produce vast amounts of information enabling
them to harness nuclear energy and use it constructively
-for heat, light and fuel, for deeper understanding of
man~s biological make-up, and for discovery of new
methods and materials to achieve peaceful progress.

To preserve the value of this increasing volume of experimental data, they use a CONTROL DATA 3600 Computer
System to rapidly analyze the data and produce practical
computations-analyses that are assisting in the development of nuclear fuels, new methods in medical radiology,
'
new power reactor designs.
The problems being solved by Argonne scientists are
paralleled by other progressive organizations the world
over who are putting the CONTROL DATA 3600 to work
in science, industry, and economics. The reason: the
CONTROL DATA 3600 offers more computations per
dollar than any other commercially available computer
system in operation today.
For more detailed information on the CONTROL DATA
3600, we invite you to inquire direct or through your
nearest Control Data representative.

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION
8100 34th AVE. SO •• MPLS. 20, MI NN.

OFFICES:

Albuquerque • Beverly Hills. Birmingham • Boston • Cape Kennedy. Chicago. Cleveland • Dallas. DaytOh • Denver. Detroit. Honolulu • Houston
Huntsville. Ithaca. Kansas City, Kansas. Los Altos. Minneapolis. Newark. New York City. Omaha • Palo Alto. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. San
Diego, San Francisco. Seattle' Washington, D.C •• Frankfurt, Germany, Melbourne, Australia. L,,"erne, Switzerland. Zurich, Switzerland. Paris, France
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automation & leisure
Sir:
I am delighted to see Dr. Fein's
"Automation, Unemployment, and
Utopia" in your January issue. It
seems to me something of a symbol
that the field of data processing and
'automation is maturing; we can talk
about fundamental issues in professional and trade publications ...
I fully agree that it is necessary for
management, labor, and government
(as representatives of the consumer)
to seek solutions for our problems.
There are some ( far too small, as
yet) projects under way already. The
crux of the matter is time. We cannot
afford to spend years on research
projects, decades before the findings
are explained to our notoriously backward lawmakers, and possibly a century before the lawmakers feel they
can risk saying publicly what they
are so painfully slowly learning in
private ...
Your magazine has made an auspicious and courageous start. I hope
you will do a great deal more publishing about the ethos and economics
appropriate to our state of technology.
ALICE MARY HILTON

A. M. Hilton and Associates
New York, New York
Unfortunately, space forbids publication of
more of the letter. Miss Hilton, however, will
deliver a paper on this subject at the SJCC
(see p. 57).

biased. The second not ony confirms
your bias, but makes one inquire as
to when was the last time you objectively evaluated any manufacturer
but IBM. If one was to believe your
article, all users wou,1d be justified in
using IBM equipment only, with the
rationale that all else are "Chinese"
copies or paper tigers . . .
R. M. MEYERS
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sir:
In two paragraphs, you have raisedand properly-a number of questions
on "people and education" ... Within
our faculty, we have some differences
of opinion about the DPMA certificate
program, but there is no question
about its providing a stimulus to extending the education of workers in
the field, both in breadth and in
depth.
But I do think you are riot quite
fair to ACM in your characterization
of its education program. From my
observation, the ACM has made a
great contribution in a number of
geographical areas. I know this is
true in the Washington area, and we
have contributed to the program. On
,the other hand, I don't think it is
clear that a professional society such
as the ACM has a mandate to establish an educational program and educational standards as you imply.
Perhaps its role should more properly
be direct liaison and stimulus to universities in the development of their
programs.
We are offering ADP and related
courses in government locations,
thereby making substantial contributions in the education of public officials, which you referred to as important and missing.
LOWELL H. HATTERY

tigers & marksmanship
Sir:
'y ou might be interested to learn that
1964 is apparently the Year of the
Dragon and 1962 was the Year of
the Tiger. Personally, I prefer your
choice of a title. Long live poetic
license!
BRIAN A. EDGAR

The Dominion of Canada General
Insurance Co.
Toronto, Canada

Sir:
With the opening statement in your
"Year of the Tiger" (Jan., p. 37), you
immediately dispell all belief that
your article will be truthful and unMarch 1964

School of Government and Public
Administration
The American University
Washington, D.C.

Sir:
W. R. Lonergan's "A Manufacturer
Speaks," and "A User Speaks," writer
unknown, prompts me to protest that
statements made regarding what colleges are doing about the training of
people in the systems analysis and
computer fields are in error. To be
sure my department chairman of Systems Analysis and I share many of
the comments made by the authors
especially about the difficulties which
manufacturers and users are having
in obtaining competent personnel.
With counsel from a leading manu-

facturer Miami U niv. spent over one
year developing an undergraduate
program in Systems Analysis ... For
all practical purposes, major enrollment and emphasis began in the fall
of 1963. We had an enrollment of
148 students, including 20 majors ...
The second semester, which began
Feb. ,5, already has 200 students, including 3,5 majors ...
GEOHGE BOWEllS

School of Applied Science
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio

seac, eniac, siss boom bah
Sir:
In his article, "Government Research"
(Jan., p. 27), Dr. James Ward asserts
that "the first electronic digital computer was the SEAC, completed in
May 1950 for the Department of
Commerce" ... The first was actually
the ENIAC, completed in 1945 for
the Ordnance Corps, U.S. Army.
JOHN H. GIESE

U. S. Army Ballistic Research
Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
To the many ENIAC fans who spotted this, our
apologies. Actual dates are elusive but, for
historians, we believe ENIAC went on the air
in January 1946.

software-patent research
Sir:
Following an EE degree from MIT
and .three years in the electronics
field, a desire to become a patent attorney drove me to Columbia Law
School, where I have been asked to
research the question of copyright
protection for programs by the Columbia Law Review. Perhaps your
readers' can' assist me:
1. Has anyone attempted to. copyright a computer program? Result?
2. Any previous research on this
problem? Results? Where published?
3. What is size of financial interest
involved? Cost of "average" program?
Total cost of all programs now in existence?
4. Is there serious need for protection of computer programs or are
there strong reasons for their remaining in the public domain?
I would appreciate references to
published documents wherever possible. I will be happy to give credit
in my article for any information
received and used.

F. BANZHAF III
Columbia Law Review
Columbia University
New York, New York

JOlIN
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Why NCR is No.1 in Total System Capability.

Executives well-informed in the ways
of .electronic computers know that an
EDP. system is only as good as the input machines where the processing
cycle begins. Input equipment must
be fast, simple, easy to operate or the
speed and effIciency inherent in the
computer is limited. In computer jargon, this is called "input limited."
o Many EDP manufacturers have great
qifficulty in solving their "input limited" problems. Since they haven't been
in the business of manufacturing a
complete line of input machines, as
NCR has, they must usually rely on
duplicating data in a second operation
with other devices. 0 NCR is not "input limited." And NCR'S answer is the
most practical and economical. All
NCR original entry equipment ... cash
registers ... adding, bookkeeping and
accounting machines ... can be linked

to an NCR electronic computer system
-or even someone else's computer.
NCR takes you all the way-captures
the necessary information for linkage
to a computer as a by-product of recording the transaction at the source.
D For example, the On-Line Savings
System for banks. The teller's machine
(input device) is linked directly to
an NCR 315 Computer (maybe miles
away) that instantly verifies a transaction, transmits data back to the
teller's machine which then updates
the passbook (output). One uninterrupted process that takes only seconds.
This is an excellent illustration of
what we mean by total system capability. D Also, a retail store can now automate their sales records, inventory
and accounts receivable ... and data
enters the system when the sale is recorded. For example, as a by-product

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY

of recording sales, punched paper
tape or optical journal is produced
which can be processed directly by a
computer. D NCR users do not have to
duplicate original entry information.
D NCR users are also dealing with a
company that has been designing business systems for over 80 years. Experience that counts for a lot in creating
the total system "software package"
- that goes with an NCR EDP System.
COBOL and NEAT, for instance, and
other advanced programming techniques are available now. And 7500
servicemen keep NCR products "on
the air." D If you're in banking, industry, retailing, government or education and thinking EDP, think in
terms of total system and call your
local NCR representative or NCR, Dayton 9, Ohio. D And see the NCR Pavilion at the World's Fair, New York.

®
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il',lIIillioll';'dollar EDPsystem?
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Because, unless ·the.forll1s •. • · · .• ·•· .•·•. · . includingtti~fasteningsare.·tailoredt~you .. rTlachine, the. whole· system can
jam up. A staple . in the wrong gaug~;si~e,or position can .spell trouble.···Maybe the right staple is no staple
atall. Perhapsaglued,crimped,orour patimted Stanlock fastening might be better for your specific needs.
The pointis,a StandardRegister man~antelt you which is best, and why. He's backed by engineers who are
~ontinua"y.'fV0rkingwith.manufacturersof every high-speed printer on the. market. So he's in a position to
recommend· a formwhichViillassureyou~fficierit, tro~ble-free performance. And guarantee its qual·
ity. Proper. fastening •. is .on~.of . thereasonsonly?tand~rd .Register . can. callits . forms Machine Mated
-they're specifically tailored foryourm?ichine, ineveryway~Ask our local representative for a Machine
Mated .•. FormsSp~cifjcation.Chart.foryour particular high~speeg. printer~. Ortell . us its type, and we'll
see thatyouge(one free. Write us at Dayton, Ohio 45401.
~ACHINE MATED'" FORMS BY STANDARD REGISTER
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.When it comes to computers t~ice as last as a 7090
at ZS% the cost ... 50S ~rote the hook.

Bere's page three.
You'll have to

~rite

S·»IS
SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS

1649

lor the rest.

Seventeenth St., Santa Monica, Calif.
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POUNDS TO BE GAINED
IN AUSTRALIA

Hardware manufacturers are vying for some £700K
($1,960,000) of computer-purchasing power placed in
the pqlms of five Australian universities by the
government. Among machines being proposed are the
B5000, FP 6000, 7040, 3200 and PDP-6. For this
burgeoning market, DEC has formed a subsidiary,
Digital Equipment Australia Pty. Ltd~, which will
engage in manufacturing and engineering support.
Reportedly large in interest down under is timesharing.

ANOTHER MYSTERY MACHINE
FROM CDC: THE 3400

As predicted in the January Datamation, Control Data
announced its 3400. Primarily a scientific machine,
it evidently replaces the 1604 in the CDC product
line. Announced as part of a "family" (3200, 3400,
3600), the 3400 has program compatibility with
the 3600; but no mention was made of any downward
compatibility in a brief news release.
Preliminary specs include a basic core memory of
- 16,384 48-bit (plus three parity bits) words; cycle
time of 1.5 usec; two instructions per word; six 15bit index registers; up to four buffered I/O channels
of three types (12, 24 & 48~bit) ; maximum I/O transfer
rate is over I-million 12-bit characs/sec. A 48-bit
floating point add requires 3 usec, including access.

DOD COMPUTER PURCHASES
NEARS 40% MARK

The Defense Dept. has scheduled the purchase of 225
megabucks worth of computers. Net savings: $65~9
million/yr., once the break-even pOint is reached
(see p. 21). After purchase, DOD (which has set aside
$201 million for the big buy) estimates it will own
40% of its computing gear, according to U.S. Comptroller General Jriseph Campbell.

RUMORS. AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

March 1964

That RCA 3301 COBOL contract went to Computer Applications, Inc., NYC • • • The 1004 and the new, gp .version of the Univac 1050 will be marketed abroad by
Univac International, not by ICT • ~ • We hear that
GE has included thermoplastic recording in one of
its dp proposais • • • A CDC spokesman says the company thinks it can sell between 16 and 50 of its big
6600 systems • • • Rumor is that initial Autodin
updating will be restricted to 10 new overseas switching centers; some 10 proposals have been received -a decision is expected in several weeks • • • Two
new, if radically different, anthologies of interest
to computerites are out: Computers and Thought
(McGraw-Hill), and ~ Stress Analysis of ~ Strapless
Evening Qown and Other Essays (Prentice-Hall). Both
contain articles previously published in Datamation
• -. • John Postley has been appointed chairman of
ASA's X3.6 subcommittee on problem description and
analysis • • • The DCA contract for the first phase
of a study of a n~w command & control language has
been held up by LBJ's economy drive.
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FOR ECONOMICAL SYSTEMS CONTROL-THE GENERAL
PURP'OSE PDP-5 DIGITAL COMPUTER AT ONLY $24,000.
Installation by installation,
DIGITAL's Programmed Data
Processor-5 is del iveri ng
more value per dollar in control applications than any
other general purpose computer on the market. It can
receive signals from or generate commands to as many
as' 64 external devices directly connected to its inputoutput buss. It has a fast,
6-microsecond memory cycle
time which permits real-time
data compilation and proc~
essing or recording. And it
comes with a complete software package based on simplified instructions for ease
of programming.

Among the many other PDP5 features:
.

• 55,555 additions- persecond computation
rate
• 2-megacycle bit input
via built-in data channel

Computer with 1024-word
memory, printer-keyboard,
and paper tape reader and
punch is only $24,000; 4096word memory option, $3000
additional.

• 24-bit arithmetic
• 1024- or 4096-word,
random acc~ss, magnetic core memory
• Analog-to-digital converter wired into basic
mac h in e (c 0 n vert e r
modules optional at
slight additional cost)
• Software package includes FORTRAN, assembler, double -precision, floating point, and
maintenance routines

~DmDD~D

EQ U I P'M E NT
CORPORATION
MAYNARD,MASSACHUSETTS

Los Angeles • Palo Alto • Park
Ridge, III. • Washington, D.C. •
Parsippany, N.J~ • Monroeville,
Pa. • Ottawa, Canada • Munich,
Germany • Sydney, Australia
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REPORT
DOD'S PURCHASE POLICY
AROUSES FUROR

The Defense Dept.'s recent decision to purchase some
$200 million in computers now under lease (to be
implemented by the end of Feb.) has aroused considerable apprehension among second-rank manufacturers
-- that is, all except IBM. Their worry is that DOD
will select its purchases largely from its supply
of 1401's, 7080's, etc., thus locking the DOD market
even tighter in the IBM grasp and, adding insult to
injury, with what competitors consider to be outmoded equipment.
.
Criteria for selection of hardware to be purchased,
according to a DOD spokesman, are that the computer
be a "stable" system (unlikely to need replacement
soon) and that its "payoff" be assured. "Payoff" date
refers to that time when accumulated rental fees
exceed the purchase price. According to the DOD,
no system is being purchased with a payoff date of
more than 40 months.
The General Accounting Office, however, has
lamented that equipment picked for the purchase
treatment would not in all cases yield the
greatest economic benefit to the government.
Having been a strong advocate of computer purchases
as opposed to lease, GAO is following DOD buyactivities closely. The watchdog agency feels that
by failing to purchase late-model equipment which
may not necessarily meet DOD stability specs, the
military is not achieving "optimum" use of the funds
available, since this equipment could well be used
second-hand by other agencies.
Meanwhile, back on the civilian side. of the fence,
there was more or less general chagrin about the
sudden blizzard of purchase orders from DOD (outside of the serene IBM bailiwick). The DOD move
was made "damn fast," according to one disgruntled
computer marketing executive who claimed to have
lost several prime sales prospects through the action.
Others were doleful about the future. "We'll have to
go into the used computer·ma~ket to close a lot of
deals now, and what am I going to do with a secondhand 650?" asked one non-IBMer.
A few silver linings, however, were seen by
some in the cloud. The purchase decision may provide
a lever in future sales to divert at least a portion
of the vast IBM share of the government market
to other manufacturers. "New specs will easily show
up the inadequacy of much of the equipment being
purchased," noted one computer sales executive,
"and we'll be able to start more or less even on
replacement bids."
Also, a number of manufacturers, faced with
perennial cash binds, are not unsympathetic with purContinued on page 77
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Before you can say "Get me the facts" ...

DATA-PHONE

service can say it 16 times

That's because DATA-PHONE service "talks" 16
times faster than people can talk. It can turn out
up to two million words a day, in fact.

Your business locations have all the information
they need - all of the time. No costly delays. No
postponed decisions. No duplicated effort.

DATA-PHONE messages travel over regular telephone lines - at regular telephop.e rates. It sends
any data that can be punched on card or tapeinventories, orders, schedules, waybills, memos.

Our Communications Consultant will show you
how DATA-PHONE service can meet your special
needs. Just call your Bell Telephone Business Office
-and they'll put him in touch with you.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Serving you
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POINT OF ORDER
The news that a proposed standard. for flowchart symbols has been submitted
to the American Standards Association'may not cause wholesale cartwheeling,
multi-gun salutes or par~des. But it does signal another significant, if small, step
forward along the 'rocky road to clearer man-to-man communications concerning information processing problems.
Unfortunately-or fortunately-the approval of the ASA will not automatically make the proposed standard a real standard, any more then the
entry of a word in a dictionary means that people will pronounce or qefine
it «correctly."
The real fate of the proposed standard lies in the hands of its potential
users-analysts and programmers, primarily-people sometimes noted for their
inclinations toward individualism, which can be define¢! here as the love of
elaborate, arbitrary symbols. This love affair continues until the' programmer
moves up a notch to a supervisory capacity . . . at which point he begins to
hunger mightily for a little more order.
'
The current proposed standard offers such order. It is a carefully thought
out set of 19 symbols which represents a synthesis of the most widely used
flowcharting symbols.
Several manufacturers have issu~d templates which conform in spirit, if
not in letter, to the proposed standards. We'd lil<e to suggest that those of you
who use a template for something more than a status symbol contact your
friendly local computer salesmen for free templates. Compare several against
the proposed standard as described in the Communications of the ACM, October,
1963, p. 601. Then choose the template which provides the best match of a) the
proposed stanq.ard, and b) your own eccentricities.
'
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THE
FABULOUS
WORLD OF
REAL TIMELAND
,

a hazardous exploration

,

by T. B. STEEL, JR.
In an unusual burst of winter enthusiasm, your
Kindly Editor has charged this Humble Author
with the task of providing both torch and guideline; the better to lead you, Gentle Reader, through those
tortuous caverns opening into the arcane and mysterious
world of Real Tinieland. Once there, you will be given"
the opportunity to read the accounts of several former
travellers of that realm. Each reports on some particular,
wonder to be found there. As we venture forth, Gentle
Reader, caution must be our handmaiden, for there is no
other world of fact or fable that yields taller tales 'or
more exotic myths. For reasons unbeknownst to your
Humble Author, the atmosphere of Real Timeland contains
some heady potion that elicits from each voyager an epic,
usually recounting his adventures in the course of slaying'
an especially fierce and monstrous dragon. In order to
gain a good perspective for judging these accounts, we
must reach the heights overlooking Real Timeland and
observe that fabulous territory in panorama. Be warned,
Gentle Reader, that attaining those heights is not for the
faint at heart, for along the way we must meet and
vanquish such perverse demons as the Naive Beginner, the I
Practical Realist and the Knowledgeable Expert, as well
as a host of lesser shades; e.g., the Real Time Machine
Designer and the High Priest of On-Line.
The problem that confronts us in our journey toward
Real Timeland is as simple to state as it is vexing to
resolve. What, exactly, characterizes the land that we
seek? How will we know when we are there? We cannot
take its measure unless we know its boundaries. Care is
necessary, however, for it is the function ot' the various
demons we will meet along the way to give us facile
but misleading answers to these queries. If we become so
fo'olish as to accept one of these insidiously persuasive
half-truths, we will be turned aside from our proper course
and unceremoniously dumped into the Sea of Confusion.
Upon emerging from these waters we would find our' per- ,
spicuity sadly dimmed. Thus, we would undoubtedly retqrn to Here and Now effervescing with our own accounts
of tantalizing mysteries and fabulous monsters. Forewarned, and armed with courage and a questioning spirit,
however, we may safely venture forth with the hope of
ultimate success.
As is traditional with such journeys, the first pbstacle
that must b~ surmounted is the easiest to overcome.' When
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we meet the Naive Beginner, we will recognize him as a
member of an ubiquitous species. He is always naive, but
unfortunately, not always a beginner. It is his task to
persuade us that a system is part· of the scenery of Real
Timeland in the event that the time available for the
system to perform its assigned tasks is regulated by the
real world in some fashion. After a moment's reflection,
the preposterousness of this position will be apparent to
sophisticates such as the Gentle Readers of Datamation.
In order to parry this thrust we must first note that,
by the phrase "real world," the Naive Beginner means the
environment of the system:, that portion of physical reality
external to the established limits of the system under consideration. It is essential that we adopt this meaning if
we wish tq give the Naive Beginner's notion any substance,
despite its consequence of relegating those parts of the
world'comprising the system to a limbo of unreality. Otherwise, we are confronted with a tautology rather than a
qefinition. We are left, then, with the proposition that a
real~time system is any system whose time of performance
is constrained by considerations external to the system
itself.
Now, Gentle Reader, we are going to perform an extremely clever act. Let us ask the' Naive Beginner to

As head of the Information
Processing Research stall at,
System Development Corp.,
Santa Monica, Calif., Mr. Steel
is responsible for directing
pure and applied programming research. He is particularly concerned with applications of mathematical logic to
dp theory. He is AflPS rep to
the IflP TC-2 Programming
Language committee, secretary
of X3.4, and ACM national
program committee member.
He holds a SA and MA in
math from U. of California.
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supply us with an example of a system that is not a i'ealtime system according to his prescription. Such a system
can only be one in which the time available for it to discharge its duties is regulated, if at all, only by the system
itself. Short of producing a golem, he is hard put to comply. If it literally does not matter when a system complet,es
its functions, then it seems appropriate to say that the
system has no purpose. If we are charitable, we will accept
certain apparently purposeless systems as existing for the
entertainment of their designers. It would appear that we
search in vain for constraintless systems.
,
In the absence of pointless systems, we might ask if
there are any systems that are subject solely to internal
constraints. If the sole regulation of an object's behavior
is internal to the object, we would be well advised to treat
the object as a creature and not a simple automaton. The
system would exist for its own sake and be unresponsive
to external control. Happily, such systems can be found
today only in the pages of science fiction. Should the day
ever arrive when a system of this kind has been given
embodiment, this Humble Author will quickly employ his
sabots as missiles, join the Luddites and beg forgiveness
for his part in the creation of Frankenstein.
Clearly, if we restrain ourselves to a rational context,
all systems have time constraints imposed by the world
external to the system. 1 Thus, we can conclude, according
to the view of the Naive Beginner, all systems that have
any purpose and that are safe to build are real-time
systems. Obviously, this won't do! There is enough literature available on the. general subject of real-time systems
to make it plain that the information processing community
has some special notion in mind when it refers to them.
,Recognition of this fact disposes of the Naive Beginner's
argument and points to our actual problem: how do we
capture that special notion and make it sufficiently precise
to permit us to determine at least most of the time, whether
or not a given system belongs in Real Timeland. Other
demons lay in wait to confound us.ih this matter, however.
Often, when confronted with, the argument delineated
above-that all systems are, in some sense, externally constrained-the Practical Realist 2 attempts to demolish us
with the observation that a system is a real-time system
only when it is a matter of serious concern for the designers
and programmers· of the system that there is a time constraint applied by the external environment. Is this the
essence of a real-time system-that it is hard to meet
the, specifications? This seems to miss the point. It is,
perhaps, being a trace-but only a trace-unfair to the
sincere proponents of the Practical Realist's view to observe
that this notion is equivalent to the claim that a system
ought to be considered a part of Real Timeland only if
the central data proCessor of the system is not quite adequate for the task at hand. Would SAGE no longer be
a real-time system if, given the same specifications, the
programmers were permitted to wallow around in a
STRETCH iristead of an AN/FSQ-7?
The point raised by the Practical Realist is. an important
(and practical) one, and it must be given due weight in
the proper place. It cannot, however, be considered relevant as a diagnostic instrument for the determination of
what is and is not a real-time system. Confusion will reign
if the method of attacking a problem is not distinguished

from the problem itself. The answer is not the question!
Although we have easily thwarted the Practical Realist
with. our nasty question, we must beware of overconfidence. The next demon we meet is the most formidable
of all, the Knowledgeable Expert. He will commend us on
our astuteness in penetrating the muddy thinking of the
Naive Beginner and the Practical Realist, and then he will
aver th(lt we must surely agree to the assertion that the
true nature of real-time systems is the fact that they must
meet deadlines. He can support his position by citing the
instance of the 1957 Eastern Joint Computer Conference
whose theme was "Computers with Deadlines to Meet."
Forty-eight papers were presented to that meeting and
most of them dealt with systems that we would, intuitively,
like to classify as real-time systems. There is, indeed, something persuasive ~nd inviting about the idea that meeting
deadlines is the characteristic feature of real-time systems.
We must take care, Gentle Reader, and remember that the
Lorelei was inviting also.
The difficulty with using deadline meeting as the diagnostic criterion for a real-time system is the fact that there
are many systems that must meet real deadlines-e.g., payroll-that we would not wish to classify with the real-time
systems. Or would we? Certainly the Knowledgeable Expert. would riot; he means a deadline that is now and not
next week. There is somewhat the flavor of the Practical Realist in this position-the deadline must somehow
make a difference to the designer and programmer. Can
we quantify the deadline and save the phenomenon?
N<;>-the only natural quantification points are zero and
infinity, neither doing us much good as the first says there
are no real-time systems and the last says that all systems
are real-time. We are left with the inescapable conclusion
that the Knowledgeable Expert may have the right general
idea, but he has clearly oversimplified.
Having surmounted the challenge of the major demonscreatures guilty of the Sin of Sloppy Thinking-let us frame
our own characterization of real-time systems with the
advantage of our newly gained insight. The essence of
the above is that real-time systems are those systems where
there is a deadline externally imposed that matters. The
piece of the puzzle we have yet to unravel is how to
decide when the deadline does matter. We have already
rejected-and rightly-any care for whether it matters to the
system designers and implementers. Does the deadline matter to the customer or user? There is little operational
utility in attempting to answer this question, for the user
will always say that it matters, even when he doesn't plan
to look at the ton of listings that will be sent him. Can we
find a more constructive criterion?
Given a system and a job that has some objective utility,
we can always establish some performance measures. 3 For
example, in a scientific job shop, engineering man-hours
saved is a candidate. For an air defense system, lives saved
is an obvious, if not entirely satisfactory, performance measure. Commercial data processing svstems abound with
dollar measures of effective performance. Often we will
be able to cite several different measures for the same
task, not all of which proceed to their optimum in the same
direction. Thus, we frequently have a conflict between
elapsed time to completion and total cost. With several
relevant measures it is possible to construct meaningful

1. Even the little gadget known as lithe world's most perfect machine,"
a box with a single switch that, following depression of the switch,
opens, disgorges a hand that flips the switch and, thereby, shuts itself
off, would cease to serve its ostensible purpose of entertainment if it
took a hundred years to perform. Would the Gentle Reader patiently
wait a decade to get back a debuggina run?
2. The Practical Realist is a common fellow. He is against rigor, theo~y
and philosophy, and he accepts research only when it is conducted with
someone else's money. For him, reality begins and ends with todaY's

job file. Tomorrow's tasks are ephemeral and the day after tomorrow
is nonexistent. He is accurately classed as the slave of that terrible ogre,
Une~lightened Management.
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3. Since there are people who will challenge any positive statement,
this one undoubtedly will be questioned. We are on sound philosophical
ground if we insist that, in the absence .of a performance measure for
a given system, the burden of proof is on the other fellow to show that
the system has any utility. If utility is demonstrated, it can be measured.
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linear (or non-linear, if you know what you are doing)
combinations of the sundry basic measures. At all events,
it seems reasonable to take for gmnted the existence of one
or more objectively calculable performance measures, given
a particular task involving an information processing
system.
,
Accepting the existence of a performance measure, let us
look at this measure as a function of time of performance
of the task. Consider a graph of performance, measured
along the ordinate in arbitrary units, against time to com'pletion, measured along the abcissa, perhaps logarithmically. Fig. 1 shows such a curve that is probably typical of
an engineering job shop that has yet to succumb to the
Fig. 1

TIME

lure of on-line. Three features of this figure are of note.
First, for a range of short response times there is no significant difference in performance. This is representative of the
fact that it usually makes no difference to an engineering
shop if turri-around time is 30 minutes instead of 15.
Second, at some point in time that will vary from ap~
plication, to application, the performance value attained
begins to degmde continuously with increasing elapsed
time. In' other words, the longer you wait, the less it's
, worth. Finally, the performance drops to zero eventually.
That happens when the airplane disintegmtes in the air on
its first test Hight because the Hutter analysis never got
done.
'
Now let us look at Fig. 2,which shows a different picture. The key feature of this curve is that it has a disFig. 2

TIME

continuity at some p~int in time. The value of the completed task alters drastically when some established deadline is not met. A guidance system is like this; so is an air
defense system. Further, a payroll application has this
property (if you think not, just try getting the paychecks
out a day late), and an airline reservation system does not.
Since ,the astute will have perceived that we are going to
identify systems that behave as illustrated in Fig. 2 as realtime systems, it is worth elaborating on the point that
SABRE and its ilk are not real-time systems despite, usual
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cli:tims to the contrary. Is there some specified length of
time that the potential passenger will wait for his reservation to be processed, after which he will depqrt for the
milroad station? Hardly; he just gets progressively moreand more annoyed (thus, a continuous ~egradation of performance for the syste,m) arid eventually leaves, his time
constant being an individual function, dependent, among
other things, on the state of his stomach, the persuasiveness
of the attendant arid whether his trip was to visit his mistress or mother-in-law. The specifiers of the system may say
that the customer is not to wait more than X minutes but
this is not related to any real discontinuity in the beh~vior
or, may not be big enough and fast enough for use in some
of the system. If the programmers can't quite meet an
established deadline of, say, five minutes, the system specifiers can relax their requirements a bit, make the deadline
six minutes and the loss in performance is hardly catastrophic.
As has been pointed out by that demi-demon, the
Penetrating Critic, it is true that an objective deadline can
be found for the airline reservation system: when the plane
takes off. When the system is being used by customers
lined up at a counter at the airport, there can be a
real-time Havor to its performance. However, the principal
utility of th~se systems is for advance telephone reserva,;.
tions and the considerations of the previous pamgmph
apply. If the system designer's main concern was making
sure the system responded in time for takeoff, even when
that deadline is two weeks away" your Humble Author
would pawn his Air Tmvel Card and buy Southern PaCific.
We have now left the darkness and reached the light,
Gentle Reader. The True Nature of real-time is before us.
What insights does this view give us? First, let us iook
back at our diagnostic Fig. 2. Prior to the critical time the
curve is Hat. While this is not necessary for a real-time
system, it is usually the case. As long as everything is accomplished by the deadline, it doesn't matter how long it
takes; in most real-time systems the works simply idle if
things get done ahead of time. Thus, there is no virtue in
minimizing the time taken in contrast to the non-real-time
situation. One could argue from this that real-time programmers don't have to be as good as others, as long as
they are good enough. Oil the other hand, outside of realtime, the sloppy programmer is less likely to get' caught,
for he can slowly fritter away perfonriance without having
a brink to fall over.
A second observation we can make is that classification
of a system as real-time or not is dependent on the performance measure chosen, To an accountant who measures
performance in terms of dollars expended, the approach of
a budgetary ceiling may signal a discontinuity in the performance curve, while a researcher, who could care less
about a slight overrun in project cost, may be glad to get
results whenever,he can. Thus, the classification of systems
is relative to the performance measure.
Finally, let us note that real-timeness is not identical
with on-lineriess as is sometimes implied by those prone to
revere that slightly suggestive word "symbiosis." Let us
further note that the idea of a general purpose computer
being a real-time computer is foolishness. A machine may
or may not be good for a given application and it may
or may not be big enough and fast enough for use in some
given real-time system, but it cannot be designed for realtimeness any more than it can be designed for non-realtirrieness.
Having been guided this far, Gentle Reader, you can
now be safely left on your own to explore the byways of
Real Timeland and distinguish in passing between those
monsters that are real (and there are many) and those that
are imagined (of these there are also many). Good luck
and good hunting.
•
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ON-LINE
MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION

Part one:
planning a system

by NORMAN J. REAM
The past decade has seen the evolution of the
use of electronic computers and the evolution and
recognition of formal management information
systems. The planning and formalization of these management information systems and the accompanying necessity
of integrating them on a company-wide basis is a massive
and difficult undertaking. The development of integrated
information systems on a batch processing basis is difficult
enough, , but when we consider an attempt to place such
systems on a true real-time basis, the problem becomes
so large it staggers one's imagination.
Paralleling the evolution of more formalized business
systems was the use of computers in process control,
probably the first major use of computers in the real-time
business environment. Examples are the introduction of
numerically controlled machine tools into manufacturing
operations and the development of computer controlled
chemical process operations.
Closely associated with these latter developments was
the development of military command and control systems
that combined control of a process with the production of
formally structured information. An example here is the
SAGE system.
A real-time management information system, may be
defined as a system whose primary product is management
information, as opposed to systems, such as process control
and command and control, in which the production of
such information is treated as a byproduct. This field is
new although there are examples of limited applications
of such systems. As in any new area there are many problems to be solved.
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Management and the information system within which
they must operate" are' inseparably interdependent. The
accelerating pace of technological advancement and the
anticipated accompanying shorter product life-spans, to-'
gether with the increasing rapidity of changes in marketing
climates, means that management reaction time to change
in all areas must be speeded to the greatest degree possible. Consequently, we must recognize that management
cannot continue to rely upon existing reporting cycles nor
can they continue to place their dependence on historical'
information. Rather, management must have immediate
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access to the effect of changing conditions on their present
management climate as well as a means of determining the
effect of current conditions on planning strategy.
The problem facing management today is not what
actions should be taken to meet present conditions, for
those actions should have been taken yesterday; rather
the problem is what action must they take today to meet
future conditions and to insure corporate survival.
. My intent here is to point out some problems involved
in implementing real-time management information systems and to suggest some solutions to these problems.
Basically the problems fall into three categories: hardware,
systems design and programming, and management use
of these systems.
what ·is a real-time management
information system?

A control system is a combination of a data processing
system, a management information system, and a feedback
system. If corrective action is taken while the process is
still going on, we have a real-time control system. Further,
there are three levels on which a real-time system may
operate. First, if the system accepts input directly, processes it, compares it with predetermined parameters, and
issues instructions to men and/or machines, we have a
real-time control system. Second, the computer may inform affected parties of this information as it develops.
This level may be termed real-time communications.
Finally, suitable condensations of the information derived
are prepared for higher levels of management. Here we
have a real-time management information system.
Generally then, we may define real-time systems as those
systems that keep pace with "live" operations, accept data
directly without manual conversion, process these data
and establish relationships among data of disparate types.
Further, they output data, on demand or as a result of
programmed logic, to men and/or machines in a timely
and digestible form.
For purposes of this paper, however, a line must be
drawn between command and control systems and realtime management information systems.
If a system exerts direct control over the physical environment from which it accepts data, I will classify it as
a command and control system. Examples of these systems are the SAGE, BMEWS, and Mercury systems.
We can define a real-time management information
system as one which monitors the physical environment
but exerts control only indirectly by the production of
management type reports or displays. Examples here
include existing airlines real-time reservation systems, various savings bank systems, and Lockheed's Automatic Data
. Acquisition (ADA) system. These systems may have
primary functions other than management reports. However, they all use the data gathered by the computer to
provide management with structured information. This
latter type of system will be the one which this paper
will discuss.
why a real time management
information system?
.

In order to answer this question we must first define
the term "management information system."
Managers need communications systems or reports.
These reports may be considered under the general headings of Planning, Control, and Operating reports. In
order to exercise control, management also needs specifications of objectives, criteria for evaluation of performance,
decision rules for corrective action, and a feedback system
to evaluate the effectiveness of corrective action.
Planning reports evaluate the position of the company
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in industry as compared to other comparable business
entities. These reports include alternate courses of action
available under a series of predetermined premises.
Control reports inform top management of operating
performance as compared to predetermined performance
standards.
Operating reports inform functional ~anagement of the
current performance of operations w,ithin a given function.
Normally these documents include a comparative analysis
of current operations and operations for a previous period,
as well as current performance as compared to predeter-'
mined detailed standards.
In addition to these reports, a real-time management
information system can develop byproduct data to produce
new criteria for performance evaluation, particularly of a
statistical nature, at virtually no additional cost.
For instance, tighter control of materials and more
efficient production scheduling are being realized through
the Lockheed Shop Order Location system. Reductions in
clerical and data origination costs are being attained in
many systems through the use of real-time recording of
payroll and labor distribution transactions. An increase
in sales may be brought about by real-time inventory
control which allows management to make better use of
available inventory.
In addition, the use of a real-time system can make
more profitable. use of computer time. Using the classic
batch-processing techniques of file updating and reporting,
approximately 40% of the computer time is spent in sorting.
Additionally,' about 20% is spent on set-up time. The random up-dating of files eliminates most sorting and set-up
time.
We are finding that in today's complex corporate
world, data origination is rapidly becoming prohibitively
expensive. The high cost of recording, accumulating and
converting operating data to, machine sensible language,
combined with the fact that batch processing techniques
cannot supply "time current" information, have led to an
increasing need for on-line, real-time systems.
Early real-time systems were usually quite large and
even today most real-time systems being installed use large
scale computers as their central hardware. However, there
have been real-time management information systems on
a rather small scale.

Fig. 1 Organization of a Typical Real-Time Management Information System.

As an example of one of these, an electric typewriter
plant has installed a real-time quality control system
centered around a small scale random access computer.
The system has proved very profitable to the manufacturing operation and yet the total machine rental is less than
$5,000 a month.
real-time system components

All real-time systems are composed of generally the same
subsystems (Fig. 1).
DRTRMRTIDN

There is always a number of data acquisition or input
devices, a communication system including any necessary
interfaces, a central computer, and an input and output
system within the computer center. Usually the system
will also include remote inquiry and output devices.
Input sensor devices usually allow the use of a coded
badge or card together with a punched card and variable
keyboard information. Needs in this area run to lower
cost units of higher reliability and more flexible operation.
Output devices are generally of one of two types. The
printing device such as the teletype page or strip printers
and the flexowriter, or the newer CRT display devices.
Requirements here again are the classical ones of lower
cost and greater flexibility.
The communications network invariably plays a large
part in the real-time system. Present networks commonly
make use of multipart cable, standard telephone lines,
radio or TV channels, or microwave links. Generally,
capacity of these systems varies with the cost.
The central computers in a real-time network may
occur in varyipg configurations and each of these configurations has its inherent advantages and disadvantages.
The choice of a particular configuration depends in large
part upon the system's requirements and in turn has a
strong effect on the overall system perfonnance.
Because the choice of a particular configuration is of
such importance to the design of a system and to its
eventual success, let us examine the seven basic hardware
configurations.
The simplex system (Fig. 2) provides no standby
equipment. Among its advantages are: It is the least
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Fig. 2 Simplex System
expensive from a hardware standpoint and, therefore,
tends to be easier and cheaper to program as there are
no complex routines for switching between two or more
computers. Significant savings can. be realized through
the use of a simplex system, providing one is willing, or
able, to lower system performance standards in the area
of back-up. The system must be off-line during maintenance, and recovery in the event of hardware unavailability. must be manual. This, of course; requires that
part of the savings in equipment and programming costs
be. reinvested in an extensive manual back-up system.
If it is satisfactory; for instance, for the system to
operate· 16 hours a day rather than 24 and if it requ~res,
say, 90%, rather than all of the transactions to be handled
immediately, the simplex system may well be the best.
The next configuration is the simplex system with an
input-output multiplexor (Fig. 3). The multiplexor is a

It may be a simple buffer or may be more sophisticated
to the point of accessing the main computer only when
access to the files is necessary. The advantages of this
configuration include added modularity-changes can be
made in the multiplexor- to effect different scan rates,
changes in priority, etc., without disturbing the central
processor programs. Also, the memory allocations within
the central processing unit are simpler because inputoutput and queue functions are controlled within the
multiplexor. The disadvantages of this system are higher
. equipment cost, program interface considerations, and
more complex reliability considerations. In addition, program testing begins to get complicated.
In this configuration (Fig. 4) we have added a file
multiplexor, which acts as an interface between the com-
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Fig. 4 Duplex System with Input/Output and File
Multiplexors
puter and the data files, to the previous system. Now
the central computer is free of all specialized functions.
The advantages and disadvantages are the same as for
the·- previous system except that we have the added
advantage of removing file access considerations from
the central computer and the added disadvantages of
programming for still another machine ahd of fUrther
complicating hardware reliability considerations and testing procedures. Incidentally, a new possibility is opened
here of a direct route between the I/O ahd file multiplexors, by-passing the central computer altogether except
when processing is necessary.
Here (Fig. ~) we have the first step in the configuration hierarchy that employs two computers. This system
is well. suited for any situation where a heavy load of
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Fig. 5 Master/Slave System.
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Fig. 3 Simplex System with Input/Output Multiplexor
simple stored program computer which acts as an interface
between the communication terminals and the computer.
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internal computation exists. All housekeeping arid scheduling functions are taken care of in the medium scale
master computer, leaving the slave, a powerful large scale
system, free to perform computations. Typically, the
master receives data or information requests from the
outside world and prepares all necessary tables, files,
subroutines, etc. It then sends the entire package to the
slave which in turn performs the calculations and sends
the resultant data back to the master for formatting arid
output. The advantages of this configuration are more
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computation capability per dollar, provided the medium
scale computer's cost can be justified, and automatic,
one-direction back-up, i.e., the master can continue to
receive, prepare, and batch input while the slave is
unavailable. The disadvantages include high equipment
cost and the complexity of the control programs.
The fifth configuration is called the shared-file system
(Fig. 6). I t i~ quite similar to the master-slave configuration and in fact the master-slave complex could use

MEDIUM
SCALE
PROCESSOR

LARGE
SCALE
PROCESSOR

ability to update a system that has been off-line without
interrupting the system that is functioning in real-time
and the ability to preserve memory contents under an
equipment failure. The general question here is "How
far does the user go in search of reliability?" Project
Mercury is a full dual system while Sabre, the American
Airlines reservation system, is a duplex configuration.
Finally, the multiprocessing system (Fig. 8). Here
we have two or more computer systems each doing more

HIGH' SPEED {~.
TERMINALS ~
(APPLICATIONS ~
A&B)
~

Fig 6 Shared-File System
the shared-file concept. Here again the medium scale
processor is the scheduler and controller and the large
scale machine is the computation device. There is added
flexibility here because the medium scale computer can
prepare jobs and place them on the file while the large
system is busy. Both systems sC<in the RIe at intervals,
the large system to pick up jobs and the medium size
computer to get the answers. As in the previous configuration, this system need not operate in real-time.
The advantages and disadvantages here are the same as
those for the master-slave system with the added disadvantage of having to develop programs to accomplish
data transfer between the file and both of the CPU's.
Here we have the duplex or dual configuration (Fig.
7): two complete hardware systems, either of whkh is
able to perform the total job.
In the duplex system the second machine is not on-line
~1l1d must be switched over if the primary system fails

TERMINALS

Fig. 7 Duplex or Dual System
or is taken off-line for any reason. The standby system,
therefore, may be used for off-line batch processing,
although it must have an interrupt built into its program
monitor. In the dual concept both systems are on-line
in parallel, performing the same functions except that
output is generated by only one computer. Checking is
carried on constantly, comparing the results obtained by
the two systems. The dual system is generally considered
the ultimate in reliability, but interestingly enough carries
with it some fascinating problems, such as which machine
is right when they are in disagreement? The ciual system
is, of course, more expensive than the duplex in terms of
work accomplished, but also provides more reliability.
Programming considerations are extremely important here
as the complexity of control, monitor and switch-over programs may readily be seen. Most problems inherent in
this type of system concern themselves with the transferring of information from one system to the other, the
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Fig. 8 Multiprocessing System
than one job. Standby in this system is on a "degraded"
basis. That is, when one system goes off the air another
in the network may pick up the load. Because the computer picking uP. the load must also continue to perform
its own tasks, a . lengthened system response time usually
results. Hence, the term, "degraded service." Depending
on the configuration of the individual computers, anyone
may not be able to take over any other's task. These
systems tend to be geographically separated. When one
center goes off the air, another temporarily takes over
its duties. SAGE has this type of standby ability. However, in addition, each SAGE site is duplexed as well as
being a multiprocessing system. The advantage of the
multiprocessing system is standby reliability at a lower
cost than for a duplex system. The disadvantages include
a lower quality of service when one system is down, the
difficulty of performing reliability analysis on the system
because of the complex interdependency of the units, and
the fact that the planning, development and testing of
programs and specially of control programs is extremely
difficult.
•
(Next month, the author will examine installation considerationS,
general implementation problems, with special emphasis on the
organization of the programming effort. He will consider th~
problems of auditing a real-time system, of training the personnel
involved in implementation and operation of the system, and the
peculiar problem of protecting the information stored in the system's files from misuse. Also, he will consider what he believes
to be one of the most important factors in the development and
use of any real-time management information system: the participation of management.)
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A
REAL-TIME
DATA HANDLING
SYSTEM

communication among
decentra Iized com puters

by WALTER BAUER and SHELDON SIMMONS
The Real-Time Data Handling System (RTDHS)
of the Pacific Missile Range will provide· the
basic range capability for communicating, processing and displaying data for and during operational
tests and missions which fall under PMR cognizance. It
will provide an important control and coordinating capability for much of the instrumentation of the range. The
RTDHS is, therefore, of critical importance to the basic
mission of PMR in providing a capability in the Pacific
Ocean area for support to the Navy's and the nation's
missile and space programs.

RTDHS mission and requirements

The system is equipped with 10 modern computers of
the Naval Tactical Data System type, seven UNIVAC
1218's and three USQ-20B's . . These computers are organized into primary sites at Pt. Mugu and Pt. Arguello, and
peripheral sites in island and instrumentation locations
throughout the range. The computers are linked together
with high-speea digital data links, making the system one
of the largest real-time systems in the world. It is being
installed and implemented during the period of July 1963
to June 1964.

Pacific Missile Range extends geographically across the
Pacific Ocean from Pt,. Mugu {see map, pg. 32). Its mission is
to provide range support for the Department of Defense and
other designated government agencies in guided missile,
satellite and space vehicle research, development, evaluation, and training programs.
Current U.S. missile, satellite, and space vehicle plans
define the need for the following complex of sub-ranges:
1. A Sea Test Sub-Range, extending westward from
Pt. Mugu for a distance of 500 miles and along the
coast to Half Moon Bay. This range will support
development of air-to-air, air-to-surface, surface-to-:
air, and short range surface-to-surface missiles, and
fleet training with these missiles.
.
2. An IRBM Sub-Range, extending generally westward
1500 miles from the Naval Missile Facility, Pt.
Arguello.
.
3. An ICBM Sub-Range, extending westward to an
area between 150 degrees and 165 degrees East
longitude from Pt. Arguello ..
4. A Polar-Orbit Sub-Range, for launching satellites
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southward into polar orbit from Pt. Arguello.
5. An Equatorial-Orbit Sub-Range, jor launching satellites eastward from Pacific Islands in the vicinity of
the equator.
6. An Anti-Missile Missile Sub-Range, for developing
and testing anti-missile missiles, using as targets ballistic missiles fired from the West Coast.
The initial functional requirements of the PMR RTDHS
are to provide data handling support for the following:
1. Ballistic· impact prediction to insure range safety,
2. Tests involving airbreathing, air-to-air and ground-toair missiles,
.
3. Ballistic or perturbed (controlled) impact prediction
to facilitate recovery,
4. Orbiting vehicle control to alter free body path as for
insertion into orbit, conjunction of two freely orbiting
vehicles, or re-entry control of free-orbiting vehicles.
All four of these initially specified functions imply careful
consideration of the following data handling and processing
operations: recording, assessment, conversion, correction,
correlation, selection,. computation and transmission. They
are involved in the PMR operations discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Range Safety is a requirement to be satisfied in every
launching operation. The protection of inhabited areas and
the range itself is accomplished by methods now well
established; however, it is expected that these methods will
change as the character of vehicles and tests· changes. As
the dynamic performance of the vehicles obviates the use
of human decision due to response time, semi and fully
automatic range safety decisions, now in early use stages,
will become more frequently used. However, human decision and override capability will be an essential part of
range safety for years to come.
Sea Test Range Operations are heavily dependent upon
the operation of the RTDHS. The sensors and the RTDHS
are of more importance here than in ballistic or space
vehicle launch operations since they provide command
operations capability in addition to normal range safety
support. Among ~e more challenging of the sea test range
operations from a data processing standpoint are theair-toair and ground-to-air missile firings. These tests require
command and control of the delivery and target vehicles.
These aircraft must be acquired, tracked, and commanded
in order to carry out the missions within the framework of
the mission profile, system configuration and the time and
safety constraints. Because of the variety, these operations
provide a continuously challenging requirement to the
system.
Recovery Point Impact Prediction by tracking methods
poses a difficult problem, particularly if there are no
sensors in the immediate area of impact. However, if
sufficient instrumentation and mathematical accuracies are
achieved in tracking, and if the programmed mathematical
models of the earth and other parameters are adequate,
impact prediction for recovery can be very good even
though the source data used for prediction are taken a long
distance from the impact point. The accurate and rapid
calculation of vehicle trajectory for timely transmission to
down-range tracking stations places a heavy responsibility
on the RTDHS.
Orbital Vehicle Control or control to enable vehicles to
be placed into, removed from, or altered in orbit, is a
function which has been done only in the most rudimentary
fashion to date. It is expected that with testing programs
on more sophisticated vehicles, the need to exercise control
more precisely and reliably will exist. In fact, the precision
with which this can be done will spell success or failure
for many programs. A large step toward the achievement
32

of orbital vehicle control is in attaining a tracking and
computing capability of such a degree as to provide extremely accurate real-time data of vehicle paths.
In time, the RTDHS will be subjected to improvements
and modifications. These will result from an increased rate
bf launchings and an increase in the number of multiple
launchings. Also, pre-launch operations will become more
automatic and more complex, and additional computational
requirements will result from increased accuracy requirements, more intricate range safety problems, and the increase in dynamic missile performance. Many of these
changes are tied into man-in-space programs and space
probes.
There are a number of ways of describing the functions
which the RTDHS is to perform. The following paragraphs
are a discussion of the various functions to be performed
by the system from the operations viewpoint.
. Impact Prediction. Range safety operations are of primary importance for the system. Computers must perform
operations which predict the surface impact of a missile
at any instant of time. This aspect of impact prediction is
associated with the powered Right phase of the mission.
After termination of thrust, computations must be made to
predict the re-entering vehicle's impact point for recovery
or anti-missile operations. One operation which is associated with impact prediction is the prediction of an impact
area as a function of "no~data" status, a period when data
is lost, unavailable or is invalid for a number of successive
cycles. Concomitant ~ith impact prediction are command
control and destruct functions which base their decisions
upon the predicted impact point and whose program subroutines. have priority in the processing queue during
~ritical p~ases of Right as, for example, during periods of
no-data.
Tracking. The basic source of data for' all RTDHS
activities are the sensors engaged in tracking the missile or
aircraft. This requires proper reception of the data at
processing sites and the appropriate processing necessary
to obtain, within the proper parameters, the trajectory of
the vehicle or vehicles. Inherent in these parameter restrictions are functions such as data smoothing, data point
rejection, and "statistical best" selection of data.
Radar Acquisition and Handover. Since all radars in the
system cannot, because of horizon distance or topographical limitations, "see" the target at all times, target tracking
data must be passed from radar to radar during the first
phases of the operation. The computer therefore performs
the important task of assigning primary tracking responsibility from radar to radar. Handover refers to the act of
assigning primary tracking responsibility to a sensor Iwhich
can now "see" the target, is actively tracking it, and is
sending the computer "good" data.
Orbital Computations. A growing requirement· of inrhe Pacific Missile Range
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strumentation data handling systems is assistance in the
determination of the orbits and re-entry trajectories of.
orbiting or space vehicles. Future range operations will
require increases in the use of the system to refine orbital
data based upon sensor measurements and to assist in the ..
re-entry and landing operations of future manned space
vehicles in the Pacific and Western U.S. areas.
Data Handling. There are large amounts of data which
must be collected and appropriately routed to various instruments during any range operation. An important computer function may be to gather radar data and simply,
transfer it to a communications buffer for transmission to
another site; here the computer is acting much like a
store-and-forward center in a communication system. Another example is the preparation of data for display pur- ,
poses. This may involve outputting data to light indicators
or other similar devices, or might require the transformation, scaling, formatting and outputting of data for continuous output to plot boards.
Pre-Launch Operations. The system must perform selfdiagnosis checks, and aid in the diagnosis of missiondictated on-line instrumentation. Computers must check.
themselves to see if they are working properly and then
provide data handling operations to check the collection,
transmission and display of data. Likewise, certain operations are necessary to prepare parameter data for the realtime operation. An example is the analysis of winds aloft
to .determine whether they will have a serious effect on
impact prediction.
Post-Launch Operations. This involves the analysis of
data which has been collected during an operation or the
preparation of it for future reference or analysis:
From the point of view of computer or data handling
operations, the functions of the RTDHS may be listed as
follows:
1. The handling of communications from local sensors,
remote sensors, and/or to and from control points.
These data are then used to control instruments such
as sensors, communications equipments or display
devices.
2. Th~ recording of data on various storage media such
as magnetic tape.
3. The output of data to display, plotter or printer
devices for real-time or «off-line" uses.
4. Data computations for mathematical and logical
decisions. 1 In this function, the computer provides
«intelligence" for the system and enables rapid decisions based on preformulated criteria.
In Fig. 1 there is presented a schematic of a number of
the functions and operations, which RTDHS performs.

tion to numerous smaller instal1ations, perhaps one for
each FPS-1G radar. Also, many control approaches would
conceivably be feasible-centralized control, decentralized
control of independent installations, etc. The following
considerations are important to the equipment selection
and system organization.

1. A computer capability at the sensor location to accommodate efficient handling and control of instrumentation. Becanse of this decentralization of the
data processing effort, added flexibility would be
achieved by the system's ability to operate independently of the central computers. Inherent in the
decentralization concept is a reduction in communication problems.
2. The system must be communication oriented. It must
always be capable of automatically scanning at high
speeds all data lines, and be able to switch various
functions and responsibilities to and from subsystems in real time. In additiori, it must record data
from these subsystems.
3. A computation capability which would provide efficient performance of required mathematical and
input/output operations within the stated time parameters; and designed to operate on the philosophy
that during future years the cycle time parameters
will be inversely proportionate to the number of
input/output operations to be performed.
.
4. The expansion and growth capability which comes
about through the addition of computer modules
which can be added to the system at the various
system node points.
5. A flexibility in system design which would allow a
variety of configurations, and the option to subdivide
a number of subsystems into separate entities, each
having its own control point.
Two groups of computer eguipments were selected to
meet the above requirements. They are the 1218 (or AN/
UYK-3A2) and the CP642B/USQ-20, both manufactured
by the Univac Div. of the Sperry Rand Corp. These c~m
puters will be placed at various system node points,
providing a modern approach to data handling systems,
and offering the following:
1. They are members of the family of equipments used
in the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS). They
Fig. 2 Geographical Location of Equipment

system organization and implementation
There are a number of possibilities for organizing
RT~HS, ranging from one super-scale centralized installa-

Fig. 1 RTDHS Functions and Operations

"best" data
from two or more radars.
2 Unoffical designation pending final Naval acceptance and designa1 For example, impact point computation and selection of
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tion of the computer.

Hereafter referred to in

the text as the

RTDH-PC.
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are real-time communication oriented, and have many
common characteristics.
2. They are militarized equipments of proven· high
reliability, and are familiar to Naval operations due
to their widespread use.
Fig. 2 presents a map showing the geographical locations
of the various equipments in the system and the sensors
associated with the system. The larger computer, CP642B/
USQ-20, called the Q-20B, is located at Pt. Arguello and
Pt. Mugu, which are referred to as "primary sites." The
smaller computer, the RTDH-PC, will be located at Pt.
Pillar,3 Tranquillon Peak, Pt. Magu beach area, and San
Nicolas Island. These locations are referred to as "peripheral sites." Note that multi-computer installations are
planned at Pt. Arguello, Pt. Mugu, and San Nicholas Island.
Generally speaking, the .primary sites perform high level,
real-time command and control functions, both communication and program dictated, and impact prediction for a
variety of operations. Peripheral sites provide a local or
"on-site" capability for real-time communication, data
editing and processing.
Certain examples of operations may be derived from
Fig. 2. For Western ICBM launches, Pt. Arguello radars
(including Tranquillon Peak) first acquire the missiles

along with the COT ARS (Correlated Orientation Tracking
and Range System) at Vandenberg Air Force Base. Subsequently, Pt.lillar and San Nicolas Island range instrumentation radars designated FPS-16's acquire the targets,
based. on acquisition data sent them from Tranquillon
Peak and Pt. Arguello.
.
For sea test range operations, tracking data for aircraft
Hying a general north-south direction along the coast are
passed between San Nicolas, Pt. Mugu, Pt. Arguello and
Pt. Pillar radars. The COmputers at each location must
receive and act upon tracking data when primary tracking
responsibility is assigned them, and also perform required
communications and computational tasks while actively
tracking. During all of this, the Q-20B is providing the
basic command and control functions from the primary
site at Pt. Mugu.
The basic system philosophy evolving for the RTDHS is
one of equipment decentralization with, however, an
organization of communications and command/control to
effect centralized coordination, and allowing, at all times,
the ability to configure into a number of smaller, autonomous systems. The advantages of this philosophy are
increased system Hexibility and reliability, and a reduction
in communications requirements. For example, it is clear

Fig. 3 Site Missions and Functions
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that the peripheral site operations of communications, data
handling and recording/display are best performed by a
local or "on-site" computer. This trend toward decentralized multi-computer systems is rapidly gaining momentum
in a number of military and industrial applications; an
example of which is' AMR's Radar Data Chain of UN/YYK-l's.
'
~ystem

points are located where significant changes to the data
have been made and where either derived results or new
formats have been created.
Fig. 5 RTDHS Functional Data Flow
COMMAND/CONTROL
LEvELS

RECORDING
REQUIREMENTS

operational concept

As stated in the previous section, there are two types of
sites in the RTDHS, primary and peripheral. Fig. 3 illustrates some of the operations, functions, data sources and
equipment characteristics of both types of sites. The primary sites are required to provide the system with high
speed, large computer capacity and master control during
. even the most complex and demanding of range operations.
The inherent co~munications required to support these
capabilities dictate a large number of inpuVoutptit operations, and, therefore, a complex equipment inventory. Subordinately, the peripheral sites are required primarily to
perform data gathering operations and exercise, at best,
only local control.
Data communications at the primary and peripheral sites
are shown in Fig. 4. The peripheral sites receive local
sensor data for editing, conversion and manipulation purposes, and also receive manual inputs from the computer
Fig. 4 RTDHS .Real Time Data Flow

AUTOMATIC
DESTRUCT

DATA RECORDING

operator which could dictate datR~OA~~i;~tion criteria, program mode change or sensor control. The manual input or
control data could be generated locally or could originate
at another site, usually one of the two primary sites.
Peripheral sites output data to be used for acquisition,
display and recording at local and/or remote locations.
Primary sites receive and transmit data of similar content and in much the same manner as the peripheral sites.
In addition, primary sites output command control and
destruct data for automatic aircraft vectoring and various
range safety functions, and for peripheral site tracking
and control operations.
Fig. 5 is an outline of real-time data Row throughout the
RTDHS from a functional and control viewpoint. The
primary sites at Pt. Arguello and Pt. Mugu must perform
all functions indicated and, in addition, may be required
to perform them for multiple ,launch operations. The peripheral sites will perform s'ubsets of the indicated processes
which are in direct support of their own efforts. These
include acquisition, data handling, recording and corrimunications, as required.
Mission objectives of the RTDHS require a command!
control function to control assignments to the various sites
and the phasing of those assignments. The basic input
data, such as that from radar tracking, must be distributed
and used appropriately. The left hand column of Fig. 5
indicates the levels at which command/control decision
ca'n be implemented to achieve the required Rexibility. The
portions of the programming system which accomplish
command/ control are imbedded in the. master control
program.
The right hand column of Fig. 5 indicates possible
points in the Row for recording the data. These recording
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The Row of Fig. 5 shows the requirement of the RTDHS
to process both instrumentation or system test· data, and
simulation or play back data. This requirement is difficult
to implement in a system unless advance planning has.
taken the requirement into account. The distinction between actual data and non-real-time or test data tends to
get obscured without adequate control.
The three processing boxes l~beled "Collect and Format
Inputs," "Data Correction and Edit" and "Data Selection
and Smoothing" can be considered the raw radar data
processing section of the data Row. These processes have
been performed by the operation center in the past because
the collecting sites have·' not had this capability. With the
advent of the RTDH-PC, this function can be performed
at remote locations and thereby release the primary centers.
for over-all system computations.
The small circle after the processing sections represents
the point at which command/control designates the function that is to be performed by the system. At the peripheral sites this will be instrumentation tests before launch,
and after launch time will be those processes in support
of the local collection effort. At the primary sites the
functions of impact prediction for range safe!=)' and radar
acquisition/handover operations will be performed as required. Other tasks such as automatic aircraft vectoring,1
as well as pre-launch and post-launch operations, are represented by the box labelled "Other Processing Tasks.'"
Associated with these tasks will be requirements for display
consoles, plotters and printers in order to communicate and
record data.
'

conclusion
The PMR Real Time Data Handling System represents
a design concept which will be employed with increasing
frequency. It is the concept of decentralized computers
which communicate with each other with great facility. It
is an integrated system yet one which has the Rexibility of
possible use of a number of independent cells (the peripheral site computer operating independently of other
peripheral site computers and perhaps independently of the
primary computer). The primary peripheral computer
relationship allows control of many functions of a more
service' nature at remote locations while still retaining
control and inter-site coordination centrally. The system
can be very responsive to the needs of the range instrumentation data handling problem at PMR where Rexibility and
intersite coordination are of vital importance to the range
mission.
•
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At Lqwest Cost ...

'he dd 10, developed by Data Display, Incorporated, is a modular, multi-station
a entry and retrieval system that permits all stations to be used simultaneIy for rapid retrieval of information from a computer lTlemory, Each station
:apable of displaying 500 character messages, which are received from a
lPuter and displayed in a fraction of a second, The central logic of the dd
system is capable of handling in excess of 20,000 inquiries or entries per

r.

ach dd 10 station has a full alphanumeric keyboard and a cathode ray tube
)Iay. ,Up to 64 dd 10 stations may be connected to the dd 10 central unit,
:h provides memory and display generation for each station.
everal dd 10 options are available that allow efficient adaptation of the dd
:0 a variety of applications. Character-code association is arbitrary and may
!asily changed to meet users' needs. Input interfaces are available for digicomputers, telephone subsets and other digital data sources.
01 systems applications engineers will show you how the dd 10 can cut
. data retrieval costs and improve your service. Write or call for an apItment.
THE DD 10
MULTI-STATION INFORMATION ENTRY AND RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM
HE DD 10 ACCEPTS AND DISPLAYS INDEPENDENT 500ARACTER MESSAGES SIMUL3ANEOUSLY ON N CONSOLES.
CH CONSOLE CONTAINS KEYBOARD INPUT CAPABILITY
ADDITION TO THE CRT DISPLAY. ,THE DD 10, A NEW
EP IN THE EVOLUTION OF BUSINES~ DATA SYSTEMS,
OVIDES ECONOMIC AND PERFORMANCE .AQVANTAGES VS ..
NUAL FILING.OR SEMlflUTOMATIC RETRIEVAL METHODS.
This is an unretoLJch'ed c~thod~ ray tube photo

COMPUTER
AND
MASS MEMORY
ddlO
INTERFACE
AND
LOGIC

L....-_~

dd 10
Remote Input And
Display Stations

Operation of the dd 10 is simple:
1. Type an inquiry, verify it on the CRT, correct it, if
necessary, and press the inquiry key that transmits the
inquiry to the computer.
, 2. The computer retrieves the response data, formats
it, and transmits the'response message to the dd 10.
3, The dd 10 displays the message on the appropriate
station and frees the computer dd 10 interface for other
inquiries.
4. The dd 10 keyboard may also be used to enter data
into the computer, to update records or to store new information.
"

:,

,DATA;'DIS,P'LAY.INCORPORATED
,1820.,COMO

AVENUE:

•

'SA'INT ,PAUL, -8,

MINNESOTA
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with voice output

ON-LINE
STOCK
QUOTATION
by /HANS VAN GELDER

•

The nation's security brokers provide a growing
market for up-to-the-minute market information
, which can be obtained only through an _on-line
communications network connected to a central intelligence
maintained by reai-time data processors.
For generations, the universally-known stock ticker has
filled a part of the brokers' needs by making known the
latest price of each security within a minute or two after
each trade is consummated on the trading Hoor of a stock
exchange.
In addition to the last-sale price as shown -by the ticker,
the broker needs to kriow the price being bid for a given
issue (the bid) -and the price sellers are asking (the ask, or
the offer) before he can intelligently execute orders for
his clients. The major exchanges for many_years have
bperateda bid-ask telephone service for their member
brokers. The basic iriformation is fed from the exchange
Hoor to operators who_ read the figures to brokers upon
receiving a spoken request over the phone. With steadily
increasing trading volume; it has become increasingly
difficult to provide up-to-the-minute service without the
subscriber encountering busy signals at times. A system _
called Televox has now_been developed by The Teleregister
Corporation -for the American Stock Exchange in which a
computer will receive, process and store current prices and
will "read" the price of any desired security over the phone
to the broker upon receipt of a dialed query. A 100%
server multiplexer eliminates busy signals.

the

data processing system

From a systems viewpoint, the data proc~ssing requirements can be best realized by examining the various
processor inputs and outputs. The system inputs consist of
Teletype information (tickers) concerning almost all of
the nationally traded securities and commodities, plus
other special inforination of use to the brokerage industry.
The system outputs contain all this information in a digested and totalized form so that various outlying equipments,
of less intelligence, can Impart this information to subscribers.

ters. While it is true that the total volume of information
from these centers is not as great as the NYSE and ASE
volumes, their trading tends to peak at certain periods
during the day. The information from these other exchanges is transcribed from their various tickers by
Teletype operators.
In addition to these inputs there are inputs from query /
reply devices, or interrogation units. A broker (operator)
uses one of these devices to question the processing system
concerning the latest status of some security. Three types
of interrogation devices are provided: standard telephones,
modified Teletype machines, and special Telequote keysets.
Provision is made for 1,000 interrogation telephones, for
50 -interrogation Teletype circuits, and for an unlimited
number of the special keysets. No changes are introduced
in the processor records by these querying devices.
There are five outputs from the system. One feeds a
chain of satellite processors, which in turn feed the quotation boards and the Telequote III query/reply keysets
throughout the country. Another output feeds the telephone query/reply network,which basically serves New
York City subscribers, and a third feeds the Teletype interrogation network. A fourth output is to the American
Stock Exchange for their end-of-day reports. The fifth isfor fallback and supervisory functions.
In general, there is at least a three-to-one ratio of
output to input information. The data processing system
does not generate information as such. Nevertheless, if an
item of information has to be transmitted in two distinct
formats it appears to the system as a double output. A
further complication results fro"lll" the need to maintain
an accessible updated record on the drum for the interrogation services and a consecutive record on magnetic tape for
_
off-line processing requirements.
The message handling capability of the system is complicated by expected simultaneous -peaks. The nature of
the securities business causes maximum activity. in both
stocks and commodities between 10 and 11 a.m. This fact

---------Of:-all-the-inputs;-the-besl-knowu-lo-lhe-lay-publl·,e-~ire,--------

the New York Stock Exchange and American Stock Exchange last price tickers. These are the familiar ticker
tapes that may be -seen in any brokerage -office. Betweep.
them is contained the latest trading information on a major
part of th~ total dollar value of listed securities that change
hands in this country. However, these tickers contain only
past history, and the person who wishes to buy or sell a
stock IS more. interested in the bid and asked prices of the
stock. The system accepts this information from two bid, ask tickers, _one from- each exchange.
"; . The infonhation on the above tickers contains the bulk
-'of the day's trading activity. The remaining trading is done
at other exchanges, such as the Chicago Board of Trade,
the Midwest Stock Exchange, etc. In all, the system
requires information from more than 10 other trading cen-
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required that the system be designed to handle the maximum possible data Row on all lines.
The expected input data rate is 540 messages per
minute. This is divided into 200 messages from the NYSE, '
120 from the ASE, and 220 messages from other trading
centers. The interrogation services will handle at least
1,200 queries per minute via telephone, 75 via Teletype,
and an unlimited number of queries. and replies from the
special keysets via the satellites. At the output, the system
can transmit 720 messages per minute to the satellites,
1,200 messages pe~ miimte to the telephone query/reply
network, 75 per minute to the Teletype query network,
and outputs to the American Stock Exchange as required.,
The system has excess input and output capacity to
handle the necessary supervisory and clerical functions in
addition to the above data capacities.

of a fixed format message. However, this method of querying allows multiple queries and provides hard copy of the
replies. In the case of a Telequote III keyset subscriber,
the query is ·made by using his keyboard and the reply is
displayed on a CRT tube in the keyset, or is printed on a
tape if desired. In the case of the boards, no action by the
subscriber is required, since any new high, low or last price
which is received into storage is automatically transmitted
to every board which carries the item.

system hardware organization
Fig. 2 is a simplified block diagram of the system
hardware. The Row of information, as explained in the
previous sections, can also be traced on this diagram.
Data enters from Teletype lines via a Data Input Sub-

data flow
,A block diagram (Fig. 1) shows' the Row of data into,
through, and out of the system. BrieRy, a data message is
received via the data input and brought into a processor.
The processor then updates the main storage and initiates
any immediately required output messages. Once the data
is in storage, it is accessible to any querying network.
Fig. 1

~ ~PHONE
LINES

)

14----+

1+---'"

TTY Q/R
5 TELETYPE KEYSET

DATA \

PROCESSING

AMER. STOCK EXCH.

SUPV. INPUT

SUPERVISOR

A somewhat more detailed examination of the data Row
generated by an input American Stock Exchange last sale
message will serve as an example of all message handling
routines. The message is received, via ticker, from the
exchange. Before any further action is taken, the program
examines the message to ~ee that it is complete, that the
security identifier is a valid code, arid that the priCe change
from the previous sale is within reasonable limits. The sale
price is then entered as a new last price into storage and
the old last price is removed. The total number of shares
of this security traded. is increased by the number of shares
in this trade. and if this. trade is a new high or low it is so
noted in the main storage. Certain other items of interest
to the industry are generated, such as net change and up
or down trend since yesterday's close.
Once these operations have been performed, one or
more satellite messages are generated. 'these fixed format
messages are alphanumeric, but of different composition
than the original input message. In certain circumstances
fallback or supervisory messages are. generated at the
same time.
In all, this single input message
cause a change for
up to eight items of storage and up to six output messages.
Once these actions have been performed any subscriber
can interrogate the records of this security and receive a
comprehensive list of information which may be of use to
his client. In the case of a telephone subscriber, he picks
up a standard telephone, dials a four digit code number,
and receives an audible reply in the earpiece. In the case
of a,Teletype subscriber, the procedure is somewhat more
complicated, requiring the generation by the subscriber

will
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system (DISS) and Rows to a processor (PROC). Programmatically, the processor has access to any magnetic
storage drum ( MD ) via the drum control register
(MDSS) and the drum central, to any magnetic tape
handler (MTH) via a tape control register (MTSS),. to
any automatic typeWriter (AT) via the AT control register (ATSS), and to output Teletype lines via an output
control register (DOSS). Interrogations are handled via
the Audio Subsystem and the Teletype Query-reply Subsystem (TTY Q /R SS).
There are three data input subsystems, one assigned
. to each processor. The input Teletype lines can bid for
any DISS. Each Teletype line is terminated in a reperforator-transmitter set, which provides what amounts to
an infinite buffer.
The processor complex consists of three Telefile data
processors operating in simplex. The expected maximum
traffic will utilize less than two processors full time,
thus providing a complete processor as fallback in case of
failure. Each processor contains 16 priority levels to regulate subsystem bidding and has over 100 instructions
available to the programs.
The magnetic drum subsystem consists of three drum
control· registers, a drum central, and 10 magnetic drums.
Each drum control register is assigned to one processor
and bids for any desired drum via the drum central.
Each drum has 600,000 decimal digits of storage for a
total capacity of six million digits. The access from the
.audio subsystem to the drums is via the same drum
central.
There are two data outpVt subsystems, distinct from
the audio output, accessible on a seize and release basis
from any processor. This permits the simultaneous output
of two messages from anyone processor. Each DOSS
has access to any output Teletype line via reperforatorDATAMATION

•

•

transmitter sets. The input transmitters and output reperfora tors, of the reperforator-transmitter sets, operate at 12
times line speed to reduce control register occupancy per
message.
The other subsystems accessible from the processor
are the magnetic tape subsystem, the automatic typewriter subsystem ( used for programming and maintenance), the punch card subsystem (used for programming) , and the real time clock subsystem (used by the
interrogat~on networks). A processor, under program control, can control two tape handlers simultaneously and
have access to any of 12 automatic typewriters. The
punch card subsystem has' access to only one processor
at a time' because of the small system use of this type
of input-output device.
Of the three interrogation networks, only the TTY Q/R
subsystem operates through the processors. The Teletype
query/reply subsystem receives 'a bid from a remote station, sends a permission to query signal, assembles the
query and bids for a processor's attention. The processor
interrogates the main storage and generates a reply via
the data output subsystem. This reply is switched to
the proper interrogation station by the TTY Q/R subsystem.
The audio subsystem is a separate entity, a wired
;>program computer, and is covered in the next section.

the audio subsystem

where the information for the interrogated stock is stored.
A bid is then initiated for the particular magnetic drum
and the particular band that contains the required infor. mation. The magnetic' drum logic and organization is
designed so that there is very little chance of drum
congestion due to interference between the audib subsystem and the processors. The information on the security, which was retrieved from the magnetic drum, is
placed on the query-reply drum in a slot which corresponds to the requesting subscriber. There is one slot on
this query-reply drum for each subscriber, and these slots
each contain enough bits for a query and the digital
form of the 'reply.
The audio multiplexer provides a continuous output to
all 1,000 telephone lines. When the phone is hung up'
this output is a pause, or silence, character. When the
receiver is picked up a dial tone is transmitted. During
dialing, pauses are again transmitted. When a complete
reply has been assembled on the query-reply drum the
individual characters of the reply are taken from a third
type of drum, the audio drum, in analog form and transmitted sequentially. Because of this scheme it does not
matter if all.I,OOO lines require different messages, since
some character is being transmitted continuously on every
line and the particular sound on anyone line is dependent only on the code configuration in its query-reply drum
storage slot.
.
Fig. 3 is a simplified block diagram of the audio
multiplexer. The audible signals are stored in analog for'm
on the audio drum. This drum is continually scanned by

The audio subsystem deserves special attE?ntion because
of several unique features in its organization. This sub, system is a wired program data processor with the capaFig. 3.
'bility of receiving telephone dial pulse interrogations at
any rate from 1~000 lines and of transmitting audio replies at a rate exceeding 20 per second. Almost all
American Stock Exchange member brokers' offices in the
New York City area will have at least one of these
direct lines. Through an arrangement with the American
Stock Exchange, these lines are leased from the telephone
company.
Compliance with these specifications resulted.in a three
unit subsystem:, an input multiplexer, a reply control~ and
an output multiplexer. The input multiplexer receives the
queries, assembles and stores them. The reply control
takes each assembled query, interrogates the main storage, and stores the reply in digital form. The audio
multiplexer translates the stored, digital reply into an intelligible audio message and switches this reply to the
proper outgoing line.
A query consists of a .four digit numeric message in
wo,. AM"'"''
A
dial pulse code. This code provides one contact closure
60 audio word amplifiers, so that the output of each
per unit of the digit, thus the higher the digit the more
amplifier consists of one word repeated every word time.
Table I lists these words. The buffer store contains, in
pulses and the longer the query. The input multiplexer is
permanently connected to all 1,000 input lines. Each
' digital f()rm, the information of which word (from the
line is sampled every 12 milliseconds to detect a change
62 available) is required on each output line. This buffer
----------Oof-state-in-me-line;-which-will-correspom,l-i.o-a-tiial-._ _ ~tare_is-rp"'ritt:'n every word time. Each outgoing line
pulse. This sampling frequency is high enough to permit
is assigned a tIme slot. The gate associated with a parat least two identical samples for each change of line
ticular line is open~d durin,g its time slot, and at the
condition, thus minimizing the errors caused by line hits.
same time the gate blocking the desired word amplifier
. Each dial pulse is stored in a location peculiar to its
is opened. This procedure places a series of pulses on
line. A shorted line condition, seven sample-lengths-long,
the highway. When these pulses reach the (low pass)
indicates the inter-digit pause,and an open line for the
filter, the analog signal is recreated. For perfect reprosame length. of time indicates the caller has hung up.
duction the sampling frequency for each line must be at
These digits are stored on a magnetic drum (the queryleast double the maximum frequency to be reproduced.
reply drum which is distinct from the magnetic storage
An oscilloscope looking at the highway would see a train
drums previously referred to) which has a slot for each
of pulses of varying amplitudes and polarity. If the same
subscriber. ' A bit on this drum slot is marked whenever
word were sent to all lines, the highway signal would be
a complete query has been assembled.
,the word amplifier output after it had passed through a
The marked bit, from the assembled query, acts as a
high frequency chopper.
bid for the reply control. The reply control takes the
The requirements of the audio vocabulary, as sent over'
query and translates it into the magnetic drum address
the lines, are difficult to define. It was very easy to give

,
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the objective requirements because the limitation of the
telephone lines are known. The subjective requirements
were another matter, and the final requirements were the
result of an intensive investigation.
The objective (measurable) requirements were that the
audio frequency response of the system should be flat
from 300 to 3,000 cycles, that the noise should be down
30 db from the signal, and that the output power should
be from -8 to -5 VD. The subjective requirements arrived
at were that a male voice should be used rather than a
female, that a pleasant voice with flat pitch was prefCl'able to a professional announcer's voice, and that the
optimum word length was 350 milliseconds.
Table I:

Spoken words in the Televox Vocabulary

A

15
OFFER
HIGH
LOW
LAST
VOLUME

U
V
W
X

~

C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Y
Z

NONE
OPEN
AND
SIXTEENTH
UP

2
3

4

J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T

5

6
7
8
9

OFF
EVEN

%
14
%
%

0
(silent pause)
(dial tone)

%

11

%

13

1'8

Typical quotation:
"A ~
and % ~ 1'8 last..2. and % ..!!g % volume

z...2

.3. .4.

Qp.eD.

.2 and. li high

~ ~

l2w. .2 ...and li..,/1

(Each underline represents one word time.)
This means that the particular stock, whose symbol is
ABZ, is bid for at $9.50, and is being offered at $9.87%.
The last trade was at $9.75, which was up J2V2¢ from the
previous day's closing price. The volume of trading for
the current day up through the last trade is 3400 shares.
The opening trade was at $9.25, the highest price for the
current day was $10, and the 19west was $9.12V2.
Smallest fractions enunciated are sixteenths. Only odd
sixteenths exist, because the even sixteenths are reducible to lower numbers; i.e., 14/16
1'8. This accounts for
the absence of twelve and fourteen in the vocabulary.

==

These subjective specifications led to one major problem, that of fitting drawn out words into the rather short
word time. This was solved by breaking some words
up into two parts, each part one word-tim~ long. For
example, the word sixteenth became the words six and
, teenth. It is possible to distinguish that these words are
assembled but they do not sound unpleasant.
programming

The programs for this application total approximately
400,000 digits, divided equally between on-line and offline applications. The programs are stored on a magnetic
drum and are surged into core at the .behest of an
executive program. The programs are also stored on a
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stand-by magiletic tape, unit to forestall the possibility of
losing the drum stored programs.
The programmatic problems can be divided into two
areas, one of identification of data, and the second of
changes in the data to be processed du'e to causes outside of the system.
In the area of identification, the outstanding problem
is the identification of a complete unit of information. A
typical incoming string of messages reads:
ABC
DEF
PI'
GH
J.C
5s 17~~
4.5
21
14~~
103~~
For such a string, the end of one message and the start
of the next is hard to identify. Complicating the picture
is the need to handle information from different exchanges
in different manners, and the possibility of conflicting
identification symbols between exchanges. The last problem is so serious that no solution other than manual editing has been found.
The problem area of changes has forced the programs
to rely on a large number of tables. Changes are due to
the actions of the exchanges (for example, \in adding a
new stock), to the action of time (for example, when
a stock begins trading at a lower price after payment
of a dividend), and to the requirements of the subscribers
(who might want a stock added to the broadcast service). All securities are therefore entered into tables which
'list the various functions to be performed on any input
information regarding the security. These tables are updated daily by supervisory personnel.

•

maintenance features

The system contains over 3,000 lights which indicate
everything hom the contents of the control registers to
failures· in' the Teletype equipment. The equipment is
broken down into groups, each clustered around one
data processor, so that a failure will not shut down the
entire system. All peripheral equipment is controlled from
a systems console located next to the processor consoles
so that the operator can substitute for defective equip,
ment with a minimum of down time. The effectiveness
of these maintenance features is demonstrated by historical records, on similar systems, showing that 90% of
all service interruptions are rectified within one minute.
summary

Work on this project was started in 1959, restricted
to the audio interrogation service. The scope was expanded
late in 1962 to include the remaining services, and the
equipment was installed in its present 20,000 square foot
location starting in June of 1963. The audio interrogation
service becomes operational in the first quarter of 1964
with the remaining services due in the second quarter.
The more than 35,000 transistors in the system are
distributed among 65 racks of electronics. There are 12
magnetic drums, 15 racks of Teletype equipment, and 40
racks of audio line terminations. The remaining racks, of
the over 150 rack total, consist of consoles, relay equip:
ment, power supplies, etc. The three data processors are
general purpose "Telefile" computers manufactured by
Teleregister, which also designed and built the digital
portion of the wired program audio processor. The analog
portion of the audio subsystem was adapted from a military system by the North Electric Company.
It is the intention of Teleregister, which operates the
'system on a service center basis, to expand this system in
the near future with two additional processors. These
processors will be tape oriented to provide more off-line
processing capacity, and will have access to the central
storage via core to core transfers from the existing three
general purpose processors.
•
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THE
MITRE
CORPORATION

resea rch for
the federal government
\!

by ROBERT. B. FOREST, Editor
In Bedford, Mass., near Route 128 with its
numerous electronics 'firms ringing Boston, is
MITRE, a nonprofit research firm sponsored
primarily by the Air Force. Its main effort is in command
and control systems, its role ranging from occasional consultation to complete system design and technical direction
of the acquisition phase.
Of the firm's 2,000 employees, nearly 800 are Technical
Staff, 600 are technicians and lab personnel, the remainder
in business support activities. Of the Technical Staff, more
than 400 have advanced degrees. An IBM 7030 STRETCH
is included in its complement of 10 computers.
MITRE also has facilities in Colorado Springs in support
of NORAD, in Wiesbaden in support of a European Air
Weapons Control System, in Paris in connection with
work on European Air Defense for' NATO, and offices in
Arlington, Va., from which to implement work with the
Defense Dept. on the National Military Command System
and with the Federal Aviation Agency on the future National Airspace System.
DATAMATION: How did MITRE get started?
HALLIGAN:, In the late 1950's the SAGE Air Defense
System, which had been developed at Lincoln Laboratory,
was getting into the implementation phase. The Air Force
required a very large systems engineering effort to make it
~ork.· The, Air Force did two things. They formed a military organization which waS first called Air Defense Systems Integration Division and which was made up of
R&D, Logistics, and Operating people put together in
one organization. They also looked for appropriate technical support, and in their search for this support they
talked to organizations in conventional industry and elsewhere. They finally decided to ask MIT for Lincoln
Laboratory's support. MIT concluded that the system
engineering job was not appropriate for a university laboratory, but offered to have Lincoln Laboratory give the
support temporarily and to sponsor the formation of a
nonprofit corporation to take on the permanent task. So,
in August 1958, MITRE was incorporated. The Lincoln
group which had been working on this effort transferred to
the new corporation. For the remaining part of fiscal year
1959 MITRE operated as a subcontractor to MIT. Since
July 1959; there has been no fiscal or organizational connection with MIT. Near the end of 1959, ADSID became
the Command and Control Development Division and their
scope was expanded to include not just SAGE, but the
whole spectrum of Air Force command and control systems. CCDD then asked MITRE to expand its scope to
take on the broader technical mission, and MITRE agreed:
A little later the Air Force formed the Air Force Systems
Command. CCDD became the Electronics Systems Divi42

sion of this new Command. There was no significant
change in its mission. Today MITRE is haridling system
engineering for Air Force command and control systems
including related advanced planning and technology work.
In addition, we have been doing air traffic control development work for the Federal Aviation Agency, since 1959,
and we expect that we will continue to do so. In September
we were assigned the technical support responsibility for
the Defense Communications Agency's National Military
Command System. We are now organizing a staff in
Washington to work with DCA.
DATAMATION: I wonder if you could spell out in
slightly more specific terms what the term systems engineering means in your work for ESD?
HALLIGAN: We use the term in a very broad sense. 'We
include the early conceptual work, where we develop
concepts for a new system. Sometimes this results from our
own advance planning. Sometimes we are asked to design
a system for a particular task. This is fundamental work.
Initially, it's paper work, but as the concept develops
certain features may be tried out in "breadboard" fashion.
By that we mean simulating a condition on a computer, or
otherwise creating a model which we can use to check
critical factors. When Air Force approval to go further has
been given, the next step is a system design detailed
enough to permit the Air Force to ask contractors for
proposals on system implementation. This is the stage
where the basic system engineering gets done. Later, when
the contractors become involved with detailed design, we
may be required to coordinate with, and sometimes to
direct, the contractors. Finally, we work with the contractors .on test and evaluation. All of this effort is, in a broad
sense, systems engineering.

Mr. Halligan became president of MITRE in 7958 after
32 years with AT&T's Development & Research Dept., Bell
Labs, and Western Electric.
Positions with Bell Labs included director of the Continental Air Defense Survey, director of military engineering,
and head of development of
the DEW line and the lab's
part in the SAGE development
work. He holds 72 patents
in .communication, and a BS
(magna cum laude) and MS
in EE from Bucknell.
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DATAMATION: And do you help choose the contractor,
It has specialized mainly in the "software" areas-opera-.
or is that a unilateral ESD decision?
tional specifications and the follow-on computer programHALLIGAN: The choice is entirely an Air Force respon-:
ming effort. SDC does not do system design in the equipment sense-communications, sensors, displays, etc. MITRE
sibility. When requested, we may evaluate the technical
content of a contractor's proposaL The contractor selection
must have a substantial capability in the software area in
process_ involves many other factors-his performance recorder to do its conceptual and_ basic design work, .but it
ord, his experience in the area, and a great many other
must also be competent in the appropriate equipment
things. From industry's point of view it would be iritolerareas.
.
able· if we engaged in source selection. It would be
There are many other nonprofits. One category is un iversity laboratories. They differ from MITRE in that they
extremely unwise from our point of view, too.
DAT AMATION: When you work with a contractor who
tend to be research-oriented rather than systems engineeris installing and testing a system, do you evaluate his
ing-oriented.
DATAMATION: I'm interested in your research activity.
efforts?
.
HALLIGAN: We are often asked by the Air Force to
What kind of basic or applied research goes on here and
evaluate contractor tests and sometimes to perform our
how is it funded?
own evaluation; There have been occasions when the Air
HALLIGAN: It's funded in several ways. Some research
Force has asked us for performance evaluations of jobs on
work is covered by specific Air Force projects which are
which we had no initial system design responsibility.
funded by the Air Force. Such work must be in areas that
Usually these have involved systems that were well along
have a direct relation to Air Force command and control.
We conduct work' of this sort in the fields. of rad~r, combefore we came into the picture.
DATAMATION: Let's consider another angle now. Permunlcations, and data processing.
haps we can get another view of MITRE by asking you to
We also conduct some research supported by our mandistinguish it from: (a) a possible private enterprise counagement fee. To date this has been a modest effort beterpart and (b) other captive nonprofit organizations.
cause most of OUf fee has gone into our building program.
HALLIGAN: The most obvious difference between
However, we have recently set up an independent reMITRE and a private enterprise firm is that we don't make
search activity in which we . pick our own projects, and
a profit. We don't have stock or dividends. Another very
pay for them out of our fee. Here we also stay in fields that
important distinction is that we do not manufacture anysupport our basiC work for the Air Force, DOD and FAA.
We don't think it would. make sense for us to do a medical
thing. We do some bread board and experimental work
but we do not engage in production, as the profit-maker
research job, for example: The mairi difference is that we
customarily does. There are many profit-making industries
can pick our projects with greater freedom since we don't
that have capabilities similar to those of MITRE. But, by
need Air Force approval for the projects we select.
constant application to our area of work, and because of
DATAMATION: What percentage of your work is under
our close relationship with the military establishment
Study contracts, rather than Systems contracts?
which specifies requirements, we cari become more profiHALLIGAN: We operate under just one basic contract
cient
in
our
area
than
profit-making
industries.
This
is
with
the Air Force which covers all of their work. Systems
1
t
work involves some 60% of our total Air Force budget.
mainly a matter of continuity and focus. For these reasons,
I think we are normally better able to do the basic deSIgn
Our work in advanced plannirig is close to 20% and our
part of the job than conventional industry. Certainly we
work in technology, that is sponsored by the Air Force, is
can be more objective because we don't have any inherent
close to 20%.
DATAMATION: Might not some of these technology
bias. We're not trying to sell anything nor trying to make
money for share owners.
projects lend themselves to handling by a private industry?
DAT AMATION: Let's pursue this part of the question
HALLIGAN : Yes, and many projects of this sort are
further. There are private enterprises which do not produce
handled by private industry. The philosophy we share with
anything, management consultan.t firms for example. Such
the Air Force is that if we are to stay proficient in the
firms would seem to have a vested interest in objectivity
systems engineering job, we must keep up-to-date in the
too, although they don't deal with the military necessarily:
technology we use. We must have some work actually
HALLIGAN: Consultant firms must be objective. Cergoing on in our organization to evaluate and understand
tainly one can envision such a company being set up to do
what other organizatIons are doing and to make sure that
the systems engineering job that MITRE does. NASA is
we know what techniques are available or are soon to
using Bell COM; which is a profit-making company. As
become available: There is bound to be some duplication,
you know, there is a continuing discussion going on in
but I don't consider this kind of duplication harmful.
Congress, DOD, and throughout industry, about the need
One last point before we leave this question. We are
for "nonprofits" and whether profit-making concerns can
sometimes asked to do certain jobs for the Air Force which
_______b,~u~cd_tc-da-thc-~~!nc-"~T/c:!~.·-P_cr~Gr1~ll}T_I-thiill~-it~5-Gusicr---""T/c-fccl-irtdt!~t;,:y:-ccllld-dc-pcrfcctlj~. "T/cll-G.nd-irl-Guch-cG.Gc::;---for the nonprofit to remain entirely objective, for the
we suggest the job be given to industry.
reasons I have already discussed.
DATAMATION: The original MITRE charter calls for
DATAMATION: Now to the second part of the question.
service "to or for the U.S. Government or any department
How is MITRE distinguished from other "captive" nonor agency thereof." .Yet, ESD has been noted as your
profit organizations?
sponsor. How' does a nonprofit like this get a single or
HALLIGAN: First, I don't like the word "captive." It is
all-important sponsor?
true that about 85% of our work is for the Air Force, but
HALLIGAN: We consider ESD our major sponsor because
this does·not make us "captive." As to how we compare
we were formed to do an air defense job for the Air Force.
with other similar organizations, let's consider a few.
The Air Force is still our major sponsor, but we have two
RAND is one example. Some of the work RAND does is
other sponsors-FAA and DCA. As pointed out earlier,
quite like our early and conceptual or advanced planning,
about 85% of the budget comes from the Air Force, 10%
although RAND tends to look farther out in' time. RAND
is FAA and only 5% is DCA. Our charter permits us to
does little experimental laboratory work nor do they design
work for any government agency, but not for any agency
systems in the sense that we do.
outside of the government.
System Development Corporation is another nonprofit.
DATAMATION: Outside the federal government.
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HALLIGAN: Yes. We wouldn't work for a state or city
government. We have always very carefully preserved the
spirit of our charter. We feel that if the corporate talents
are unique in some respects, they should be available to
any agency of the federal government that can use them.
While the Air Force is still our principal sponsor, we think
it's entirely proper to do the FAA work which grew out of
our original capability, and now the DCA work which
developed in the same way.
"
DATAMATION: You have said that the designer cannot
afford a bias for any command, any service or agency, or
any line of equipment. You do most of your work for the
Air Force. How do you achieve objectivity if you run into
something that you think is technically wrong and the Air
Force disagrees?
HALLIGAN: Our work for the Air Force is technical.
When we conduct conceptual or system design work, we
use all of the information that is availabie ... operational
requirements, cost limitations, technical requirements, etc~
Our product-recommendations, specifications, evaluations,
and so on-is the best technical answer we can make in
view of all these factors. However, our sponsor may have
any of a number of valid reasons for deciding to do the job
in some other way. Final decision is a government responsibility, and we are not, and should not be, in a position to dictate the final decision. However, we try to make
sure our recommendation, and the requirements on which
, it was based, become a matter of record. We' are, accordingly, objective in a technical sense, no matter" what
decision is finally made.
DATAMATION: What you're saying in essence is that an
oragnization like MITRE has to try and remain as aloof as
possible from the political consideration which may be
behind a particular project. Now what this tends to mean,
I think, is that each major defense agency thEm is going to
build up a team like yours which is going to take ,the
original idea and pursue it as diligently as possible without
questioning how it fits into some overall strategy. Is there a
need for a nonprofit technical outfit at the level of DOD to
supervise the work of all the other agency nonprofits?
HALLIGAN: First, we do make every possible effort to
see that our design work "fits into some overall strategy."
However, most of our information is secured through our
sponsor, and it may' be that his ideas of what is needed
are in disagreement with those of other agencies in the
defense establishment. This may result from an honest
difference of opinion, from a service bias, from some
"political" consideration, or from inadequate knowledge of
ovenill strategy. I don't think that this problem could be
solved by having a nonprofit at DOD level supervise
nonprofits at, say; service level. The important thing is to
make sure that the overall requirements are knowri to the
implementing agency, and are followed by that agency.
This is a government responsibility, and should be
achieved through government channels. However, it may
well be' that nonprofits should be utilized at the higher
levels to make certain that the overall requirements are
sound, and I see nothing wrong with this. The command
and control area is an especially good example. Conformance to national requirements is essential in all of these
systems, whether they be for the Army, Navy, Air Force,
or the Unified and Specified commands. Some central
authority must make sure they fit together, and if this
requires outside technical assistance it could well be secured by using a nonprofit organization. However, the final
decisions, and the directives placed on the implementing
agencies, should be through government channels.
DATAMATION: What would be the function of such an
organization?
HALLIGAN: If a' nonprofit were to be used to provide
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technical support at the DOD level it would probably deal
with things such as national strategy, balance of offense
and defense forces and facilities of all sorts, integration
of all supporting systems . . . in other words, with the
nation's overall requirements. It would specify these re~
quirements broadly but with enough detail to give adequate direction to the agencies charged with providing the
supporting systems.
DATAMATioN: If nonprofits have some advantages, are
there some inherent disadvantages?
.
HALLIGAN : Yes, there are. One disadvantage results from
the nature of their work. N onprofits should undertake work
where the need for objectivity, for unique competence, for
continuity, etc., is such that the task cannot well be given
to industry. They should not do work that can be done as
well, in the overall sense, by industry. Accordingly,' the
fields available are limited, and the opportunity to secure
new work, if the nonprofit's budget is reduced, is correspondingly limited. This places an obligation on the part of
government to avoid serious changes in budget level that
might reduce the company's' effectiveness to a serious
degree.
Another disadvantage arises from the lack of benefits
such as bonuses and stock options to use as an inducemerit
in recruiting its staff. It isn't possible to make up for this
lack, especially at the higher management levels, by salary
ajdustment.
.
DATAMATION: It has been said that private enterprise
has to be efficient by definition or else it's driven out of
business, which is not necessarily true of nonprofits. Would
you care to discuss that?
HALLIGAN: The nonprofits, by definition, lack the profit
measure of efficiency. We and our sponsors are well aware
of this and take all possible measures to make up for this
lack. Actually, we wouldn't survive very long either if we
failed to operate efficiently, and I believe that we are as
efficient as profit-making industry.
DATAMATION: How do you do it?
HALLIGAN: To a considerable extent it is a matter of
management philosophy. We have available to us all of
the management techniques that are available to industry.
In evaluating performance, a MITRE supervisor can judge
his people just as accurately as he could with a' similar
group in industry. Further, our sponsors know our procedures and our people intimately, and they can and do
compare us with their industrial contractors.
We are a high morale organization. Our people know
that their work is important to the government, and have
a patriotic motive for working effectively and efficiently,
DATAMATION: Doesn't it involve two different views of
human nature? One view is that people only work well
because of profit motivation, or fear, and the other one is
that people work well because they love the work and
want to do a good job.
HALLIGAN: These are the two extremes of motivation:- I
think most people's incentives are a mixture of the two.
One of the disadvantages I meritioned earlier is that the
nonprofit can't offer bonuses, stock options, and the like,
and the satisfaction from doing important work helps to
make up for this lack. We have people working with us
now who can leave today and get a substantially higher
salary somewhere else. Some do leave. On the other hand,
we have people who came to work with us at a reduction
in salary because they wanted satisfactions beyond those
of income.
DATAMATION: What about the other intangibles affectinK attitudes toward work, something as vague as the work
environment?
HALLIGAN: Environment is important, especially for
technical people, in any company. We must provide the
DATRMRTION

like an evasion?
HALLIGAN: I hope not. What I meant. was this. The
government's decision must include matters of the budget,
matters of international relations and intelligence, that we
may not understand as fully as the government. The final
decision must involve factors which may not be fully
knewn to us.· We give the government our technical
opinions and/or re'commendations, but the government
may have sound reasons, other than technical, that will
influence the decision.
DATAMATION: Suppose your sponsor over-rides one of
your technical judgments on grounds which you consider
within your province. Is it your responsibility to issue a
minority report or to complain?
HALLIGAN: I have touched on this problem earlier. We
must make it clear that we don't agree with the decision
that came out, and why. We can't guarantee that· our
technical view will reach the top through the involved
command levels but we do our best to get our technical
opinion on the record. We can't insist on a hearing at the
top in all cases. This is a problem that I don't see how you
can get around, unless the technical opinion-giver reported
to the President himself:
DATAMATION: One important function of an oragnization like MITRE is to provide technological advice to. arms
of the government which aren't staffed to provide their
own expertise. Private citizens need this help too. As I see
it, one critical problem facing this nation is to help our
non-technical electorate make intelligent technical decisions. What are the checks and balances on the MITREtype organizations? How does the sponsor evaluate them
adequately and how can we citizens be certain you are
spending our tax dollars wisely?
HALLIGAN: Organizations like MITRE are under constant evaluation by their immediate sponsors . . . in our
case by ESD. They evaluate our management, our use of
our budget, and our technical performance. Such evaluations are also made at successively higher levels in the Air
Force, and in the Department of Defense itself, notably
in the Research and Engineering group, which has some
very competent technical people.
DATAMATION: This adds another dimension or another
level. Who evaluates the evaluators?
HALLIGAN: If we assume that the final evaluation is
done in a broad sense by the elected or appointed officials
at the top of the government then in a sense it is the
electorate, the voters, who in the long run make the final
evaluation.
DATAMATION: Isn't one of the answers a continuing
responsibility of the technical community to keep the lay
world educated and informed within the bounds of
security?
HALLIGAN: Yes, I think you are right. There is a responsibility here and we should give it more attention. Are
------~.volvecl-the-private-interests-oi-a-contraCtdr:-Sunfe-critIcls=m=-----you-askiIlg-wllaCM1TRE people might-dato meertfi~ls--of this kind is to be expected.
responsibility?
DATAMATION: Some people, perhaps because they don't
DATAMATION: Yes. I'm thinking about appearances beunderstand the role which you have outlined here, have
fore Congressional committee or subcommittee hearings on
complained about the technical validity of some of
matters involving information processing, and publishing in
MITRE's system engineering.
the journals.
HALLIGAN: There have been a few such complaints.
HALLIGAN: We do publish in the technical journals
Here again I have to say that technical people don't
and we are trying to increase this activity. We participate
always agree. Furthermore, the information on which such
in discussions at all levels in the Air Force and in DOD,
criticism is based is not always adequate for making an
and we testify before Congress when invited to do so.
evaluation.
Appropriate reports go to the Defense Documentation
DATAMATION: Yeu have said about MITREresponCenter (formerly ASTIA). We also write technical papers;
sibility, "The company must not assume the responsibilities
as many as we have time for. We have no reason to withfor decisions that belong to the government. It must make
hold information here because of the proprietary restrictions that apply to profit-making companies. We have no
its position clear as a partner to the sponsor but final
responsibility must be the government's." Does this sound
reason to withhold information about anything that we're
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right working conditions or we won't hold the people. We
do all we can to create a good working environment.
DATAMATION: You don't try to be more lenient in terms
of attendance, or this sort of thing?
HALLIGAN: No, we don't. Having come from a technical
job in an industry laboratory, I can say quite honestly that
our rules here are much like those in industrial companies.
People who do om" kind of work-research people, development people, people with high technical talents generally
-can't be regimented with time docks, whether they are
at MITRE or with a conventional firm. Of course, you
don't let them make their own individual ground rules,
either.
DATAMATION: Earlier this year a national publication
reported that the Air Force was dissatisfied with MITRE
performance. Was this true?
HALLIGAN: I recall the item, which came as a surprise
to us and to our Air Force sponsors. We tried to find out
what was back of it, and we found that the editor had
written the item in good faith. The remark was made to
him by somebody he felt was in a position to know. We
talked to people who were in the best possible position to
know of any dissatisfaction with our performance, but
could not determine the source of the story, nor could we
find any basis for it. It's apparently one of these things that
we'll never run down.
DATAMATION: How does the Air Force evaluate ~r
monitor your performance? If all of the work that they
have in this area is done by your organization how can
they compare it?
HALLIGAN: The Air Force can compare our work with
other companies. It's possible to isolate any systems engineering job done here and find parallels in industry. We
don't do all of this work for the Air Force by any means.
It's not difficult to find other companies where a similar
effort is underway. A comparison will reveal whether comparable efficiency exists. Of course, a quantitative· evaluation, especially for creative conceptual work, is extremely
difficult. We admit, as industry does, that numerical values
can't be assigned to the performance of technical people.
Management judgment, the experience of supervision, and
the overall quality of the work form the best basis for
assessing the work, qualitatively and quantitatively.
DATAMATION: Suppose all the contractors on a particular job complained that your system design specifications were poorly drawn up. Would this represent a signifi~
cant commentary on your work?
HALLIGAN : Yes, it would.
DATAMATION: Has this ever happened?
HALLIGAN: Not in the way you put it. There has been
criticism, sometimes justified, sometimes not. Technical
people don't always have the same technical opinion. This
we face all the time. I don't think there has ever been any
such. large-scale criticism. In one case the criticism in-
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doing, excepting of course security regulations.
Before leaving this discussion on responsibility , I'd like
. to make one more point. We believe that ideally most of
the .MITRE type of work should be done within the
government, but for a number of reasons-salaries, organi,.
zational structure, and so on-this is not now possible. To
help overcome this limitation we believe organizations like
MITRE should help to improve the level of capability in
government-in the military and the civil service-and we
are currently setting up a technical institute, sponsored by
ESD, to train government people. We believe this effort
may turn out to be very valuable in the area with which
you are concerned.
DATAMATION: You've mentioned earlier that there may
be other alternatives to use of the nonprofit which are
being investigated. Will you comment on them?
HALLIGAN: I understand that the government is trying
to improve civil service salaries and organizational policy.
Also undei-way is an attempt to make it more attractive for
the military to stay in service. There is talk of setting up
internal laboratories similar to nonprofits in organization,
but functioning as an actual arm of the government. As to
alternatives involving profit-making organizations, I think
suitable exclusion clauses and rules of conduct that insure
objectivity can be developed. Of course, the element of
profit itself i~ a problem.
DATAMATION: As a systems engineering firm, you are
interested in technique~ of organization and using equipment to help organization flow. Have you applied any of
these techniques within your own organization for improved management control or decision making?
HALLIGAN: We use computer equipment for some of our
business operations as do other firms. If I understand your
question properly, we haveri't introduced data processing
functions into our business any more than the industrial
firms.
DATAMATION: What is your computer complement?
How many computers do you have?
HALLIGAN: We have a number of 1401 computers, a
1410, and a 7090. We also have the XD-1, which was the
SAGE prototype, and D825, which is the BUIC prototype.
We have an analog computer, and a research computer
that we have assembled ourselves. We also have a 7030
STRETCH, which is a very large IBM computer.
DATAMATION: What is the STRETCH used for?
HALLIGAN: STRETCH is currently being checked out in
the new System Design Laboratory which MITRE will run
for ESD. It will be used mainly for design experiments
and for simulations. It's big enough so that it can be used
to represent the interplay between command systems. In
brief, STRETCH will be a developmental tool for future
command and control systems.
DATAMATION: Do you know about how much use this
gets or will get under this setup?
HALLIGAN: It will operate on a two-shift basis, at least.
DATAMATION: Is it rented?
.
HALLIGAN: We bought the STRETCH, with Air Force
agreement, because a study of the lease cost over a period
of three or four years revealed that it would be cheaper
to buy it.
DATAMATION: When was it installed?
HALLIGAN: We took delivery of the 7030 in January
1963 in a temporary building so we could check it and the
ancillary equipment out while the System Design. Laboratory was under construction.
.
DATAMATION: You got it at the bargain price before
IBM found out that it couldn't make money at that price.
Is that right?
HALLIGAN: The 7030 didn't meet IBM's performance
expectations. So, IBM cut the price on the few they had
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manufactured, and indicated no more would be produced.
For us it is a very useful and powerful computer, and we
were glad to be able to acquire it .
DATAMATION: Is it doing the job for you?
HALLIGAN : Yes, up to the degree we have been able to
use it to date. As you know, it takes a long time to program
a computer and get it fully operational. We see no reason
why it won't fulfill our expectations.
DATAMATION: Have you developed your own software,
in terms of programming?
HALLIGAN: Yes, we have.
DATAMATION: Do you maintain fairly strict controls
over computer usage within MITRE?
HALLIGAN: Yes, the schedules for them are very carefully worked out. Time is allocated to the projects in
accordance with priority of need. Every Air Force project
that needs to use computer time is charged for it so that
the cost "is fairly prorated.
DATAMATION: Are these run as closed-shop installations
with a fixed staff of people? Not people wandering in off.
the hall and pushing buttons.
HALLIGAN: They are run by their own staff. The unit
that has a job brings it in and supervises the use of the
computer when necessary.
DATAMATION: How flexible is the programming? Do
.MITRE people handle their own programming in FORTRAN or ALGOL, for example?
HALLIGAN : Yes, and we use other techniques including
some that we have developed. We are doing a considerable
amount of development work on programming as such.
DATAMATION: What is the turn-around time for an
arrangement where a man produces a program deck and
wants an immediate answer? How soon can he expect it
back?
.
HALLIGAN: We try to keep the turn-around time less
than two hours.
DATAMATION: MITRE has been described to me, by
someone whose judgment I trust, as probably the most
imp,ortant single influence in the computing fraternity. If
you agree, what made this true?
HALLIGAN: There is justification for such a statement.
Our experience began with SAGE which was the first large
computerized system ever designed and, as a matter of
fact, is still by far the largest that has ever gone into the>
field.
DATAMATION: Physical size?
HALLIGAN: Physical size, total capacity, and investment.
It really opened up the computer art. The design of the
SAGE system pioneered the field of computerized command and control. The people who wrote that history are
with us still. They understand this area thoroughly and
they, and their recruited talent, have remained at the
leading edge of the art. I think we are one of the most
important influences in the field.
DATAMATION: One final question. As an organizatIon
that is on the frontier of this art, do the results of your
work point to new concepts in computer organization or
computer technology? If so, could you give us a hint as
to what they might be?
HALLIGAN: There is of. course the rapid improvement in
the physical sense: smaller size, greater speed, etC; But
our work deals more with improvement in the use of the
'computer, and especially with programming techriiques.
We have work going on which we believe will go a long
way toward solving the problem of excessive programming
cost and time. This was the most difficult problem in
SAGE, and it's been a problem in almost every big computer job since then. These new techniques offer a way to
solve these problems, and that is one of the most important
areas of our work.
•
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any output device - even a computer. You save time and expense by eliminating step-by-step data composition
or manual accumulation and organization of data. _

Let us show you how our format-composer systems have

solved data handling problems for others - in basic research, military and other applications: Write to Indiana
General Corporation, Electronics /Memory Systems Division, Keasbey, New Jersey.

INDIANA GENERAL E
Ferrites
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USING
DECISION.
STRUCTURE TABLES

pa.rt tWO:
mClllufacturing application~

by .~. T. SCHMIDT and T. F. KAVANAGH
This article emphasizes manufacturing applications because most of our experience is in this
_ area. Decision. structure tables coupled with
computers are paying off because they:
define and thirik thro~gh manufactur~ng problems,
often providing new insights and understanding
which have led to improved performance.
• formulate and. record decision systems for subsequent'
use and communication.
• simplify computer implementation where mechanization is desirable.
• get manufacturing to using computers.
There is a wealth of potential computer applications
in manufacturing. They offer great opportunity. Without
struCture tables, application costs would be exorbitantly
high. It is easy to learn how to use decision structure
tables, ~nd, further, the user requires minimum computer
knowledge and background. Later in this article a structure table application using computers is describedPRONTO.
•

benefits of decision structure tables '
Experience in General Electric shows decision structure
tables· can reduce actual tIme spent in problem definition
nnd coding. Users report up to. go%. lower programming
co:;ts .because detailed flow charting and coding are
virtually eliminated. Other users report 50% lower applicatiori costs because of this, plus improved systems
design and check~out efficiency.
,
Others have been attracted to structure tables because
conventional flow' charting and coding techniques proved
unrealistic for their problems. Also, structure tables are
easy to maintain and when used in conjunctiori with a
computer, they offer a level of accuracy unequalled in
manual systems.
. Another benefit that recently came to the forefront is
more efficient documentation. Engineers have lo~g recognized the need for good documentation; for decades draftsmeri have laboriously made detailed drawings of every
part, .assembly, and product. Dimensions, tolerances,
materials, finishes are all carefully noted. Frequently,
each drawing is given an identification number signed
by the draftsman and. .approved by a supervisor. Precise
records are made of all changes-who made them, when
they take effect, whether the modification is interchange~
able, etc. This defining of every part in a product--:every
nut, screw,' and washer-is important. But is it less important than the decision logic used to manufacture the
same parts, to pay the workers, or to bill the customer
who purchases them? .
In a very real sense, decision structure tables provide
a natural "blueprint" for decision. In this simple analogy,
the part itself becomes the elementary decision. A structure table is like a blueprint. Structure tables £?~ ~e-
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lineate groups of decisions, as assembly drawings and
outline drawings show groups of parts. Decision logic
can be just as vital to a business as its engineering drawings. It should be just· as easy to find out how detailed
decisions are made as it is to locate the design of a part.
Structure tables also provide an opportunity to improve
specialist-manager communication in both directions. On
one hand, the specialist receives. a much more precise
definition of requirements from his manager.:....while the
manager, in turn, receives feedback from the structure
tables to assure himself that the detailed decision-making
system implements his management objectives. The command and control· aspects of decision structure tables
offer great promise.
Some have asked if it isn't just as easy to forget a
pertinent condition when making up a structure table
as it is to overlook a' test in flow charting. Quite the
contrary, the rigid, uniform tabular. format makes it
more difficult to make mistakes. Each table entry requires
individual, attention. As discussed last month, the tables
also· contain some built-in reasonableness checks. But
most important are the six rules outlined in the February
issue. They provide a logical approach for writing tables
The extensive prellminary specification
one step at a
of objectives and· the determination of elementary decisions provide overall structure to. the problem. The
sequential, one at a time analysis of each elementary
decision, developing decisiori parameters, their related
tests and values; and results or outcomes with their
values are all designed to minimize the chance for error.
Others have asked how useful decision structure tables
will be to the informed senior programmer. Certainly
one of the problems faced by senior programmers-indeed
all. programmers-are those who come with inconsistent
and incomplete problem definition. Considerable time and
effort must be spent trying to· uncover and resolve these
difficulties so that complete, consistent specifications can
be written. But if the application came to the programmer
defined wit.h sets of decision structure tables in the first
place, there would be substantially less emotion in computer applications work Also, the informed senior programmer would have to spend much less time learn,ing all
there is to know about his prospective client's problem.
if the senior programmer is relieved from handling
this applications work, he can then concentrate on making
existing applications more computationally efficient.
There are also integrated operator systems to be designed
and prognimined to make it easier for the computer to
handle all these different problems. The programmer
might even build .a structure table processor. In fact,
he might find tables very useful in structuring the logic
of these applications..
.
Right now, many informed senior programmers are
working as "general applications practitioners" when actu'ally they should be working as computer specialists.:

time.

:cIATAMATICN

•

After 'the application has floundered and no one knows
what's wrong, then the informed senior programmer must
come in and remedy the situation. It would be ,a lot
easier for him to handle the situation if decision structure
tables were used.
'
The application described below illustrates these benefits. PRONTO is a program to automatically convert
conventional, manual manufacturing planning to the con~
siderably more elaborate and complex instructIons' required to operate numerically programmed machine took

•

development of' IIprontoll
The introduction of automatic electro-mechanical machine tools created demands for a new kind of planning
data. Very detailed coded information was necessary to
position a partin relation to a tool. Depth control and
tool'selection were also necessary. Tool' motion patterns
for' operations such as tapping, drilling, and milling were
required. Proper feeds and 'speeds had to be specified,
and provision had to be made for auxiliary functions such
as turning coolants on and off.
Instructions required for numerically controlled (N C)
machine tools were far more precise. They varied greatly
from the routine planning instructions used with conventionally-operated equipment. 'This preciseness was
necessary because the NC machine tool replaced the
control and judgment of the human operator.
'
Using the'NC system presented formidable problems.
Not only was a high degree of sophisticated planning
needed, but a new and' unfamiliar "language" was required. Also, standards did not exist and each machine
tool required unique inputs. The number of routine,
repetitive calculations was enormous and sometimes very
complex; this meant the error potential was high and
these errors could be very costly. Tape-preparation time
was excessive; this resulted in long planning cycles and
in idle time of expensive equipment.
Initial analysis showed that a three-fold program was
needed:
1. A technique whereby a planner could effectively
direct the operation of an NC machine tool in conventional
planning terms with minimum translation of data from
engineering drawirigs.
2. A device (probably a computer) to a~curately
perform the numerous, repetitive, routine calculations
required to develop usable NC instructioQ.s. The device
must also produce an operator's'manuscript and punched
paper tape for operating the machine tool.
3. A technique that would significantly reduce planning time and cost.
Initially, it' appeared that the solution might exist in
the development of a planning language and associ~ted
computer program. This would enable a planner to
describe operation selection and sequences (the creative

simplifies the planning job. It allows the parts planner
to "verbally machine" a part in his everyday planning
language. Yet the language allows the most complex
parts to be described easily with minimum drawing translation and calculation.
To produce a part on an NC machine tool requires two
kinds of data:
'
1. 'Part-oriented or process data that relate to the part
being machined.
'
2. Machine-tool-and-control-oriented data related to
the specific machine tool and control being used.
function of pronto main processor .
Part-oriented data in the Main Processor include
process description (drill, ream, 'tap, bore, etc.), dimensions, reference points, hole patterns, and tools. Basically,
it is a geometric and' machining description of the operations'to 'be performed. It is these descriptions (locations,
operations, and auxiliary functions) that will be converted
into the information values and codes that will control the
machining of the part.
Note that the part-oriented data is generally universal.
The Main Processor, because it is process-oriented, can
handle ~ost parts as is. However, some modifications
may be desired for special applictions.
function of pronto post processor
pnfor~un'~tely, machine tool and control data is, not
universal from one machine to another. Although recently
significant progress has been made in the development 9f
NC standards, most machine tools now installed were
not built to these standards. This means that different
machines have different c~des, tape formats, and unique
machine' capabilities.
Therefore, the PRONTO "Generalized" Post Processor
was developed. It was not written for a specific machine
tool or control-but was written to include functional
logic packages applicable to most point-to-point NC
systems. It can be adapted to specific machine tools by
selecting the proper routines (logic)' and by completing
specific information ( data) applicable to the machine
tool and control., This normally is about 75-80% of the
logic and data. The remaining 20-2~% required to complete a specific post-processor must be developed for the
specific application.
Typical Post Pro~essor data include number of axes
(X, Y and/or Z), part reference or location on machine
tool, tool or turret selection, modes of operation, auxiliaries, available feeds and speeds, etc., all specific machine
tool and control data.
The planner specifies the location of each operation by
specifying the X and Y coordinates of the center of the
operation. That is the position of the tool in relation to
a basic part reference point (0, 0). For instance, the
location of a'drilled hole is defined by the X, Y coordinates

_ _ _ _ _ _ l)lannin(J'.)---!~ilii!e_the_cqniputer-.did-the-r.o~tine-c~lcul~tion---cf-th~-cctitc~-cf-thG-hG!c.-In-tha-G!:ctch-~c19T~T\'~X_~-C;l8:---;nd decision-making (the non-creative tasks).'
inch.
"
But this alone was n'ot enough. Early P'RONTO (PROgram for Numerical Tool Operation) programs were, constantly undergoing revisions and modifications at considerable expense-to say nothing of the analysis, programy
ming, and documentation problems:
Here was an opportunity for decision structure tables.
They' would provide a decision-making analysis technique,
PART
plus documentation, communication, and programming.
REFERENCE
~-....I
Also, decision structure tables could be 'modified easily.
POINT
Thus, PRONTO was' developed using decision structure tables. PRONTO is a' generalized computer assist
1 1"
planning program for NC point-to-point machine tools.
It also includes arcs, slopes and lines for milling operaThe planner' must also specify once for the part, the
tions. It is a "planner oriented" language, that greatly
relation of the part reference to the machine tool refer-

(0, 0)

'4J

_____....
x
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MODEL 32 SERIES. This new low-cost series operates at 100
wpm. Has a 3-row keyboard with a 5-level code. Shown
above: (1) RO Receive-Only Set. (2) KSR Send-Receive Set.
(3) ASR Automatic Send-Receive Set.

MODEL 33 SERIES. This economical series has a new 4-row keyboard and operates at 100 wpm with an 8-level, 11-unit code. Shown
above: (4) RO Receive-Only Set. (5) ASR Automatic Send-Receive
Set. (6) KSR Send-Receive Set.

RELIABILITY COSTS LESS THAN
In telephone and telegraph systems throughout the
world, Teletype equipment has earned an outstanding
reputation for rugged, low-cost reliability. You can
take advantage of this same equipment-this same
reliability-in your own data communications systems.
And the cost is surprisingly low ..

The new Teletype Model 33 and 35 series are ~ade
for the Bell System and others for operation on 8-level,
11-unit code. Both series can be used for direct communication with data processing equipment. This opens
up many possibilities for their use with your systemsboth on-line and off-line. The Model 33 and 35 series

MODEL 35 SERIES. A rugged, heavy-duty line that has a new 4row keyboard and operates at 100 wpm with an 8-level, 11-unit
code. Shown above: (7) KSR Send-Receive Set. (8) RO ReceiveOnly Set. (9) ASR Automatic Send-Receive Set. (10) Self-Contained
Tape Punch. (11) Self-Contained Tape Reader.

HIGH-SPEED TAPE-TO-TAPE EQUIPMENT. Used with
DA T A-PHONE and other communication services over voice
circuits, this equipment is capable of 1,050 wpm tape-totape transmission. Shown above: (12) Sending Set. (13)
Receiving Set.

YOU EXPECT
also have a 4-row keyboard that makes operation easy
for any typist.
For more information on how Teletype equipment
can be an important part of your data communications
systems, write Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81C, 5555
Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076.
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The computer can calculate these current absolute
values for all dimensions, in this case C-X.
These values must then be formatted for the particular
machine tool and control being used. Two major control
variations are "Memory" and "System." Memory can be
YES or NO depending on whether the control retains a
value until it is replaced (YES), or if the value must be
repeated each cycle (NO). System is ABS, meaning the
dimension is the absolute position of the machine tool, or
DEP, meaning departure if the next position is in relation
to the last.
Two forms of output are obtained from the PRONTO
Post Processor: Paper tape for the machine tool, and a
printed output for the planners and operators. Here are
additional deRnitions related to the output: .
M-X The present adjusted absolute machine position
in the X dimension.
PT-X The X value for the paper-tape output. (As you
will see, this may vary from the manuscript values.)
a-x The X value for the manuscript.
Table X-OUT-l of the program now prepares the X
output values for the paper-tape (PT-X), and the manuscript (a-X). Table X-OUT-DEP develops the X manuscript value for a departure system-the output value may

ence. This is the location of the part on the machine tool
table. Now all dimensions can be related to the machine
reference.

PART

REFERENCE

1(1'\
I"'--LJ

~"""'-----'

MAC~~~

5

--+1

~1

REFERENCE

~.~------------------------~

Thus, the. X hole location is now six inches from the
table ref~rence. The next step is referencing to the
spindle or absolute position, usually a function of the
control.
TABLE X-~UT-I.
C-X
NEQM-X
"
EQM-X
"
"

MEMORY

EQ"YES"
EQ"NO"

-

SYSTEM EQ
"ABS"
"DEP"
"ABS"
"
"DEP"

HOW TO MAKE
YOUR- DIGITAL DATA
MORE USABLE ...
Add an EAI DATAPLOTTER® to your digital data
processing equipment and you will open important
new capabilities for your computer facility. Digital
data automatically plotted on paper charts is made
far more usable ... it is simpler to interpret. Data
comparison and cross-correlation are vividly clear.
EAI DATAPLOTTERS, in sizes from 11" X 17" -to
45" X 60", are practical for any size installation. Write
for full information on the time-saving and costsaving advantages of automatic data plotting.

EAI

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC.
Long Branch, New Jersey

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION SERVICES/ANALOG COMPUTERS/HYBRID
ANALOG-DIGITAL COMPUTATION EQUIPMENT/SIMULATION SYSTEMS/SCIENTIFIC AND LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTSIINDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS/PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EQUIPMENT/RANGE
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS/TEST AND CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS/MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
AND DEVelOPMENT SERViCES/FielD ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES_
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PT-X

c-x
(C-X)-(M-X)
SPACES
C-X
0

O-X
C-X
SPACES

GO TO
X-OUT-END
X-OUT-DEP
X-OUT-END

c-x
-

X-OUT-DEP

-

"

be the absolute position or the departure value-depending on what information it is desired to give the operator.
X-aUT-END is the end of the example.
The next example will involve tape output format.
Tape output formatting has been a continuing major
problem. Variations are practically unlimited as these
examples show:
Prefix Variations: Prefixes are one-letter designations
a machine tool control uses to identify an item of
data. For instance, X12345 indicates the data 12345
is an X value. Some controls do not require prefixes;
thus, the order of the data becomes significant. In this
case, the items are usually separated by tabs ( - ) .
Successive tabs indicate no data for an item. The
prefix variations of controls are numerous as shown
by possible r~presentations of the same value.
X12345
-12345-"
A12345
Sequence Variations: The sequence in which the data
is punched into the tape is another variable The tape
is read in blocks or groups of items. Each block controls a machine tool action. It may be positioning in
the X and Y dimensions or tool positioning in the Z
or depth dimension. The s.equence of data varies within
blocks for different controls.
One control may accept all the information in one
block, another may require several blocks. Each of
the following represents a valid output format-some
requiring multiple blocks.
XY
(one block)
XYZ
XY
(two blocks)

Z

XY
Z

. (four blocks)

Z

Z
Digit Variations: Still another variation is the number of
digits and right or left justification of the digits required
for any item. Some variations of the value X = 10.500
are shown (b = blank).
.
010500
0105bb
b10500
b1050b
The table at the end of this example is the master output
table where the manufacturing engineer originally establishes the tape format, order, etc., for any PRONTO PostProcessor.
At this point, all the calculations, logic, etc., have been
performed. It is now· time to produce the tape. This table
will determine the correct tape format for the machine tool,
based on logic that the manufacturing engineer has supplied.
The following terms are used in the table:
LINE Some machine tool controls require several blocks
of data to complete a motion or operatio~-each block
represents a line of manuscript output-hence "LINE."
LINE 1 might contain the X and Y values, LINE 2
might contain the Z dimension.
ORDER This is order within a "LINE"-the first item,
second item, and so on. In LINE 1 above, X was order
1, Y orqer 2, etc.
ITEM This is the specific variable whose current value
will be output for the corresponding LINE and ORDER. Here the manufacturing engineer determines

6. Allow debugging at the source level (in English).
Thus the objectives of PRONTO were fulfilled-largely
through the use of structure tables.
the tape format. In this example, ITEMS being output
are SEQ-NO, a consecutive sequence number; X, Y,
and Z position values; TOOL, the current tool identification number; AUX-1 and .AUX-2, auxiliary functions such as coolants; and MODE, the tool motion
sequence, a function of the operation. The X dimension is the ITEM for LINE 1, ORDER 1; the Y
dimension is the ITEM for LINE 1, ORDER 2, etc.
TAPE FORMAT This is the output format that is desired
for the ITEM. The first digit represents the number of
positions'to the left of the decimal, the second 'digit
the number of places to the right of the decimal. For
example, X = 12.345 would be of the 23 format, X
= 12.34 would be the 22 format, and so on.
LEAD-SUPP TRAIL-SUPP Indicates by "YES" or "NO"
'whether suppression of leading or trailing zeroes is de~
sired. Leading or trailing' zeros are not, required by
some controls, therefore tape punching and reading
time can be reduced by their elimination.
Table OUTPUT-l
This table creates the output tape-the ITEMS are selected for
proper LINE and ORDER. The TAPE-FORMAT and SUPPRESSION ar~ determined next-the ITEM is then ready for tape
output.

wider acceptance and use

Why isn't there wider acceptance and use of decision
structure tables? There are three primary reasons.
The first is that structure tables are relatively new compared to Row charts. Most programmers began their training with Row charts and are understandably reluctant to
make an abrupt change.
Second, there has been limited information available on
how to do structuring. Earlier articles described what structure tables are without going into real "nut and bolt" explanations of how they are actually put together. Frankly, verbalizing the structure technique is difficult, as this article
has demonstrated. Then too, relatively few persons have
had actual experience with live problems.
Third, few structure table compilers are available today.
Therefore, much of the benefit is lost because tables must
then be coded. Experimenting with one of the existing processors probably isn't such a bad idea, since much of the advantage of structure tables certainly stems from the fact
that they can be used directly to compile operating computer programs.
However, many benefits are not dependent on the computer. So, therefore, don't overlook· the power of structure
tables as a manual systems ~nalysis and design tool. Irideed,
this is where the principal benefits are claimed. Then too, if

LINE

ORDER

ITEM

TAPE-FORMAT

LEADSUPP

TRAILSUPP

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

1
2
3
4

SEQ-NO
X
Y
TOOL
AUX-l
SEQ-NO
Z
MODE
AUX-2

40
23
23
40
30
40
23
40
30

"NO"
"YES"
"YES"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"YES"
"NO"
"NO"

"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"
"NO"

5
1
2
3
4

~n our OpInIOn, the use of decision structure tables in
PRONTO he1ped:
1. Provide for an excellent analysis of the problem and
an approach to the generalized solution.
2. Introduce the concept of "skeleton tables" whereby
logic and relationship are furnished, but specific values must
pe supplied by the user. Skeleton tables include the condition and action headings as developed in the rules for writing structure tables (Part I). The values for the parameters
m~st be furnished. For instance, different machines have
unique feeds and speeds; thus the speed skeleton table may
look as follows:
SPEEDSPEEDSPEED
SPEED
CODE
RANGE

GR
NGR
GR
NGR
GR
NGR
GR
NGR
Here the given speed, SPEED, is converted to the specific
SPEED-CODE and SPEED~RANGE for this machine tool.
Other machine tools may have different break points for
the speed, or different codes and ranges.
3. Provide source documentation for manufacturing engineers, planners and programmers.
4. Reduce programming time.
5. Minimize communications P!oblems between users,
specialists, and programmers.
54

there is a mental -or organization block about going someplace else to "compile" structure tables you can implement
a simple' structure table language of your own. They are
remarkably effective and' don't cost much. Simplified compilers ranging from $10,000-$25,000 have been built for a
variety of machines. In comparison, regular full scale pseudo
languages are complex and may take hundreds of thousands
of dollars to i{uplement.
.
'
The important point is, don't wait for the world to provide
a slick structure table processor. If needed, you can make
one to satisfy your own needs on your own computer.
In closing, the authors would like' to acknowledge the
contribution of their associates in Advanced Manufacturing
Engineering Service, Production Control Service, Computer
, Dept., and X-Ray Dept. to the work reported in this article.
Mention should also be made of the many contributions
other General Electric departments have made to the development and application of decision structure tables. •
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Here's how PRC can provide a JOVIAL
compiler that costs a lot less than you're used
to paying-and can be delivered a lot quicker.
Digitek Corporation has recently developed
revolutionary techniques of compiler construction that produce FORTRAN at X the
cost and X the delivery time of existing compilers. As a co-operative venture with Digitek,
PRC can now apply these same techniques
to JOVIAL to accomplish comparable savings
in cost and time;
, PRC's broad experience in com man d and
control plus Digitek's breakthrough in 'compilers mean the latest state-of-the~artapproach
to your JOVIAL compiler.
The Digitek compiler method ~as provided
FORTRAN for Daystrom, Hughes Aircraft
Company, Honeywell, and Scientific Data

Systems. The compilers can be implemented
on all 8K and most 4K computers.
.

.

TVPICAL EXAMPLE: PRC would apply to
your JOVIAL compiler the same techniques
that resulted in a FORTRAN II for Scientific
Data Systems 920 which was delivered on time
at a. fixed price.
. Features included: All statements-accepts
the full language· Several times faster than
comparable compile'rs . Efficient machine
code· Optional generation of program
diagnostics.
Call or write now for complete information on
how the combined capabilities of PRC and
Digitek can save you time arid money on your
JOVIAL compiler. Planning Research Corporation, 1333Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles
24, California.

,t

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES I WASHINGTON / NEW YORK I NORFOLK I SAN DIEGO I HONOLULU

Providing assistance to Government and industry In systems engineering, economic
research, and information systems-for more than a decade.
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The new Boneywel1200 .
can print, pu~ch, ~ead and write
at the same time It's computing
(No other low-cost computer can make that statement)

[

I

Two weeks after the Honeywell 200 came out, $50,000,000 worth of orders were in. That's a lot of orders. But, then,
the 200 is a lot of computer. c It's the first business computer that combines big-system performance with a low price
tag. (As little as $3,160 a month.) 0 The Honeywell 200 has up to eight input and eight output trunks, giving it real
versatility for peripheral jobs. What other low-cost computer, for example, can print, punch, read and write at the saine
time it's computing? None. c No other low-cost computer has such speeds, either. The H-200 has a two-microsecond meinory
cycle (that's three to five times faster than any other small system - even faster than some big ones). D A powerhouse
in its own right, it is also efficient as a satellite to other computers. And it's compatible. Chances are, you can switch
over to a Honeywell 200 from· your present system with little if any re-programming. c For more information on the
newH-200 computer, write: Honeywell EDP, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. Or contact your local Honeywell EDP office.

I

. ,

Honey~ell
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
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~® NEWS BRIEFS
DIRECTIONAL LASER BEAM
CONTROL REPORTED
Working toward the display; transmission or processing of light, rather than
electrical signals, in computers, IBM
engineers have developed an experimental device that electro-optically
deflects a laser beam to locations on
a surface. Deflection under mechani-cal control had been found to be
too slow.
Described in the firm's Journal of
R&D, the digital-indexed light deflector is reportedly capable of a oneusec random directing of letters, numbers or other images to about 1,000
binary addressed positions; the selection _ includes some code-converting
logic. In time, deflcctions in the nanosecond range reportedly will be possible. The laser is used because of the
loss of light intensity through absorp, tion in the deflection process.
PARTS PRODUCTION SCHEDULER
DEVISED BY SRI, LOCKHEED
A sort of PERT-for-parts system has
been developed by Stanford Research
Institute and Lockheed Missiles and
Space Co. for production planning in
the Navy's Polaris -program. The
PACER (Planning Automation and
Control for Evaluating Requirements)
system determines quantity and need
dates for the hundreds of components
that go into the missile, based on pro-

duction scheaule and system configuration changes.
Prepared for an IBM 7094, the
software is being used by those in
purchasing, subcontracting, production scheduling and budgeting. In
progress is a study of its interfacing
with other systems of management
control.
FALL JOINT CONFERENCE
ISSUES CALL FOR PAPERS
A call for papers has been issued for
the Fall Joint Computer Conference
, which will be held on Oct. 27-29 at
the San Francisco Civic Center.
Deadline is May 1. Named conference
chairman is Richard 1. Tanaka of
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., and
. technical program chairman is David
R. Brown of Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.
Five copies of the entire paper, not
exceeding 10,000 words, should be
sent to the latter, and should include
a 100- to 150-word abstract.
RCA READIES INTERNATIONAL
TELEGRAPH SWITCHING SYSTEM
A· computerized international public
telegraph system which will replace
a torn-tape center has been demonstrated by RCA Communications Inc.
It is scheduled to go on the air this
spring. Central hardware is a com-

=
RECORD ATTENDANCE EXPECTED IN WASHINGTON FOR SPRING JOINT
More than 80 exhibitors and some
4,000 attendees are expected in the nation's capitol for the Spring Joint Computer Conference, April 21-23 at the
Sheraton Park Hotel. Scheduled exhibitors include two foreign manufacturers, ICT of England and A. B.
Atvidabergs Industrier of Stockholm,
Sweden.
The conference is sponsored by the
American Federation of Information
Processing Societies. Registration fees
are $8 for members of sponsoring
societies (ACM, IEEE, SCI), $10 for
non-members, and $2 for students.
With the theme, "Computers '64: Problem-Solving in a Changing World,"
about 45 papers will be presented in
14 technical sessions: Information
Retrieval (one technical, one tutorial) ;
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Business DP; Command & Control;
Hybrid (technical and tutorial); Numerical Analysis; Logic, Layout & Associative Memories; Compilers; Artificial Intelligence; Multiprogramming;
Social Implications of DP; Applications; and Evaluating Computing Systems. A cash prize of $500 is being
awarded for the best paper.
Other activities include a special
session on the computer education of
the blind, an educational symposium,
informal evening seminars and tutorials, and a ladies' program. Field
trips to four computer sites are
scheduled.
Conference chairman is Herbert R.
Koller of the U. S. Patent Office, and
Technical Program chairman is Jack
Roseman of CEIR Inc.

puter similar to the 601 and capable
of handling 2.5 million cps.
Capable of switching messages
through 100 receiving and transmitting channels, the computer can also
identify any of 7,000 cities, states and
countries in three languages, and
12,000 internally registered coded addresses. It also examines messages for
accounting and billing information.
IFIP CONGRESS 65 ISSUES
A CALL FOR PAPERS
A call for papers for the IFIP Congress 65, international congress on the
information processing sciences in
New York City, May 24-29, 1965,
has been issued. Deadline is Sept 1,
1964. The prQgram will cover major
advances in such areas as automata,
language translation, information systems, communication, and artificial
intelligence, as well as the design and
programming of computers. The trienniel meeting of the 23-nation organization is expected to draw more
than 5,000 people from 50 countries.
Those interested in the detailed requirements pertaining to the submission of papers may obtain them from
IFIP Congress 65, 345 East 47th St.,
New York 17, N.Y.
BANK ADDS HARDWARE
TO CENTRALIZE BOOKKEEPING
Centralized statewide bookkeeping for
its branch offices is being instituted by
the United California Bank with the
installation of a San Francisco-Los
Angeles data communication system.
Transactions at each branch bank are
carried to San Francisco or Los
Angeles for processing at the latter
city each evening, and returned by
the next morning. Starting with checking accounts, the next move is to
savings accounts.
Communications hardware cost is
$3K per month, plus -$4K per month
for the lines; being used is a broad
band channel composed of 12 telephone- circuits. An IBM 7710 Teleprocessor in Los Angeles is nestled
amid five 1401's and one 7074. In
San Francisco is one 1460.
• Local high school seniors are attending a jun!or-level programming
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Computer Output
Questionnaire
Test your knowledge of the latest methods available
for displaying and recording the
output of large-scale digital computers.

Questions

4

How much large-scale computer time (IBM
7090 class) was required to prepare tape for output sample "b" shown above?

'.~
~-

c

"

!.,

- -"'---- - - -

a

d

.

a. Less than three seconds D b. One minute
c. Five minutes D d. Ten minut~s D

.:,'

""""'''"

-

b

c

,5

How many of the following output types
can be produced by one versatile computer
recorder already in commercial operation? (1)
16mm microfilm for automatic storage and retrieval; (2) 35mm microfilm; (3) quick-look
paper copy; (4) high-quality paper copy for reports and distribution; (5) vellums; (6) pagesize film negatives; (7) animated motion picture
strips.
a. (1) through (3)
c. All except (7)

e

f

1

Each of the six samples above represents a
specific computer output application. Match correct letter code of above samples to each of the
applications listed below.

a. One hour D b. One minute D
c. One second D d. One-half second D

Curve Plotting
PERT Charts
Tool Path Drawings
Orbital Plotting
Mapping
Alphanumeric Line Printing _ _

2

How much time was required to print all of
the above samples from tape transport start to
delivery of finished paper to the engineer?
a. Thirty seconds D b. Six minutes D
c. Twenty·five minutes D d. One hour D

How much time was required to write the
computer program for producing sample "b"?
a. One minute D
c. One hour D

b. Five minutes D
d. Four hours D

GENERAL DVNAMICS

D b. (1 through 4) D
D d. All of these D

6

How much time was required to record the
above output sample "b" on film.

3

D

7

What is the minimum number of hours of
daily usage required to justify economically an
output device capable of producing all of the
above samples in a matter of seconds?
a. Sixteen hours D
c. Three hours D

b. Eight hours D
d. One hour D

(Answers may be found on following page)

I ELECTR~NIC5
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NEWS BRIEFS ...

MOST COMPUTING
course at the Univ. of Miami (Fla.)
School of Engineering in a program
financed by an anonymous member
of the local chapter- of the American
Institute of Industrial Engineers and
matching funds by the college. The
11 high schoolers last semester ranked
among the top 10% of the more than
100 in the course.

Answers
1 Answer: "d" -:-The annotated graph
sample was recorded in one-half second on a
General Dynamics SoC 4020 computer recorder
which plots at 10,000 points/second and prints
at 7,000 lines/minute. Even the most compli~
cated sample, the map, took only six seconds.

~ Answer: ,"a"-Using SoC 4020'squick-look
printing capability, an impatient engineer could
, have page-size paper output in less than 30
seconds after computer-generated tape is
placed on the tape transport.

3 Answer: "b"-If x, y values of points to
be plotted are stored in arrays X and Yj and
titles for the graph, its x axis, and its y axis are
stored in alphanumeric arrays PGTITl, XTiTlE,
and YTlTlE,respectively, the single statement
CALL Al.CRT3(1,X,Y,NOPNTS, 1;2,2,42, PGTITl,
XTlTlE, YTlTlE, 1,1,32.0;1, DUMMYl, DUMMY2,1
DUMMY3, DUMMY4) wiU produce a labeled grid'
the desired titles and the plotted curve.
'
4 Answer: i'a"-Using the AICRT3 subroutine

and its high density tape capability, SoC 4020
accepts data at input rates up to 62,500 six-bit
characters per second, economizing on valuable
computer time.
'

Answer: "d"-The versatile SoC 4020 produces all, these types of output; including computer-generated movies. Movies are produced by
creating slightly varying drawings which can be
viewed with a motion picture projector.

5

6 Answers: Curve Plotting, bj PERT charts, aj

Tool Path Drawing, Cj Orbital Plotting, fi Mapping, dj Alphanumeric line Printing, ej SoC 4020
allows organizations to use computers to translate output into graphic form for many different
departments and groups.

., Answer: "d"-lil many centers where SoC
4020s are in operation, one hour or less of use
per day justifies the cost. One user performs a
complex plotting job for engineering, in a few
minutes, which previously took a large drafting
department several days. The same highly precise annotated charts are now produced simultaneously on paper and on microfilm.

For information on SoC 4020, write
Dept. E~17, General Dynamics I Electronics, P.O. Box 127, San Diego, Calif.

• Ali 8K Telefunken TR 4 has been
ordered by the Technical Uriiv. of
Delft, in The Netherlands. Core
memory is expandable to 28K; Being
prepared is an on-line operation, the
computer reportedly capable of running tip to -eight programs siniultaneously. The language in the open
shop operation is ALGOL 60. Another
system is scheduled for the Univ. of
Groningen.
• . An effort to construct a metropolitan area databank for machine processing has been started by the Metropolitan Planning Comission _of Portland,
Ore. Accomplished to date: a 1401
output of a map which shows the
condition of dwellirigs with census
enumeration districts. Still lacking is
a method of getting legal land descriptions irito machinable form.
• A coaxial circuitry packaging technique that reportedly enables computers to operate up to 100 times
faster than present speeds has' been
developed by Sylvania Electric. The
technique is said to reduce by a
factor of four, the total circuit inductance attained by conventional construction. Used in locked pair tunnel
diode logic circuits, it also makes
feasible circuits with current gains of
20 at a phase rate of 800 mc with
four phases operating at a clock rate
of 200 mc.

Now, from anywhere in
the U. S. you can have
Data-Center access
to a CONTROL DATA®
3600 computer system
CONTROL DATA'S TWIN CITIES DATA CENTER NOW INCLUDES A 3600: The DATA CENTERS DIVISION of Control Data Corporation is
pleased to announce the inclusion of a CONTROL
DATA® 3600 Computer System in its Twin Cities
Data Center. This large;scale system is now available for computation services through any of the
corporation's other Data Centers, located in New
Y.ork, Palo Alto, Washington D. C., Los Angeles,
via data-phones communicating directly with the
3600 system in Minneapolis. For utilizing the 3600
on aone-time or regularly-scheduled basis, simply
call your nearest Data Center.
The 3600 Computer System at Minneapolis places
at your service a core memory of 65,536 48- bit
words and 1.5 micro-second cycle time. The system employs double-precision floating point, 10
magnetic tape. transports with 120 kc transfer
rate and a card reading capability of 1,200 cards
per minute. This service is available on a threeshift, five-day/week basis.
COMPLETE RANGE OF SYSTEMS,
COMPLETE PROGRAMMING ASSISTANCE
The Minneapolis 3600, coupled with the new
Dataphone communications systems, significantly
extends the range of computer systems offered
by the 1604A and 160A equipment installed in all
five of Control Data's Centers. I n each, the computers are backed by a complete programming
staff, capable of efficiently solving your problems,
utilizing FORTRAN 63, COBOL, CDM-3 for linear
programming, SCOPE and various nuclear codes.
, I n addition, the Mi nneapolis Center has a grou p
of specialists in using the large-scalecapabilities
of the 3600 system. These professional services
are available to assist you in all phases of problem
formulation, data preparation and debugging.
Your Data Centers representative needs only 20
l}1inutes to show how you can benefit from economical computer service. Call him now.

DATA CENTERS
e A contract to study the acquisition
and use of scientific and technical information by Defense pept. scientists
and engineers has been awarded to
Auer~ach Corp., Philadelphia, by
DOD s Advanced Research Projects
Agency. To be investigated are the
kinds of information used, and its
relationship to decision making and
management functions. Under the direction of Walter M. Carlson, director
of Technical Information, in the office
of the director of Defense, Research
and Engineering, the study will be
completed this year at an estimated
cost of $290K.

8100 34th Avenue South, MinneapOlis 20,
Minnesota /612888-5555
295 Northern Boulevard, Great Neck, Long
Island, N. Y. / 516 HN 6-2600
212 TU 6-0411
I
}~12984~?~~o~le Pike, Rockville, Maryland /

~~~03~~~8i;;oAvenue, Palo Alto, California /

~~~07~6~~~~btae, Los Angeles, California /
"

DATA CENTERS
DIVISION OF

CONTROL DATACORPORATION
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dpma
certificate program

NEXT
EXAM
SLATED

A tentative date of Feb. 13, 1965. has been set
for the next examination for the DPMA's Certificate Program in Data Processing. Deadline for
applications is Dec. 1, 1964. Established by the five-man
Certificate Advisory Council which conb'ols the program,
these dates were set to enable the various societies, colleges, and professional groups to present refresher courses
for those preparing for the exam. This is the last exam
which will not stipulate that applicants satisfy an academic
requirement.

D

Since its start in 1962, a total of 2,534 certificates has
been awarded. There were 2,445 applicants for last
November's exam, of whom 1,136 were members of the
Data Processing Management Assn., 217 were members of
the Assn. for Computing Machinery, and 1,092 were not
affiliated with either. Among them, 1,596 received certificates. Investment to date in the exam is estimated at
$40K.
Reportedly emerging is a pattern in the format of the
exam. Seven parts of. the test and their approximate contribution to total score are as follows:
Computer
Punched Cards
Systems
Equipment
Accounting
Math
Statistics

30
15
20
5
10
10
10
100

Viewing this, the council decided that five sub-tests, as
they are called, appear to be statistically dependable,
whereas two require additional work.

spe~il ghd.·.·i~C~(!Iiz.eni~ff:r:;l~t;~~.~~;;;~·~~·

related . . .·i().w···.• .
..
You.· . .can .u:eoure.xperi~~ce
your datarec.ordingproblew . ...

~

ENNEDY

60

COMPANY

2029 North Lake Avei;·Altadi~a,.·C~lij~·
213-681-0028·

In addition to administrative problems dealing with the
present examination, and mechanical problems concerned
with the scoring and grading, the council discussed extensions to the examination which cover the professional
areas of scientific and engineering programming. It was
felt that the first four sub-tests should apply equally well
to both fields, whereas additional sub-tests could be devised and administered in lieu of the tests in accounting,
math, and statistics. If the test was so split, a certificate
could be awarded in Data Processing, Scientific Processing,
or for those qualified for a combination, a certificate in
Information Sciences. In the face of rumors that ACM and
SHARE were both considering some sort of a certificate
program, the council chairman, R. S. Gilmore, expressed
a willingness to discuss extensions to the present program
with "any duly constituted representative of either body.
A study guide and additional information on the 1965
exam is available from DPMA International Headquarters,
.524 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Ill.
•
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l\IIost things we know about --and this includes
biological systcms--begin to wear out as soon as they
go into service. Survival rates do not follow' it Gaussian
distribution. Life is not symmetrical. For the person
concerned with reliability. the problem is to find a
realistic mathematical representation of tIle wcar~ollt
phase of components.
In a break from classical reliability statistics, C1VI
Research mathematicians were among the first to usc
the relatindy little known \,\'eibull distribution functioIl
... a remarkable generalized way of handling skewed
distributions by one family of straight lines. To
demonstrate its appropriateness, they've developed a
number of easy~to~use graphical techniques for planning
and interpreting life tests, fatigue experiments, and
evell incomplete fie Id scn'icc da tel. Among
their pioneering contrii>llt iOlls:

A new method lIsing median ranks fur graphically
describillg experirncnta I main effects and interactions:
New ways of slashing test. times and optimizing
experimcnta 1 dcsigl1~';:
A ne\v method (thcory of sllspended items) for
analyzing endurance data in which sornc items havc
failed and some arc still running.
Now an accepted standard ill the bearing industry,
their graphic \Veibull techniqucs have filled mmwrous
papers and two books now un press. I t's one of the ways
Cl\II researchers and engineers are working to bring
improved reliability to both space and earth.
bound hardware.

General

r~otors

Reseai·ch taboratories

Warren, Michigan

Varying one par,llllctcr
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Talk about reliability and versatility!
You'll really talk about CEC's VR-2600
For this instrument is universally
recognized as the finest, most versatile
performer in its class. The VR-2600 is
a completely integrated, multi-channel,
wideband data recording and reproducing system embodying unique concepts
of accuracy, reliability and simplicity.
Consider these specifications ...
• All solid-state electronics for high
reliability and low power consumption-with color-coded, back-lighted,
pushbutton controls.

.
'

• Six speeds in two ranges (1%-60
ips; 3%-120 ips) electrically selectable, with no adjustments required .
• Complete 7- or 14-channel record and
playback system housed in single
or dual cabinet (optional), with
plug-in conditioning amplifiers available to handle Direct, FM, PDM, and
.PCM techniques.
• Handles data in the 400 cps-600 kc
range via direct techniques; in the

d-c - 80 kc with FM techniques;
IRIG PDM via PDM electronics; 1000
bit/inch on each of 16 parallel
tracks for parallel PCM (saturation
recording/reproducing) .
• Closed-loop tape tension control
maintains a constant, non-variable
tension in the tape, regardless of
the operating mode.
All this adds up to the fact that the
versatility of the VR-2600 makes it
ideal f9r a wide variety of uses, il).cluding environmental testing, structural
or transient studies, radar recording
or telemetry. And it performs with
perfection in laboratory, mobile, shipboard, trailer or blockhouse operations.
Now you know why this instrument
has become such a favorite for both
industrial and military use.
Want full information about the
VR-2600'? Our pleasure. Just call or
write for Bulletin CEC 2600-X5.
CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD
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Data Recorders Division

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS

A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWELL/PASADENA, CALIF. 91109
INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: WaKING, SURREY, ENGLAND
AND FRANKFURT/MAIN, GERMANY

Ask
yoursel:f SOD1.e
questions

What qualities do you look for in computer
tape? Or, haven't you thought about it? Maybe
you just go for the top priced brand, or the
latest, low-price deal. Or maybe you feel safe
in picking one in the middle. There's more to
computer tape than price ... a lot more. Oxide

coating . . . signal response . . . wear characteristics • • . width measurements . . . skew and
friction . . . to name a few factors you should
question. Ask your MAC Panel representative
for the full story about MAC Panel HeavyDuty Computer Tape. Then ask about price.

MAC PANEL COMPANV'Iii_ _. . . High Point, North Carolina

Representatives throuu.hout the United States, Canada, Latin America and Europe
CIRCLE 23 ON READER CARD
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• Arnold K. Weber, who had been
Operations vp of RCA-EDP, has been
elected corporate vp. He remains responsible for the division's overall
direction. Wesley J. Gallagher has
been named division vp for Government Marketing.
• Dr. Norman E. Friedmann has
been named president of ITT Data
and Information Systems Div., Paramus, N.J. He had been vp-California
operations of ITT Federal Labs.
• Dr. Richard F. Clippinger, former
associate director of product planning,
has been named assistant to the vp
for planning and engineering at
Honeywell EDP, Wellesley Hills,
Mass. He continues as director of
standards.
• Erwin H. Warshawsky, former
chief of Computer Technology for
Douglas Aircraft, has joined Mesa
Scientific Corp., Inglewood, Calif. He
will head the firm's consulting services
in design automation.
• William R. Hoover has been appointed manager of the Los Angeles
division- of Computer Sciences Corp.
He was formerly chief of the Computer A ?plications and Data Systems
Section of the California Institute of
Technology's Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
• Joseph B. Rice, Jr., has been
named to the post of corporate director of manufacturing for the Burroughs Corp., Detroit. He is currently
serving as manager of the company's
ElectroData Manufacturing and Engineering Div., Pasadena, Calif.
• Edward Leyman has been named
director, Information Systems Div. of
Herner and Co., Washington, D.C.
The firm specializes in information
systems design and consultation.
• Frederick W. Howells has been
appointed director, Washington Research Center of Technical Operations
Research, Burlington, Mass. He was
formerly with Lundy Electronics &
Systems Inc. and MITRE.

Faster answers to tough figurework problemson a modest budget
The new Friden 6010 Electronic
Computer is a solid-state business
computer that can operate much
faster than many of the larger
computers, yet it costs thousands
of dollars less.
It is the low-cost way to automate
complex accounting and statistical
tasks: billing; accounts receivable
and payable; profit and loss analyses; payroll and labor distribution
reports; figurework needing highspeed, error-free computation.
*A TRADEMARK OF FRIDEN, INC.

The Friden 6010 Computer is easy
to program. It provides random
access storage and logical function ability; accepts data from
punched tapes and cards, or its
Flexowriter* keyboard, and produces both printed t:lnd punchedtape output;
For complete details, call your
Friden Systems representative. Or

~~i.~e~a~r~~:~~
dro, California.

Frlden
e

.

Sales. Service and Instruction Throughout the World. A Subsidiary of The Singer Company
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What's the difference
betvveen these tvvo microferrite memory arrays?

one

remem6irs
1024 bits
N~w

RCA ONE-CORE-PER-BIT Microf~rrite Memory Array
cuts space requirements in half... cuts array costs by 40%!
You're looking at still another major RCA
contribution to ultra-high-speed memory
systems: a one-core-per-bit array with a
complete read/write cycle of 300 nanoseconds at drive-current levels below 400 rna
and bit outputs of 140 mv.
It permits the highest information-packing
density yet attained in a commercial highspeed word-address system: 2,000 to 4,000
bits per cubic inch! Plus the quality features
you take for granted in RCA Microferrite
Memory Components:
• Superior Stability and Ruggedness ..•
Printed wiring assures positive, rigid contact to each core. Planes designed to meet

(e

military mechanical and environmental
specifications.
• Precision Unifon:nity ... Mechanized fabrication eliminates many hand-assembly
variables.
• Outstanding Reliability • .. Mechanized
production techniques permit more'precise
control of each fabrication step-produce a
rugged, high-reliability structure.
• Broad Capacity Range ... Availablein 32
word x 32 bit size, and in any multiple of
this size.
• Plug-In Convenience .•. Each stack incorporates standard plug connections for fast,
easy instalI~tion.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

TENTATIVE DATA
Typical Drive Requirements at 25°C
Duration (nsec)

Amplitude (ma)

Rise Time (nsec)

Read Pulse

400

30

, laO

Partial
Write Pulse

230

30

65

Digit Pulse

80

30

80

Typical Bit Output (One Cor~/Bit Word·Address)
Undisturbed "1", 140 mv
Disturbed "0", 30 mv
, " , Bit Switching \ime, 75 nsec

Whatever your memory requirements, your
local RCA Representative is prepared to provide a coordinated application service. Call him
today at your nearby RCA Field Office.
For complete technical information on new
RCA Microferrites, write RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Memory Products Operation, Section F-D-3, 64 "A" Street, Needham
Heights 94, Mass.

RCA FIELD OFFICES-EAST, 32 Green St., Newark 2, N. J., 485·3900. 73l James St., Rm. 402,
Syracuse 3, N. Y., GR 4·5591 • 605 Marlton Pike, Erlton, N.J., HA 8·4802 • Greater Baltimore Area, 1725 "K" St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C., FE 7·8500 • NORTHEAST: 64 "A" St.,
Needham ,Heights 94, Mass., HI 4-7200 • SOUTHEAST: 200 East Marks St;, Orlando,' Flo.,
425·5563 • CENTRAl~ . Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, III., 527-2900.
2132 East 52nd St.,' Indianapolis 5, Ind., CL 1-1405 .5805 Excelsior Blvd., Minneapolis 15;
Minn.,WE 9:0676 • 714 New Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich., TR 5·5600 • WEST: 6801 E.
Washington Blvd., Los Angeles '22, Calif., RA 3·8361 • 1838 EI Camino Real, Burlingame,
Calif., OX 7-1620 • 2250 First Avenue, S., Seattle 4, Wash., MA 2·8816. GOVERNMENT: 224
N. Wilkinson St., Dayton 2, Ohio, 461·5420 • 1725 "K" St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C:,
FE 7·8500 • RCA INTERNATIONAL DIVISION, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New
York~ Coble Address: RADIOINTER, N. Y.
.
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WANTED
HARDWARE and SOFTWARE
LEADERSHIP
Many of our most prominent clients
are seeking men of demonstrated
ability in the electronic data processing field to assume management positions in both the design and utilization of computers.
If your interest and experience encompasses any of the following areas:
Scientific and Commercial Programming, Software Development, Digital ancl Logic Design, Compiler Systems, Operation Resarch, Information Retrieval, Sysiems D.esign, you
are invited to investigate opportunities offering up to $25,000 by directing your resume in complete confidence. Our clients assume fees and
relocation expenses.
Mr. Philip Nash
Dept. D-3

. .. .
~

programmers
Degree and experience in systems de- .
sign and problem definition. Senior sys~
terns supervisor; technical arid trainee
positions available. An opportunity to
work in area of rapidly expanding
sCientific information retrieval program.
Comprehensive employment benefifs.
Relocation expenses.
We offer a fine career opportunity ill
addition to an environment which will
provide you and your famii y the many
advantages of country living in a cosmopolitan atmosphere.

Write to: E. H. Heilman

Chemical Abstracts Service
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Columbus,

Ohi~

43210

An Equal Opportunity Employer

"EMPLOYMENT SPECIALISTS"
150 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
HAncock 6-8400
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DATA PROCESSING
SPECIALIST
A position is now open for an expert in data processing
at the University of Wisconsin.
Our expanding computation needs' require an expert
to organize the development of a novel large-scale system involving digital reduction of pictorial data for highenergy physics. The system involves considerable software and some hardware development for multicomputer
communication. T~e computers involved are CDC 3600
and 924. A good background in physics and mathematics
is desirable. Experience with data reduction on a large
digital computer is necessary .. The applicant must be
willing to exercise iudgment and take initiative in determining the direction the development will take. M.S. or
equivalent desired. Rank and salary dependent on experience.

Address: Mrs. Blanche Ringlien
High Energy Physics Office,
3401 Sterling Hall, University of
Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wisconsin.
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PROGRAMMERS
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
FOR
WASHINGTON, D.C.
If you:
1. Have at least a B.S. degree in Math, physics
or engineering
2. Have at least one year experience on any
major computer
3. Want to live in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area
4. Want top income and growth position,

Send resume or write to Systemat for application
Positions also available in New York, Philadelphia
or Boston

,SYSTEMAT
1107 Spring Street
Silver Spring, Maryiand; (301) Ju 7-4200
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hybrid linkage
The Adage 770 is a modular system
with a number of standard options
which provides A-D and D-A conversion channels, performs multiplexing, distribution and timing functions
necessary for linking analog and digital
computers. Provisions for manual control permit system checkout independent of the digital computer. ADAGE
INC., 292 Main St., Cambridge 42,
Mass. For information:
CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD

information access
MIMO (man-in, machine-out) is an
I/O device which allows interrogation of an on-line storage unit. Input
can be by handwriting with a stylus or
with prepared message tabs, and out-

put is by non-impact strip printer.
DATA TRENDS INC., 1259 Route
46, Parsippany, N.J. For information:

~=

:: I

quoted. RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N.Y. For information:
CIRC.LE 202 ON READER CARD
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data transmission
random access memory
RCA's new RACE (Random Access
Computer Equipment) has a maximum capacity of "some 5.4-billion
characters," stored on 16 x 4.5-inch
magnetic cards, each with a capacity
of 166K characters stored on 128
channels. A removable magazine
contains 256 cards. The notched
cards are selected by the computer
and fed to a drum for read/write.
A read/write station will handle up
to 16 magazines; up to eight RACE
units can be incorporated into the
system .. No specific access times were

This system consists of Dial-o-verter
paper tape terminals D508S and
D508R which are able to transmit
data over the regular dial telephone
network at a speed of 750 words per
minute from any number of remote
locations to a central point. DIGITHONICS CORP., Albertson, N.Y.
For information:
CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD

computer speakout unit
A device that provides verbal replies to inquiries about the contents
of a computer-controlled file has been

sucht fur Entwicklung und Vertrieb
von Datenverarbeitungs-Anlagen und -System en

Physiker, Ingenieure,
Mathematiker und Programmierer
Dr.-Ing E.h. Konrad ZUSE entwickelte 1941 die erste programmgesteuerte Rechenanlage der Welt.
Die ZUSE KG ist das einzige Spezialunternehmen Deutschlands, das ausschlieBlich elektronische
Datenverarbeitungs-Anlagen und -Systeme entwickelt und herstell!. Das Unternehmen hat sich seit
1961 von 320 auf 850 Mitarbeiter vergroBert.
Wir suchen erfahrene, einsatzfreudige und zielbewuBte Mitarbeiter, die interessiert sind, eine
Dauerstellung in verantwortungsreicher Tatigkeit mit entsprechender guter Dotierung zu ubernehmen.
Wir bieten Einsatzmoglichkeit in folgenden Arbeitsgebieten:

Entwicklung
Vertrieb

Planung neuer Systeme, Aufbau von Datenerfassungs-Anlagen, Konstruktion neuer Baueinheiten.

Einsatzplanung unserer Datenverarbeitungs-Systeme fur neue Anwendungsgebiete. Selbstandige
Ausarbeitung von System- und Organisationsvorschlagen nach eigenen Betriebsanalysen. Einsatz
im AuBendienst nach eingehender Ausbildung in unseren Fachgruppen.

Programmierung

Erstellung von Programmen sowohl fur technisch-physikalische Berechnungen als auch fur kommerzielle Datenverarbeitung. Entwicklung neuer Programmierungs-Systeme. und Cihnliche Aufgaben;
Bitte, senden Sie Ihre Bewerbung mit den ublichen Unterlagen an unsere Personalabteilung. Wir
werden die Verbindung mit Ihnen aufnehmen und sind jederzeit gerne bereit, umfassendes
Informationsmaterial zur Verfugung zu stelle".

ZUSE KG · BAD HERSFELD

Westdeutschland

Postfach 340

Elektronische Rechenanlagen

CIRCLE 81 ON READER CARD
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Economical new solution
to outgrown capacity
in computers
and EOP systems
Information Processing Systems, Inc. is a new and unique
brokerage and consultant service specializing exclusively in
used computer and EDP equipment. Nation-wide service.
IPS helps you to find the true value of your outgrown system
on the open market, and to arrange a sale. IPS helps you to
invest wisely, to meet your own expanding requirements with
equipment whose capacity is no longer sufficient for its present
owners.
'
Consult IPS without obligation-concerning the market for the
equipment you wish to sell, and the availability of systems
meeting your new requirements. There is no charge for listing
your offer and/ or requirements. Our standard commission is
charged to the seller.
Write or call M'r. George Heilborn, President, for complete
information -or to arrange your consultation with the only
independent specialists in used EDP systems and computers.

INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS, INC.
200 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019
Telephone (212) Circle 6-2267
CIRCLE 39 ON ReADER CARD

Data Processing
Opportunities Bulletin

ERROR CONTROL
IEEE Show
Booth 3939
Coliseum
Codex Corpo.ration, specialist in error control systems, cordially extends you an invitation to the first public demonstration of its
unique f~rwa rd acti ng, error-correcting
coding devices.
Codex Coders are used for very low error

HF
A Codex TD-

rate data transmission over telephone,
radio and troposcatter circuits.

680 Series telephone line decoder will be in
operation.
Visit us in Booth

3939.

COD EX corporation
cambridge, massachusetts
CIRCLE 40 ON READ'ER CARD .

Shows the positions you could have in
the field of Data Processing.

DATA PROCESSING
MANAGEMENT

Cadillac Associates, the nation's largest executive
and professional placement service, represents the
majority of the nation's top companies in Data
Processing. Their best jobs, at salaries from $6,000
to $75,000 appear in our monthly Data Processing
Opportunities Bulletin.

As the rapidly expanding world leader of a dynamic consumer
goods industry, our new 1401/1410 installation requires senior, highly skilled business applications computer specialists.
Successful applicants probably now hold-or are in line forposition of data processing manager ... or they're supervising
an E.A.M. and computer operation.

FREE

Both the Bulletin and our completely confidential
placement service are available to you absolutely
free of charge. Client companies pay our fees.
For your free Bulletin without any obligation,
Circle Subscriber Service Card No. 77. Please use
home address only.
LON D. BARTON
President

Cadillac
Associates, Inc. *
29 E. Madison Bldg.
Chicago 2, Illinois
FI 6-9400
• Where More ExecutlveJ Find Their PosittonJ
Than Anywhere Else In the World

In Los Angeles- Lon Barton Associates 3275 Wilshire Blvd.
In San Francisco-Lon Barton Associates, 120 Montgomery St.

With us, these senior specialists and managers will be able
to apply their intimate knowledge of systems and programming
development techniques to a variety of applications ranging
from automated purchasing and material control to establishing company policy with statistical projection of sales and
quotas. And lots more we haven't even thought of yet.
Since we're a young company with young middle management,
there are no minimum age barriers. We do request a BS, BA
or preferably MBA and from 2-10 years experience. In return,
we offer a range of excellent starting salaries, profit sharing,
bonuses and a dynamic working environment that will allow
you to do computer applications you've always dreamed of.
Send your resume, in complete confidence to:

DATAMATION MAGAZINE
Room 202, 1830 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006

CIRCLE 77 ON READER· CARD
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NEW PRODUCTS

...

designed. The 7770, which can be
linked to a 1401/40/60/10 and 7010,
stores a vocabulary of 32-127 words
and has from four to 48 communications lines. Telephone inquiries, with
verbal responses, are handled with a
1001 data transmission unit. IBM,
DP DIV., 112 E. Post Rd., White
Plains, N.Y. For information:
CIRCL.E 204 ON READER CARD

automatic film reader
The PFR-1 reads data on photographic film at 5,000 points per second and records it on mag tape or
outputs on a printer. The system includes a PDP-1 with CRT, and has
applications in reading data from

radars, theodolites, spark and bubble
chambers, and oceanographic and
biologic labs. It reads 16, 35, and 70
mm film. INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL INC., P.O. Box 106,
Maynard, Mass.· For information:
CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

intercoupler
This teletype-keypunch intercoupler,
designed for communications in decentralized industrial or business operations, converts data from teletype
code directly into standard Hollerith
code, or the reverse, at rat'es from
60-100 wpm. NAVIGATION COMPUTER CORP., Valley Forge Industrial Park, Norristown, Penna. For
information:
CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD

data line terminal
Type 2 enables the 1004 card processor to communicate over conventional telephone lines with local or
remote mag tape terminals. All information on full 80-column cards can
be transmitted, received and processed
at rates up to 140 cpm. UNIVAC,
The Sperry Rand Building, New
York 19, N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD

modularized edp system
Nanologic 100 is able to operate at
repetition rates to 100 megapulses per
second with coincidence resolving
times of 1.2 nanoseconds. Ten func-

we've got your number
... in binary coded decimal format at 50,000 conversions per
second, including sample and hold. Texas Instruments new
Model 846 A-D Converter features 100 megohm input impedance, voltage ranges from 1 to 10 volts (manual or external
selection) and 100 nanosecond aperture time.
Available options include three digits (+ 999) or four digits
(± 1,999), differential input, decimal or BCD display and
digital to analog conversion capability. The 846 is another
high-speed, high-accuracy instrument inTI's line of digital data
handling equipment.
Model 844 and 845
high-speed Multiplexers
are ideal companion instruments for use with TI
A-D Converters.
Addressable, sequential and addressable/sequential models
are available, sampling at 50,000 channels per second. Features
up to 160 channels, variable frame length, accuracy ±0.02 %
full scale with input levels to + 10 volts.
Write for complete information.

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS
GROUP

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INC 0

R P 0

P.o. BOX 66027

RAT ED

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006

CIRCLE 41 ON REIAD'ER CARD
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NEW PRODUCTS • • •

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS
Step into worldwide
business autonlation
with NCR, Los Angeles
At NCR, you can make original contributions
in the most advanced areas of digital technology, creating business systems for use in
120 countries. You can step into a life where
independent,. searching minds find greater
nourishment and reward-where there is no
compromise between career values and
living. values.
Why not take that step now?

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ENGINEERING
Programming and analysis of business and
industrial electron ic data processing systems
with real-time applications involving communications network.

ADVANCED MECHANISMS DESIGN
Position will entail analysis and advanced
design of complex mechanisms and applied
mechanics problems. Ph.D. preferred with
applicable experience. Should be equally
skilled in mathematical analysis and laboratory measurements.

ADVANCED
ELECTRONIC MEMORY DESIGN
Job entails design of word-select memories
and memory circuits. Requires BSEE, MSEE
desired, and at least three years' experience
in the above-mentioned field.

RANDOM·ACCESS MEMORY DESIGN
Senior position open in development of highspeed random-access mechanisms and general random-access equipment. Requires
BSEE with at least four years' applicable
experience.

SYSTEMS/COMMUNICATIONS DESIGN
This senior position will involve analysis
and advanced design of on-line, real-time
systems. Requires BSEE, MSEE desired, with
some applications experience necessary.

INTERVIEWS AT IEEE CONVENTION,
NEW YORK CITY, MARCH 23-26
for an appointment, please send a resume,
including training, experience and salary
history, to Bill Holloway, Personnel Department, or phone collect.

/NlcIRI

The National Cash Register Company
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
2815 W. EI Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.
Telephone: Area Code 213-757~5111
an equal-opportunity employer

tional modules include: pulse height
discrimination, coincidence detection
and resolution, pulse shaping, pulse
amplification to 100 Mp/sec, prescaling, logic functions (AND, NOR,
OR), pulse shaping and standardizing,
fan-in and fan-out, time to pulse
height conversion, scaler driving and
power driving. CHRONETICS, INC.,
965 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N.Y.
For information:

:
I

CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD

desk-size computer
Zuse Z 25 features 18-bit word, basic
38-instruction repertoire, up to 1024
index locations. Fixed store is 4K;
working core can range from 256
words, and an auxiliary drum contains 17,664 words. Maximum operating speed is quoted as 11,765 operations/second. Software includes ALGOL and COBOL; FORTRAN is being developed. ZUSE KG, Bad Hersfeld, Germany. For information:
CIRCL,E 209 ON READER CARD

data acquisition
Model 24373 can accurately make
2000 voltage measurements per second and record them on mag tape
for direct entry into a digital computer or recorder. A sample and hold
feature permits the voltage measurement displayed to represent the instantaneous value that the voltage
had within 0.5 microseconds after
the command. NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC., Del Mar Airport, Del
Mar, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 210 ON READER CARD

direct accounting
The E2100 is a sophisticated accounting machine, available with 40 or
100 words of magnetic core memory.
Printing speed on a 220 alphanumeric
character line averages 20-40 cps.
Features in five models include the
ability to read and wdte alphanumeric
data on mag stripped ledgers, and a
choice of punched card or paper tape
output. BURROUGHS CORP., Detroit, Mich. For information:
CIRCLE 211 ON READER CARD

translator
The CT -58 has been designed for
connecting punched tape data to a
five-level telegraph line. The device
features 5-level serial telegraph code
output to the line from either 8-level.
or 5-level punched tape information.
CANADIAN AVIATION ELECTRONICS LTD., Box 2030, "St.
Laurent," Montreal 9, Quebec, Canda. For information:

COMMERCIAL
SCIENTIFIC • OIR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultants
Executives
Operators
Programmers
Sales Representatives
Systems Analysts
Systems Representatives

Computer Personnel Consultants,
Inc., specializes exclusively in the
recruitment of and searches for professional computer personnel; computer personnel appraisal; and,
computer personnel administration
consulting..
All fees are assumed by our client
organizations. All negotiations are
handled in complete confidence.
Registrations of computerprofessionals not actively seeking a position change but sincerely interested
in considering opportunities for
which they are qualified are cordially invited.
CPC is composed of professional
staff members with undergraduate
and graduate training in personnel
administration f business administration, engineering or science. Each
professional staff member has extensive computer experience with national management consulting or
CPA firms; with computer manufacturers; or with computer users.
The experience of our professional
staff members is not limited to one
computer manufacturer, industry, or
function. The professional staff includes personnel specialists as well
as electronic data processing specialists. CPC is the only personnel
consulting firm that has engaged in
extensive professional field research
of computer personnel characteristics. All completed recruiting and
search assignments are guaranteed

for six months.
,\

1"-'
~~

'I

~

A complimentary copy of the
na t'I onally recognized re/ port, Computer Personn el Characteristics1964, can be obtained by
visiting, calling or
~
writing:
~'\
\

'"

CPC

/ COMP UTER PERSONNEL
'\
C ONSUL T ANTS, INC.
135 South La Salle Street-Suite 1460
Chicago, Illinois 60603 - Phone 312-236-0900

*T.M.
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telemetry-computer interface
Model 1201 digitizes, multiplexes, and
stores up to 16 asynchronous serial
PAM, PDM, PCM and time-multiplexed FM telemetry data inputs for
computer interrogation. At the heart
of the system is an asynchronous
digital scanner which accommodates
160,000 samples/second frOni up to
16 sources. MONITOR SYSTEMS,
INC., Fort Washington Industrial
Park, Dept. 1282, Fort Washington,
Pa. For information:
CIRCLE 213 ON READER CARD

puts any data
into IBM format
Here's a complete A--?D, D---+D computer
tape preparation system in one unit.
• Converts, buffers and records analog
or asynchronous digital data from
transducers, converters, PCM telemetry

buffer core memory
The KD-5030 is a compact printedcircuit unit that accepts parallel
digital data at up to 10,000 bits per
second. The unit features fault-isolation and' storage detection circuits,
clock-rate storage and demand-rate
unloading. ITT, 320 Park Ave., New
York 22, N.Y. For Information:
CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD

terrain data translator
Measuring and digitizing X, Y, and Z
distances on a three-dimensional stereoptic model, this device is used with
projection-type stereo plotters for such
applications as highway design, cartography and photo recon data analysis.
Available as standard outputs are cards
or paper tape. Tracing table travel is 20
inches horizontal, five inches vertical.
BENSON-LEHNER CORP., 14761
CalHa, Van Nuys, Calif. For information:

decommutators, or other sources. Accepts
time correlation signal and records It on
the blocked output tape without losing
real-time data. • Updates any system not
containing a magnetic core buffer memory.
• Automatic tape advance to load point,
parity and selfcheck features, etc. For details
and specifications, write mail station 250.

CIRCLE 215 ON READER CARD

terminal devices
Series 100 and 200 are buffered CRT
inquiry stations with numeric or alphanumei'ic keyboards, procedure sequencing and program identifier control keys, and "erasure" keys. The 100's
are for large-scale communications net-

U.S. Pat. No. 3,012,230

EECO ':'51
Computer Format Control Buffer
works with high concentrations of remote I/O devices, and the 200's are
general purpose units. The CRT's can
display from 128-768 characters, and
the codes conform with the ASCII
standard. THE TELEREGISTER
CORP., 445 Fairfield Ave., Stamford,
Conn. For information:
CIRCLE 216 ON READER CARD

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY of California
1601 East Chestnut Avenue, Santa Ana,California, Telephone (714)547-5501
Representative in Washington, D.C.: Electronic Engineering company,O'
1801 North Moore Street, Room 403, Arlington 9, Va. (703) JA 5-0505
EE3-63R
,
.
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CONSIDERING A

HyBRiD

•

6 good reasons to consider

HVCOiVIp©
from PACKARD BELL
and COMPUTER PRODUCTS, Inc.

Here is HYCOMP, a hybrid Analog/Digital Computing System, for
aerospace and bioastronautical simulation, design of sampled data
systems, optimization of multiparameter systems, man-machine systems.

1'. IT MAKES BETTER BUSINESS
SENSE (We never underestimate the influence of the man who signs the check)' ..
Under a working agreement between Packard Bell and Computer Products, Inc., com-

the PB440 ideal for hybrid computation.
Microprogramming flexibility means p~o
grams are designed with exact characteristics needed for combined analog~digital
problem solution.These include rapid input/
output to analog computer; floating point
operations at speeds which al.low use in
fastest real-time applications; all arithmetic
operations plus logarithms, powers, roots
and transcendental functions as commands;
simulation of other digital computersori command format and word I.ength basis (im,agine how useful this would be in simulating

plete hybrid computer system responsibility
is offered under one contract with either
company. System Checkout and proof of performance are provided at the manufacturer's
plant before installation and checkout at
your site. You have only one procurement
and one contract for an operational system;
not three separate procurements for an analog computer, a digital computer and a linkage system, leaving you to putthem together.
Cost is lower because joint design effort
eliminates contingency cost factors usually
needed to cover buy-outs; extra overhead
profit is eliminated because neither firm
must buy the other's computer to offer a
complete system. You don't p~y for custom
engineering since s~andard system design
spreads costs over several projects.

~~~

, .

.

~~
~
,.

"I'LL SiMULAT£ YOu
IF YOU'LLSIMULArE ME';

a control system digital computer); direct
memory access indep,endent of program,
useful in large scale simulation. Operating
and display features which make the PB440
more useful to the engineer-programmer
include console memory and register display and entry in octal form, manual control
of single-step program advance and display
of all arithmetic and control, unit flip-flop
states by indicator lights.

.

2. A BETTER ANALOG COMPUTER ..•
The Mark III Analog Computer,is capable of
faster operation than any other real time
general purpose analog computer available.
Solid-state electronic mode, control provides integrator switching to "operate", "reset" and "hold" functions in 500 nanoseconds. Wideband (80KC) operational amplifiers are used ... Didac desk provides solidstate input/outputpnd increased speed and
reliability over,' mechanical selection systems ... all control signals are binary logic
directly compatible with digital computer
control and sense lines ... each computing
component has identifying four-digit address providing virtually, unlimited equipment (3xpansion ... opti mu mamou nt of patchable digital logic is provided-logic that
can be handled easily by the analog programmerwho may riot be a logical designer.
3. A BETTER DIGITAL COMPUTER ..•
Dual Memory Stored Logic deSIgn makes

4. BETTER LINKAGE SYSTEMS ... Packard Bell has designed and manufactured
more successful linkage systems connecting analog and digital computers than any
other com pany. There are more than a dozen
such linkage systems operating today (one
connects two computers 2500 feet apart).

Packard Bell has been making A to D and
D to A converters since 1957. The Hycomp
linkage system includes our newest, the
ADC20, an 0.01 % 15-bit converter operating
at 30KC and the ADC21, a 70KC12-bit unit
-fastest and most accurate converters
available anywhere.

5. BETTER SOFTWARE ... Hycomp software includes diagnostic routines for automatic checkout of Mark III and PB440 computers; automated problem sta~ic check; i nput/output program, providing all scaling
computation and analog computer inputl
output in engineering units; Fortran statements for hybrid system operation (part of
compatible Fortran II package already available for hybrid computing).
6. A DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL. ANALYZER OPTION ... A unique type of hybrid
system can be supplied by,adding Packard
Bell's TRICE* p~millel DDA for high accuracy real-time Integration and implicit
function generation. Several Trice-PB250analog computer combinations are highly
successful in real-time simulation. Trice
computation isparallel and continuous like
an analog computer, so the analog programmer can handle aTrice-Mark III combination
with minimal training,

WE'RE NOT OUT OF REASONS, but now
that you know why Hycomp is the hybrid
computing system that can solve more of
your scientific and engineering problems,
why not call or write today for the rest of
*TM
the ,story. Write Dept. C-20-7.

paCkar~, Bell
UJ/~tttev
PB· 2700 SO. FAIRVIEW STREET. SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA. (714) 546-7160
CPI · , 7 , 7 "F" STREET. SOUTH BELMAR. NEW JERSEY. (201) 681-3100

SEE US AT BOOTH 3308, ,IEEE,- AND AT DIGITAL DESIGN CUNIC, HENRY HUDSON HOTEL
CIRCLE 44 ON RBADER CARD

WASHINGTON REPORTCr===========================================================================d~
Continued from page 21 ...

POST OFFICE
'CUTS
- - -ADPCENTERS
. FROM 14 TO SIX

------

BUREAUCRATS FORESEE EXPANDED
SERVICE BUREAU OPERATIONS

CONGRESSMAN ATTACKS
HYPER-ACTIVE PRINTERS

chasing as ~n ove~all DOD policy. Several, in fact,
are positively gleeful over the prospect of quick
cash for their goods.
The Post Office Dept., fee+ing the heat from
President Johnson's economy dr'i ve, w:ill reduoe its
ADP centers from 14 to six in the next 14 months.
C9nsolidated sites will be located in Dallas, ~t.
Louis, San Francisco, Minneapolis, New York and
Atlanta. Savings will consist of a hefty $3.7 million
annually in manpower but only $300K in machine costs
(surviving centers will double up on 1401's to'
handle th~ admini~trative overflow)~
The cutback, however, does not indicate a slackened
interest by the PO in plans for extended'auto~ation
~nd computerization of its services, according
to' a department spokesman. "Process control" is
still considered the key to the PO's future, replete
wi th optical scanners reading zip code 'numbers,
automatic counters, weighers and sorters.·-Eventually
the PO visualizes its- automated mail handling
processes tied in with computer systems in perhaps
50 major post offices. These computing complexes
in t~rn would be tied jn with the regional ADP
centers by dataphone or some simiiar communications
device. Finally, the.whole operation would be linked
with the overall gov~rnment communications network.
How far away is this Orwellian concept from
realization? The technology exists now to make the
system go, says the Post Office. All that's needed is
funding, trained personnel and CongreSSional approval.
Optical scanners are expected to be'in operational
use within three years. By 1969, five years hence,
the'~6mplete system should be in operation. Th~n'
heaven help the man who trie.s to make a four-cent
stamp do the work of a five-cent stamp •.
The pilot service bureau at the Bureau of Standards
has yet to encounter a rush of new business, despite
a pointed BOB suggestion that government agencies
"should" us~ the BuSt 7094/1401 for their fringe
dp needs. The $~ million annual volume of outside dp
work remains little changed from pre-directive time.
Plans are afoot, though, for a greater government emphasis on internal service bureau activities.
The GSA, at the behest of BuBud~et, is reportedly
establishing a new group on its' organization chart
which would take all government service bureaus
under its wiQg and expand them into a much larger
enterpr:ise.·
.
Nursing a grudge against increased federal paperwork and blaming it partly on edp is Rep. Arnold
61sen(D., Mont.), ch~irman of the House's Census
& Government 'S~atistics subcommittee. Olsen' ch~rges
that computers, instead of taming ·the paper tiger,
are creatipg a-greater paperwork burden. Case in
point: the 500 million forms pumped out annually
by-the Internal Revenue and Social Security people
in operating their new taxpayer numbering systemi
'which depends wholly
on edp.
.
,
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SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS

in the art of programming

i

~

IBM®

\i

I

J

now offers these, career oPPortuni~ies,
f()r experienced programmers

_

...

-",.,

Opportunities at IBM have never been better for
challenge .•. for achievement ... for advancement. As

l

,

a prQgrammer at IBM's Data Systems Division, you
can make significant contributions in research, de-

'\"

J

....p.--_.....-.r

velopment, and applications of programming systems. Opportunities exist along specialist or
managerial routes at all experience levels. Farsighted benefits programs are designed for youand your family. Excellent salaries keep pace with

\
\

your pro:,ress l'a~ I.BM.

~!t . . , .

II

a:'Js

PR'OGRAMMERS
... ' with Scientific or Business Computer ex·
perience in the application of data process·
ing systems for the collection, programming
and dissemination of information at a high
input·output level. Orientation in large Com·
munications Systems desirable. B.S., M.S., or
Ph.D. in' Electrical Engineering, Mathematics,
or Physics essential.

IlIII(

'

l

.......,....._ _,.
____.-r

• PROGRAM SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS "

_ _ _ _,~ _ __t

'

HIGHLY DESIRABLE ASSIGNMENTS
IN
• PENNSYLVANIA
• CALIFORNIA
• MASSACHUSETIS
• FLORIDA
• WASHINGTON, D.C.
• MARYLAND

ft

Advanced Programming Techniques: research and development in such areas as: New
compiler techniques! Operating
systems' Symbolic debugging of
source language programs'
Non-numeric algebraic manipulations on computers' Information retrieval systems· Time
sharing systems.

Programming Languages:
exploratory research and development of machine-independent ~
languages for scientific" for
commercial, and for il number of
varying special application
areas; investigation of the nature of progralT!ri1ing languages
':"'their specification,forin, arid
meaning; their essential syntax
and semantics; comparative
analysis and evaluation of language features; development
arid documentation of language
:;tandards.

I

To develop requirements and prepare specifications for design evaluation tests, to examine
operation of experimental and production models of the system. Design of system tests and
special test operating procedures.' Will participate in live system testing of various complex
systems. Will analyze test data and prepare
documents which spell out results and conclusions to be derived from system tests. These
conclusions shOUld cover adequacy of the design logic and implementation of equipments,
computer programs, and control manning.

Business-Oriented Programming: advanced development of
sorting techniques, merging, report generatQrs, and file-maintenance programs.

• SENIOR P~OGRAMMERS

oppor;:~;·'· ;~~"'"

These
located mainly in Pough-" )
keepsie, N. Y., a suburban environment about 70
'
mi,les from New York. Other pr,ogrammin,g facil,ities
are located in White Plains and New York City,
N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; and Beverly Hills, Calif. IBM
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Relocation expenses are paid. Do you want more information?

t

o

No

yesi'

Please write, briefly outlining
your background and interests, to:
J. D. Baker, Dept. 701 Q
IBM Data Systems Division
- Box 390
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

,
"
,"

Will be responsible for the overall planning and
supervision of computer programs. Will assign,
outline and coordinate work of progra'mmers
and write and debug complex programs involv~
ing mathematical equations. Requires experience in the operation and programming of large
electronic -data processing systems, such as
the AN/FSQ-7 or 8, IBM 700 or 1400 series,
RAMAC 1301, or Philco 2000 series.

• COMPUTER
PROGRAMMERS
To develop and/or analyze logic diagrams,
translate detailed flow charts into coded machine instructions, test run programs and write
descriptions of completed programs. Requires
experience in the operation and programming
of large electronic data processing systems,
such as the AN/FSQ-7 or 8, IBM 700 or 1400
series, RAMAC 1301 or Phil co 2000 series.

Direct Resumes in Confidence To Dept. 801
G. T. EVANS
'
Employment Manager

PHILeo
A SUBSIDIARY OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY

TECH REP DIVISION
P.o. BOX 4730 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19134
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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DATAMATION

DATAMATION
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{]=o NEW LITERATURE

._----

REAL TIME SYSTEM: Brochure explains
real time dp for business applications
and defines much of the terminology
associated with data communication.
Capabilities of the 1400 are detailed.
HONEYWELL EDP, 60 Walnut St.,
Wellesley Hills, Mass. For copy:

-----..,

INCREMENTAL RECORDERS: Illustrated

MACRO SYSTEM: HA Macro-Program-

bulletin gives features and complete
specifications for the DSR 1400 series.
DIGI-DATA CORP., 4908 46th Ave.,
Hyattsville, Md. For copy:

ming System for Scientific Computation" describes the BOUMAC macro
system for using high-speed computers. (National Bureau of Standards

CIRCLE 137 ON READER CARD

CIRCLe 130 ON READER CARD

MANPOWER REPORTS: Reports 6 & 7

deal with automatic data processing
in the federal government and reading machines for dp. U. S. DEPT. OF
LABOR, MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF MANPOWER, AUTOMATION AND
TRAINING, Washington, D.C. 20210.
For copy:

RAISING THI HIGH GROUND

CIRCLE 131 ON READER CARD

Yesterday's commander controlled his forces from a pOint that
offered a sweeping view of the battlefield.

DP ACCESSORIES: 80-page brochure
details company's complete line of
data processing accessory equipment.
MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS,
INC., New Windsor (Newburgh) N.Y.
For copy:

Today's battlefield is the entire world. Today's weapons can apply
nuclear firepower half way around the world in minutes. Today's commander, unable to actually see and direct the battle, must rely on
large-scale electronic systems for the information and means to make
and carry out command decisions.

CIRCLE 132 ON READER CARD

KEYSORT: Outlined are the methods
and machines which make up the
Keysort punched card system for codepunching and tabulating original records. ROYAL MCBEE CORP., 850
3rd Ave., New York, N. Y. For copy:
CIRCLE 133 ON READER CARD

DIGITAL MODULES: Data sheets describe power supply, amplifiers, converters, drivers, other units. DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard,
Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 134 ON READER CARD

GLOSSARY: 177 -item glossary defines

and explains the more fundamental
terms common in magnetic recording
applications. MEMOREX CORP.,
1180 Shulman Avenue, Santa Clara"
Calif. For \copy:
CIRCLE 135 ON READER CARD

RECORDER/REPRODUCER: Brochure includes applications, tape transport,
magnetic heads, electronics and capstan drive power on the GL-2810
continuous loop recorder/reproducer.
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMfcs CORP., 360 Sierra Madre
Villa, Pasadena, Calif. For copy:

This is the new high ground. Computer-based. World-wide. And much
of its shape and personality is being determined by The MITRE
Corporation.
MITRE wasformed in 1958,as an independent nonprofit organization,
to continue system engineering responsibility for the SAGE Air Defense System. Since then, MITRE has become principal technical
consultant and advisor to the Air Force Electronic Systems Division,
designing and developing such global command and control systems
as the NORAD Combat Operations Center, Nuclear Detection and
Reporting System, and Post-Attack Command and Control System.
In this capacity, MITRE engages in systems planning and engineering,
including feasibility studies, cost studies, operations research, testing
and evaluation, and preliminary system design. Attimes, MITRE takes
on an enlarged system engineering role, as in the case of assisting
ESD in management and design control for NORAD Combat Operations Center.
MITRE works to provide this country with a high ground that meets
the needs of modern warfare. But in one of the odd paradoxes of our
time, the greater MITRE's success in matching deterrent system to
offensive threat, the less the possibility of its ever being used at all.
Openings are currently available in Bedford, Mass., Washington, D.C.
and Colorado Springs, Colorado. Mitre is located in Bedford, Mass.,
THE _ _ _ _ _ _ __
a pleasant suburb just 25 min.utes from Boston. For more information, write Vice President,
Technical Operations, The MITRE
Corp. Box 208MM, Bedford, Mass.

MIT R E
'''.'eWiII.'e'·1i4.-,:,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Pioneer in the design and development of command and control systems, MITRE was chartered in 1958
to serve only the United States Government The independent nonprofit firm is technical advisor and
system engineer for the Air Force Electronic Systems Division and also serves the Federal Aviation
Agency and the Department of Defense.
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CONTROL DATA REQUIRES
COMPUTER SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS
FOR KEY POSITIONS
Because of the worldwide acceptance of Control Data's general and special purpose computer
systems, a variety of professional positions must be filled to keep pace with the company's
resultant growth. If you have medium or large-scale computer experience and a B.S. degree,
please examine the following opportunities which exist at all experience levels:

AT PALO ALTO, CALI F.
SYSTEMS EVALUATION: Participate in the development of quality
assurance techniques for general
purpose programming systems.
These positions require a good
understanding of system programming techniques and creative imagination.
SYSTEMS INSTALLATION:Represent Control Data technically at
various, nationwide customer
sites. Responsibilities will include orientation, training, programmer consultation and software systems installation for
large-scale Control Data® 3600
and 1604 computer customers.

AT MINNEAPOLIS, PALO ALTO,
LOS ANGELES & LA JOLLA
PROGRAMMING' SYSTEMS: Participate in the developmen~ of ad-

vanced programming systems,
including Compiler Development, Monitor and Executive
routines and language analysis.

AT LOS ANGELES & Ll JOLLA

their problems for computer applications in both pre- and postsale situations.

AT MINNEAPOLIS

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: Define
problems in which the emphasis
is on analysis, novel design,
mathematical innovation and
programming implementation.

PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTORS:
Teach beginning and advanced
programming to both Control
Data employees and customer
personnel.

SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION:
Assist in development of reference manuals, teaching aids,
sales aids and other forms of
documentation for programming systems.

AT LOS ANGELES, PALO ALTO,
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
MINNEAPOLIS &
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

AT NATIONWIDE CONTROL
DATA SALES OFFICE
LOCATIONS
SALES· SUPPORT ANALYSTS:
Consult with Control Data's
hard ware customers to analyze

PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS: You
will be analyzing data center customer problems for computer
applications. In addition, you
will be involved in sales support
work and· the preparation of pro- .
gramming proposals.

TO ASSURE PROMPT REVIEW OF YOUR QUALIFICATIONS AND INTERESTS PLEASE SEND RESUME TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AREA STAFFING REPRESENTATIVES.

PALO ALTO: B. I. CRIPE, 3330 HILLVIEW, PALO ALTO, CALIF . • LOS ANGELES & LA JOLLA, CALIF.: J. L. WARD, 5630
ARBOR VITAE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF . • EASTERN U. S.: K. V. CHASE, 11428 ROCKVILLE PIKE, ROCKVILLE, MD .
• MINNEAPOLIS AND MIDWEST: T. W. OLDHAM, 8100 34TH AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Technical Note 203). Detailed instructions and illustrations are given.
Price is 30¢, SUPERINTENDENT
OF DOCUMENTS, U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Washington, D. C.
~

PROGRAMMED

DATA

PROCESSOR-6:

Brochure discusses processing, memory, and I/O subsystems, instructions,
peripheral equipment and software
for this system. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., 146 Main St., Maynard, Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 138 ON READER CARD

MESSAGE & DATA SWITCHING: System
features, applications and equipment
features of the PCP-150 are offered.
PHILCO, COMMUNICATIONS &
ELECTRONICS DIV., Blue Bell,
Penna. For copy:

420 SYSTEMS COMPUTER: Bulletin gives
detailed description of the computer's
applications, specifications, command
list and theory of operation, including
a block diagram illustrating computer
organization. BECKMAN INSTR UMENTS, INC., SYSTEMS DIV., 2400
Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. For
copy:
CIRCLE 141 ON READER CARD

MAGNETIC MEMORY DRUMS: Brochure

offers complete physical data on company's line of magnetic memory drums.
Tables show variable access times,
cost per bit, and all other pertinent
factors for specification. HOUSTON
FEARLESS CORP., WESTWOOD
DIV., 11801 Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. For copy:

fC9J
cQ16®AdaDJ I
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AT RATES UP TO

-G?D~O~ CHAR./5EC.
AT 200 OR 556 BPI-ON MAGNETIC TAPE

CIRCLE 142 ON READ'ER CARD
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USED EDP EQUIPMENT: Brochure describes company's new services as a
broker in used edp systems. INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS,
INC., 200 W. 57th St., New York,
N. Y. For copy:

BUILDING BLOCKS: Data sheets provide
information on six standardized digital
logic building blocks which feature individual plug-in logical elements. A VRON, INC., P.O. Box 223, Huntington, N.Y. For copy:

CIRCLE 140 ON READER CARD
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COOJ{ MODEL 150
INCREMENTAL TAPE RECORDER
This unique recorder provides new precision in bit to bit tolerances when
recording random data.
• Records in 7 track IBM format User
has option of 556 bpi or 200 bpi
o Records up to 650 char.jsec.
o Tape moves only when recording
o Eliminates paper to magnetic tape
conversion No need to edit tape-use
directly
The Cook Model 150 Incremental tape
recorder is ideally suited for:

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS'
DATA LOGGING
OPTICAL READING SYSTEMS
and other random data
collection systems
Write for complete catalog and specifications_

-

~
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D.'ATA-STOR
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DIVISION

8100 Monticello Ave., Skokie, III. 60076
Tel. 312-673-9200 TWX 910-223-3615
WEST COAST OFFICES:
805 East Cerritos. Anaheim. Calif. 92805
Tel. 714-7766400 TWX 714·776-0761
Box

18WlJ;lrn~~~I.Pr~C}t8108
Tel. 609-854-4939
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ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS

AT PAN AM:

computer
careers

Our clients have present critical
needs in the $9,000-$25,000 class
for Managers and Seniors and men
who can accept management responsibility and professional growth.

EUROPEAN ·and

NATIONWIDE CHOICE
N.Y., N.J., MASSACHUSETTS, WASH·
INGTON, D.C., BALTIMORE, PHILADELPHIA, HUNTSVILLE, HOUSTON,
DALLAS, FLORIDA, OHIO, UTAH,
CALIFORNIA & OTHERS

SUPPORT FOR OVER
40 SPACE AND MISSILE
PROGRAMS SCHEDULED
IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Ballistic trajectories, polar orbits, synchronous orbits, rendezvous and docking maneuvers in earth orbits, lunar orbits, direct lunar flights, interplanetary
courses ... each mission will require range support specifically tailored to the
task, calling for many advances in present instrumentation at the Air Force
Atlantic Missile Range.
By 1968, Pan Am scientists and engineers at the Cape will have developed specifications and supervised. the implementation of tracking, telemetry, information
transmission, and real-time data handling and display systems to measure the
performance of literally hundreds of vehicles on over 40 distinct space and
missile programs.
Where else can you find the opportunity to make important contributions to the
success of so n:tany programs?
Since 1953, Pan Am's Guided Missiles
Range Division has been responsible to
the Air Force Missile Test Center for
range planning, engineering, and operation of the Atlantic Missile Range. From
a handful of scientists and engineers
10 years ago, the professional staff has
grown to over 600, contributed to over
1000 launches, and made range instru·
. mentation one of the "big systems,"
fields of the future.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
SYSTEMS, ENGINEERS to develop specifications for range instrumentation systems,
evaluate bids from industry, provide tech·
nical direction of development, monitor
manufacture and installation, and phase
systems into operational status.
RANGE PLANNING ENGINEERS to take proJ·
ected programs requirements for the next 5
years and develop the advanced tracking
system concepts required, including instrumentation, facilities, and logistic support.

SCIENTIFIC STAFF to join a handpicked staff
in analysing program information and predicting system capabilities needed to sup·
port programs, using celestial and orbital
mechanics, astronomy, probability and game
theory.
RANGE OPERATIONS ENGINEERS to plan
and evaluate range support for all launches,
coordinate all range support activities, pro·
vide data and command/destruct for range
safety, and manage down·range island and
ship stations.

Contact us you
or interest in any of the following:
D Scientific Computation or AnalysiS-For unusual Aerospace and
Lunar programs. IBM 7000 type experience & strong Mathematics
D Real Time-Programming
D Software Development-lan-

guages, Compilers, Assemblers,
Monitors or Sub Routines
D Operations Research/Analysis
-linear Programming plus Computer Applications
D Systems-Planning, Design,
Analysis of State of the Art Massive
Data Handling Systems
D Programming-Large Scale
Computers
D SYSTEMS DESIGN/DVMT-New
Military on-line D.P. Systems work
with sales! mktg! customer engineering
Personalized individual service by
our technically trained staff helps
you locate that unique position.
Real Time

Command & Control

Mgrs. and Seniors

To $21,000

•

Director Research Computation
Experience required in one or more of these
areas: Pulse & CW radar, telemetry, infrared,
data handling, communications, closed circuit TV, frequency analysis, command con·
trol, underwater sound, timing, shipboard
Instrumentation, meteorology,
Address InquIrIes In confIdence to
Manager, Range Development, Dept. 21C

GUIDED MISSILES
•
RAN GE DIVISION

To $28,000

Write in confidence outlining Parameters or call (collect) Mr. Albert
(Area Code 212) PLaza 9-1720

n

aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc.
leading Consultants to Management
in the Data Processing Field

An Equal OpportunIty Employer
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510 MADISON AVENUE, N.Y. 22, N.Y.
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THIS MACHINE IS IMPORTANT TO SYSTEMS MEN
WHO "COULDN'T CARE LESS" ABOUT HARDWARE
If you've always preferred to leave the hardware design to
others, the story behind the 7300 ADX system should be that
much more meaningful to you.
More than a half dozen of these systems have already been'
installed, including a major complex accepted by NASA in
September 1963, at the Marshall Space Flight Center. In addition to switching huge amounts of data between the many
computers within the Huntsville operation, this ADX system
will eventually handle the switching of traffic to and from NASA
Installations at Cape Kennedy and others in a number of states.
Even more significant, the first 7300 Automatic Data Exchange
System was installed in the American Embassy in Paris, back
in September, 1962!
All this is simply to demonstrate that lIT systems men were
far out ahead of their colleagues in other companies during
1960 and '61, when we were first hatching the ADX system
idea. Today, our systems people (hardware and software) are

still at least that far ahead of the field: ProbaQly farther.
When you're ready to explore the opportunity side of DISD,
you'll discover a great deal more than the ADX system and
the high future potential for these commercial equipments ..•
and, for that matter, more than its big "cousin" SACCS 465·L,
also conceived, developed and designed here.
You'll find an organization totally devoted to computer technology-with hardware/software individuals and teams applying computers to systems which communicate and manipulate
data in real·time ... for the military commander, the industrial
decision·maker, an airline reservations manager, or for a
global space·flight range. And more.
Your confidential resume will receive the prompt attention of
our technical management. Please addres~ Mr. E. A. Smit~,
Manager of Employment, Div. 35-MC, ITT Data and Information Systems Division, Route 17 & Garden. State Parkway,
Paramus, New Jersey. (An Equal Opportunity Employer.)

Iff

DATA AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
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4 REASONS FOR BUYING ONLY PREMIUM TAPE
(Wiemore){, of course!)

•

Reduced maintenance down-time. Premium
tape increases head life and reduces head replacement. Its better adhesion of oxide coating and
tougher, smoother coating surface minimize operating interruptions resulting from oxide build-up on
heads and guides.

Longer life. Premium tape minimizes tape stripping. It assures error-free performance long after
inferior tape breaks down and becomes loaded with
dropouts. The more severe the use, the more the
economies afforded by premium tape's tougher,
smoother coating.

Memorex magnetic tape is premium tape.

Memorex magnetic tape is premium tape.

Greater reliability. Premium tape remains error
free - pass after pass, reel after reel- and provides greater security of data in demanding routines.
Despite the somewhat higher price of premium tape,
few users can afford to miss the economy inherent
in its greater reliability.

No rejects. Premium tape provides freedom from
rejects because it is always read-pass perfect- reel
after reel. Its price is higher, perhaps. But its effective cost is less because premium tape delivers
machine-time savings by eliminating pre-testing and
maximizing error-free operation.

Memorex magnetic tape is premium tape.

Memorex magnetic tape is premium tape •

oJ

Memorex tape is premium tape. No need to pre-check it. You
can place Memorex computer tape directly in servicereel after reel.
Memorex certification means what it says: Memorex com·
puter tape i§. error-free. Extra care, extra steps and scrupulous attention to every detail make it that way. We know the
importance to you of having a tape you can depend on.
CIRCLE 2 ON READER CARD

Are you on our mailing list to receive the
Memorex Monograph Series of informative
technical literature? Write 1172 Shulman Avenue, Santa Clara, California

MEMOREX
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STANDARD IN
PERFORMANCE

An optimized floating head design employing recent breakthroughs in
ferrite technology is now offered as a finished product. Utilizing. high
density ferrite throughout, and fused by molten glass, the assembly is
controlled to far more precise tolerances than those yielded by previous
methods-;:-ahd ~t,sub~tantial cost reductions!
Higher bit de'nsities and broader operating margins are a direct
benefit of this control. Stability over wide temperature ranges and long
term electrical and mechanical stability are unprecedented.
This flying disc head design is offered in configurations of one to
twelve tracks, 10 mils wide-all with the same mechanical and aerodynamic properties. Shown below are actual test results obtained in
our laboratory on a plated disc.
1000 Bits per Inch Packing Density
40 MV Output at 1.6 Me
150 Micro Inches Flying Altitude
If you are concerned with a new disc fil~ design, look into the use of
this new readily available head. Our application engineers will gladly
work with you to meet your requirements.

FERRDXCUBE
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

SAUGERTIES. NEW YORK
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